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es be great pleasuret0 'transmit te you herewith the CommisSion
onal OUtreach and Servize'S report:'!ActesstO 'knowledge." The
ion of this.report to you7is the:culminafion Of eighteen'Months

ated effort by many people. Itrform and' tontent are theresult
of th, deliberations of the outstanding-citizens whb cheerfully gave of..
their time and talents as members of the.CoMmi:ssion. Its produCtion

ong bours and much hard. work by enthusiastic And competent
rs, I feel that the combined. expertisd of the members of the
and iis staff are amply reflected in'the prodUct.

While the Commission vas,concerned with.adult education.needs in Florida
in the moSt comprehensivesense, it.Obvibusly could not cover indetail all
of the many facets And ramifications bf.this broacLand compl6x'field. Among
those areas upon which more'emphasis.should4re given in future studies are
adult'Vocational and technical educition,

.
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'I shbuld.like'mexpress my sincere'appreciation to .youjor having
given me..the opportunity and privilege of serving as Chairmaryof the
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my chairminshipsaNery pleasant ind rewarding experience by tb 'r excfllent,
cooperation, and support.
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ABSTAWT OF THE REPORT,

The goals and objectives of the Florida 06mMis8ion on 1duaa-
'tiomal Outreach and Servioe.were to assess Florida citizens'.
needs foneducational outreach, to inventory existing outreach
efforts, to determine outreach roles of various post-secondary
institutions, to suggest imprOVements for the delivery of out-
reach, and to develop a plan for contimued reassesement. In a
democracy individuals mUtt have access to knowledge throughout
theirlives since this forrn of government charges them with
dscision,making. Access to knowledge is necessary to acquire
and maintain vocational competence in our highly literate and'
technological society.. At a personal level, access to kr:Owl-edge
is needed in order for individuals to cope teth the many p8ijcho-
,Zoic4l, sociological, and economic changes which confront their
daily lives, Florida's population stands at approximately 8.4
-million ofwhich 5.8 minim are beyond the age of,l7 and thus
potential clients fbr post-secondary education. The state is
.yery diverse ih terme of ilts cultural and racial compositibn
amd in terms of its tabor force. Florida has a substantial
number of persons living at the two extremes of the economic'

.,spectrum. Nearly taa.out ottive Floridians are 45 years ofage
r or older, nedrly one. in six.is 65 years of age or older. 'While

the median number of school years completed is 12.L.many thou-
sands of adults are.illiterate or functionally illiterate.
Nearly 50 percent'of the 1974-75.high'school graduates-entered
some form' of possecondary education.

'loth public and private community colleges and univereities in
Florida have grown dramatically in numbeeand in enrollmbnt in
recent years. In1960 there were fbur public universities, fbur-
teen community colleges, and.fburteen accredited private univer-
sities: These institutions enrolledapproximately 73,000 credtt .

seeking students, most ofwhom were fial-time. By l975, there' .

were fifty-fdur institutions and llments had v.:creased more
than fbur-fbld, with the majority ing part-time learners. Durio4
this 'Period post-secondary institut a have also greatly expanded
.non-credit efforts. Though still se tng retatively small numbers

.
of_learners in.relation to the need, t wide range of educational
options and delivery syetems (fbr bo h credit and.non-credit

.

uses) have emerged, such as, educational television akd radio.
. correspondence study, credit by examination, external degrees,

. cooperative education, time-shortened degree prOgrams, branch cam-
puses, and off-campus courses. Increased activity in the areas

I-
of research and community service have also characterized the

. deveZopment of post-secondary education in recent years. Large
,

.research centers and aohost of individual research projects have

s.
contributed greatly to the technical and problem-solving capa-
bility ofour state. Community èervice activities have ranged
from helping to alleviate both c onic and acute economic and
social problems to enriching the ultuxal life of our communities.

8
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As inflatton 3 and
fees for both public,and private post-secondmry education have-

also risen. In-response, a number of state and federal fihan-
cial assistance programs have been initiated; however, irt re- P

Zation to the need, these are far.from sufficient. These

Frograms often have requirements which exclude many non-tra-
ditidhe learners in need of jinancial aid. eactors of time
and space also pose obstacles to many would-be learners.
Theie include the hour, day, and Location of offerings. Adult

would-be learners are often denied accesi to post-secondary
education,becauee of scheduling patterns which are still geared

to the traditionan-camputyfull-time student. Several in-

stitutions have found weekend and evening classes to be par-
ticularly attractive to adult learners%who usUally hgve home
and job responsibilities which interfere with attendance during

the week. Unfortunately, during times of amsterity, these
scheduling patterns are often in jeopardy: Innovativb programs

euch as indeeendent study, cooperative education, competency-

based edMcat.von, andeducational television have expanded access

to sonle learners handicapped by time and space barriers. Row-

ever, relatively spegking, these efforts are still yet mimiscule.

Florida hgs made commendable progress in overcoming access
barniers related to assessment and validation of learning which

adulits 4ave acquired outside of the traditional classroom.
Credit by examination, notably C.L.RiP. is widely used in

community colleges and universities. Also, several Florida ,
institutions are inbolved in a special project known as CAEL--
The Cooperative Assessment of Experimental Learning, spOnsored

by the Educational Testing Service.

Problems relating to career and educational counselling pose

barriers to. many would-Ye-learners. While the counselling pro:-

gilame-of post-secondary institutions have expanded in recent years,

they are still primarily oriented toward traditional clientele.

A few institutions have extended their office hours to' provide

'counselling services in the evenings and on weekends. Rowever,

once again, the efforts are meager in relation to the need,-and

in times ofausterity, theseyxtemded efforts are always in jeop-

ardy and are often eliminated completely. StilZ other would-be-

.learners face barriers to access in the form of mhission policies

and practices. Adults who have been out of prmal education for

a number of years find tests gaPticularly troublesome. Adults from

minority backgrounds stand out iA this regard., Competency based '

evaluationspould appear to be viable options to the'traditioftal

predictive testing programs. Part-time would-be-learners are

often considered as second priority applicants for adHission. A

large number of adults have special problems or needs which inter-

fere with:theicc.'efts to post-secondary education. Among these

groups are thg handicapped, women, ethnic and raciallminorities,

and speakers of languages other than English. Some efforts exist

in nearZy every Tnstitution to accommodate these would-be-learners'

"ro : 4 fro ....le
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special needs. Such responses range from chiid care oenters and
_physics:a changes in buildings to English as a Second Language
programa. Many barriers to access have their origins imineti-
tutional pat:ass, reward system', and operational procedures

.

which fail taencoUrage faculty to engage in ouli.Ach gotivities. ,
Erobleme ofinterinetitiutional cooperation and coordinating in
meeting consumer needs also exist. The Florida LegisZature,
the State Department of Ediutatidn, TCVF .Independent.CoUitges
and Universities of FZorida, and the. State Boandof Independent
Caleges are aZZ examining problems retating to coordination of
the state's' post-setcondary education resources. The Statewide
Articulation Coardimation Cassittee and the Florida Eget-Secondary
Education Comiittee are actively engaged-in fi;Iding Ways ofmax-,
ilisinglthe efficiency of thee" resources.

The Commission engaged'in several data collection efforts. Among
these wereza.survey of a repreeentative sample of the aduZt pop-
ulation of Florida,,interviews with organixationat leaders from
=rose the state regarding perceived neede for edwationat out-
reach -- instructional, research and other-services; and an
extensive review of the literature on edudational outreach (see
Volume III).

'An estimated 2:4 million adults are "seriously interested" in
beginnirig.a post-secohdaryeduoational pursuit within the nert
two ,years. Most of the areas of study desired by the would-be-
learners include subjects and courses which are offered or could
be offered by community colleges and universities. The moot fre-
quently cited Motivations fbr engaging(in such post-secondary. .

learninF pursuits were "-to be better informed": or "Lumming fbr
its own sake." White the plurality preferred to study via
traditional classroom approaches, a Large proportion favored
methods involving self-study arid on-the-job training. Only one-
third of all would-be-learners preferred to study on a college
campus.

Of the 2.4 million would-be-learners, 78.2 percent reported that
they wouLd be unwilling to travel more than 30 minutes (one way)
to learn. On the'average, would-be-learners were wilting to ,
commit five to siX hours per week to subh study amd travel, even"
though their average free time available each week was only six-.
teen ta twenty hours. Nearly four of ten woutd-be-learners
reported that they did not desircany particuLar_type of credit
for their proposed study, and 14 percent wanted a certificate of
completion and V percent wanted'oredit toward a license or
academic degree. This Latter percentage is projected to represent
nearly 1.1 million would-be-learners. More than'one-half of the
woute4e-leirners were willing to spend as Long as one to tWo
years studying their specific area of interest. The most fre-
quently cited obstacles to participation were time and costs, in
that order. Bowever,.health progems and "Iotd age" were the major
barriers fbr nearly one in fbur respondents -- an estirlated one-
half million would-be-learners. Nine of ten respondents felt
the cost ofcontinuing education should be shared by some level
of government and the iridivipual. Nearly two-fifths of the adutt



theirduft education plans with a imained counselor -- an esti-
mdted 2.2 million persons. :One-third of the respondents' reported

that the higher dipation institUtions.in the state had been of

pereonal benefitlre.'them. Many oPthese individw2le specified

(.,
the beneftte Ind been 'i,idireet through the'ediscation of their

-
.- children.

The organipational leadeWinterviews suggested .thaethe educa-

-._ tionaZ and trtining.programs.prdided for employees vary.widely
,

.

., fronr-agency to-agency. For the most ,part, "such programa appear

to be provided on-a ratlfer "random" Or l'as needed'. basis. Business

and industry progrretended tofbe geared toward problem-solvinelo

while gevernmental agencies-stressed leadership development. .

Nearly all leaders reported(some degree of pooperation with .,-.

. Flarida'ifpost-secondary educational institutionS. Mai*, this

cooperation varied widety across agekci'es tout appeared, for"the

most pcait.,. rather'informal.' Organizational 'leaders appearidoto
be more interested in finding ways,pg;which post-secondary educa-

tion,could benefit theirorganizatione as opposed to'individual

employees therein. Same;respondents expressed concern for the

The leaders cited five c tegories of barriers to-expanded cooper-
educational establishmenr ability to meet their specific neede.

otion.with post-secondary institutions. Theae were: (17 time

and place constraints, (2) econdmic constrainte, (3).wystem.L.type

constraints, (4) t!ivory-tower" constraints; and (5) organisationally-

unique constrainte (e.g.,J)ilingual education. neede),. It-aPpeare,

that organizations are making only minimal\ efforts to provide

educational guidance and counselling services to employees; mow,

however, do have incentive programs fbr educational:participation

(e.g., tuition refUnds),
'

With regard to organisational leaders' perceptions of research and

other service outreach, the\fblowing hignighis were notdd:. (1)

leaders strongly stressed the need for a gmater commitment to

service by educational institutions and by the state; (2) wide-06

' 'sprewi supports found for'earmarking etate Ands'fbr mission-

'oriented researc ; (3) leaderp urged inetitutions to develop-1 !

incentive and reward systems which would.ecnourage-faculty to

engage in service and applied research activity; (4) some donfueion AI

was noted by leaders with respect to gaining entry to the-outreach 11

capal;ilities ofpost-secondary educational institutions; (6) con-

sulting services were desired by organizational leaders though

some feZt that some faculties weremore interested in research ,

grants.and others were not sufficiently experienced in dealing

with applied problems in their dii3iplines; (6) a frequently

mentioned area of n ed.was that of an improved data base especially -

deveZoped fbr the S ate ofFlorida; and (7) leaders made a plea

for post-secondary 'nstitutions to deveZop improved procedures
channels fbr communicating with their organization and with

o
l

pubZic.

1 1
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D.
The recommendations for access are cluitered under three

r )

subheadings: A.--Nstablis rovnAlMent-and'Direaition,
hancing Institutional Responiivoness and C. Developing New
Structures and Systems: The fire station Confists of night
Med Or rectotnnendationa aimed at establishing a state -level =omit-
ment to educational outreach and de:self:of:iv mechanisms whioh
will have, the effect of ohanneting efforts and resouroeS toward
:outrearCh goals. Theao recomendations call- for a legislatiVey'
mandated public polioy supportia of lifelong lealming and for
the provision of appropriate priority-setting and resouroe ahie-
oatibn. The Post-Secondary Nduoation Comission ia suggested
as the prime state level body to assume such duties as identihing
and eliminating statutory and policy bariiers to post-secondary
institutions, securing annual outreach reports,. evaluating out-
reach efforts, and studying organisational structuRs. The
Department'of Edudation is cffarged with collecting and diaseminat-
ing data deemed important for purposes of planning and evaluati4
outreach activities.

The second set of recommendations fbr expanding access to knowledge
.is concerned with enhancing institutional responsiveness. Here;
recommendations fOcus on a cluster of changes deemed essential
to'meeting-the needs of today's society and of the individ4als
therein. Changes pre suggestorwith'regard to admission require-
ments, schedulipg bf. offerings, and learner's access tà resources,

. and finantial aid programa. Zther reaommendations aaZZ for '.

greater attention to adult counselling and guidance effbrts. In-
stitutions are urjed to 4evelop programs tbr groups with-speoial
needs; make resources more available to the community, and to con-
ductocomprehensive needs assessmente. A plea ic made fbr insti-

'one to provide outreach units with basic program support,
train a cadre of outreach specialists, and to provide equi e-
reward and incentive programs for faculty who engagein outreach

.
-

,activities.

T eh l'inalaection-of the recommendations chapter begins by'suggest-
ing more extensive and wiser use-of the' resources available from
private institutions. Regional outreach centers are proposed to
coordinate and evaluate local post-seconriary Outreach efforts:
A Comprehensive study of the British open university concept is
recommended prior'to estabiishing such a prograd in Florida. A
call isvade to expand the.external degree program so that it
can serve a wider array of disciplines and increase numbers of

'students..

The Post Secondary Education. (1202) Commisran is ur-ged to study
the 'feasibility of providing outreach services via the radio,
telephon41 and televisionand to make appropriate action-oriented
recommendatiOns to the Legislature. Similarly, the Legislature
ia urged to,devote,greater attention to resources for mission-
oriented research and the formation ajp a state advisory council
for research-is proposed.- DA9 additiondl recommendations for -

.1 2
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'the reeearch adVisory oounpil concern compfitor based,information

syitems. The chapter concluddmiwith the repommendation for
topic:44mnd' multipurpbse pablio servioes irktitutes.

. . .

Ae the Commission Pwreued its investiOation:ermede with respect

to mhocess to Ahowledie," several.areal of concern arose which

)014 reqkire further ooneiderationt 2h brief; these oonoerner.are-
'(l) RecommendatiOns to.expand outreach should not be

oonstrued to meah\thatitraditional oommuriity colVege and university

grams and fanceions should be*curtailed oP given less,emphasis.
teohdologiqat advances are about to be,available which

=ad revolutionise instructional butreach. (3) The stress on
cognitive edication should not be oonstrued as meaning that moral
Oucation is less important. (V) The state's rolcin wetting
priorities for educational activities and the subsequent alloca-
tion of-resources should be reflective of peoples' stated needs.
(5) The trend totexrd credentialling ocourring outside of eduoa-

tiotial institutions warrants caref4Z study.. (8) It is important
that non-traditional students be treated tn an squftable fathion.

.(7) Flexibility and open-mindocbsessIfthould chipeeterise the searah

for improved educationokoutreaoh system. 169%The proliferation
of out-of-state.insiitutions now offering deOreee in Florida needs

to bivemaminsd to determine the reasons for such a development.

(0) Both onocmpus and off-campus institutiOnal programs must be

predioated on the basis of quqlity, feasibility, osdkneed. (ZO)

Careful study is.needed'to develop an integrated system of post.
.secondary eduoatiar:l.:h capitalises on the unique contributions

thop both public %late inititutions odn maks to the delivery

of butreach servii,es. .(11) 34boation is central to.democracy and
musebe accorded a prime priori* status by the statse

,

4
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PREFACE

Establishment of the Commission on
' Educational Outreach and Service

In January 975, the Chancellor-Designate of the State University

System of Flori , Dr. E. T. York, appointed a'special Commission on

Educational Outreach and Service.. Shortly thereafteio the Florida
N\

Division7of'Community Colleges, under the leadership of Dr. Lee Henderson,

joined ihe State University S tem as a co-sionsor. The appointed Com-
,

mission was char ed kth exam ning the'totality'of the instructional,

, research and service needs of the State of Florida and its citizens;
A

identifying those needs which could be met by higher education institu-
i.

tifons; and determing what part of them the State System s1)044d meet.

This thirty-member Commission was composed of proMinent citizens

from throughovt the state and includedrepresentatives from business

and industry, government agencies (local, state and federal), the 1:02.0-

fessiOns, labor undons, sender citizens; media, the military, pub4c and .

private higher.education institutions, and public service. organizaions.
I

P

Dr. Harold Crosby, Regents Professor and former President of the Univer-
.

sity of West Florida, served as Chairperson of the Commission. The
P*

roster'of Commission members is on page. viii. A staff of professienaI

eduCators.abd-researchers'was assembled to assist the-Commission. It

, .

conssted of'faculty members and administrators from the State University.

System and consultants and administrators from the Florida Division of _

Comiunity Colleges. The roster of 6taff is on page x. The 'combined

membership of the Commission end the,Staff subiequently organized

thesselvei into ta,special task forces.-- the Task Force on Educational

19

,
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C.

Services and the Task Force on Research and Other Services. T6 provide

for coordination among the Commission, the Staff, and t1 twO task

forcei, a steering committee, composed of representatives from each of

these groups, was formed. While most of the actual planning and the

conduct of the investigation was carried out by the two task forces, all

a%

plauland operations required the approval of the full Commission. This

report embodies the collective thinking of the Commission.i,

1

20
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CHAPTER I

PROBLEM AND OVERVIEW

Abstract

% .

I Chapter I describes the problem adcEreesed by the Florida
Commission on Educatiomal Outreach and Service -- faciti-N
tation of tO% state and its citizens through the discovery
and utilizatIon of knOwledge. In a democracy individuals
must have acciss to knowledge throughout their lives since.
this form of^government charges them with decision-making:
Access to knowledge is necessary in or4er to acquire and
maintain vomational competence in our,highly literate and
technological society. Access to knowled#e is needed in
order for individuals,to cope with the many psychological,'
sociological and economic changes which conftient!,their .

daily lives. The orlectives pursued by the Commission i

were'to assess Florida citizens' needs for educational out-
reach, to inventory existing outreach efforts, to determine
outreach roles of various post-secondary institutions; to
suggest improvements for the delivery of outreach, to develop

el

a plan' fbr, continued reassesem . An "outreach primer"
provides for the definition of y terms, a delineation of

ispecific roles of educational treach -- instruction, re-
search, and other services; and a listing of principles which
illuminate.the Commission's value and philosophy. Chapter,I
also provides for a brief, discussion of the uniqueness of
adults as learners and an overview of the remainder of

... Volume I of the Commission report.,

25
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.CHAPTER.I

N 7

'PROBLEM ANP OVERVIEW ."

A.' Introductioil

This dhipter sketches in\bold detail the problem which the Commission

confronted, the charge the Commission received, and a set of principles-

-or:articles

(of

faithby.Which it undertook:its study: In addition,, the ,

\r-

broad dimensi ns of educational-outreach -- its activities,scopei exe- '

cutots, and gui ing principlea - are traced to give the reader-igcontexi"
.

.'.

,

in Which to understand the detailbd information gresentWO in .the succeed-
. (

ing chapters.

-1
-B. Problem

--.The rapid changes in civilization during the past few centuries are

due primarily to the proliferation of knowledge. The expansion of

knowledge is aconsequence of the invention of a method creating

knowledge through observing regularities in natural phe omena. Once

discovered*knowledge was quickly used in applied forms to fuel an

industrial revolution that has literally transformed society and created

:

a new epoch of humap.hiatory.

Knowledge increases tremendously:. In.paraliel, civilization.grows

in complexity. The amount of knowledge an,individual can grasp bbcomes

a smaller portion of.all that might be grasped. .Because knowledge is

forever evolving, that which an individual possessesAiecoMes'obsolescent

and musi be replaced. A condition of our participatory democraCy is that

ciXizens must be knowledgeable in order that their collective decisions

will be enlightened. Ironically,knowledge is 4the key.to solving many of

2 6
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lems_hut is itself,* "major problem, at least with regard tot's to

transmit it tit-those who need it. This report deals with increasing the

eccess citizens have to knowledge.

, Let us consider for a moment.how knowledge affects our lives. It'is

the knoitledge that we have acquired that becomes vocational competence and

assures one of employability. The creitionAof new knowledge simultaneously

adds to the total but it also causes outmoded knowledge to be Cast aside.

Therefore, the worker often finds that the knowledge which underlies his .

vocational competence has vanished or become dated; then his most pressing

need is to have that knowledge replenished. The same creatin and prolifer-

ationof,knowledge that causes"such inconVenience also. createi'entireli-new

occupations.' It is ettimited that a person how entering the WOrk'force will

have to be retrained vocationally three times during his working years

because what he has learned will become obsolete. Knowledge-similarly

affects other areas of our lives. It hai led to the development of trans-
,,

portatión that has pstchologically diminished the world and universe and,

e

by consequence, has caused differences between native and alien to thin.

It has led to the deyelopment of contraceptive agents that have dramatically

J

and shockingly altered moral v lues. The-advance of knowledge his similarly

altered institutions as diver e is the family, and the church, disrupting

cohesiveness and established authority. Life styles have been vastly changed

thus causing-fulfillment to be achieved by.different routes which are more

dependent on knoitingthan believing.

An effect of all of this has been to make life-long learning a social

-

and petsonal necessity. The problem the Commission attends to is manifola:.

identifying the varieties of life-long educationaineedt; estimating the

benefits of serving them and the consequences of'ignoring them; determining

.
hoW'to deliver knowledge to people "in flight" (our concern is not at all

27



With full-time residential studentsi; examining the adequacy of currently- '

used knowledge delivery, systems; foreseeing new systems that will be more

functional; appraising the prevailing educational philosophy which has

placed "educational outreach" into a secopdary status;.and suggesting a

public philosophy of education, including the state's obligation, that

is more harmonious with the realities of life as it is.and as'it is likely

to becor.

C. Tfie Commission's Charge

The.overall goal of the Conmission.was to assess-and make recommenda-

tions relative to.the state-wide delivery of the broadest possible range

of educational outreach -- instruction, research and service -- to adult

'citizens.

,The Commissidn set forth the following specific goals in order to

be in a positioh to recommend 'to the appropriate bodies in Florida what

must be done to improve the deliveryof these services:

1. To assess the knowledge-based needs of the "consumer"; i.e.,

the citizens of Florida, which would include instruction,

certification, research, and extension;

2. To inventory the existing educational outreach and evaluate

.these efforts;

3. To determine the role of community.colleges, private colleges

and universities, proprietary higher education, management N

- consultants, and private contract research institutions in

providing educational outreach; .

. To determine the extent to which institutions and systems can

. modify and expand educational outreach programs to meet the

needs within the resources that will be made available;

28



To develop a plan of action for delivery ofeducational put-

reach py post-secondary educational institutions;

6. To develop a plan for continued re-assessment and'directiOn

of educational outreach.

D. The Commission's Creed

The Commission has been guided by the following underlying principles

and philosophy with respect to the relationship of knowledge the individual

and collective needs of our state;

1. That knowledge is power; the basis of progress of our state and

society in general;

That learning is a natural lifelong condition of human beings,

occurring outside and inside formal educational institutions, and

therefore.should be assessed and recognized as appropriate and

needed throughout an individual's life;

.%) 3. That individual access to knowledge is a fundamental lifetime right;

4. That in order to insure the.efficacy of knowledge, society and

the state must assure that it'is discovered, conserved, applied,
^

and disseminated in a systemvic and orderly waY;

S. That human development is a shared responsibility of many elements

in our society;" including educationalinstitutions, busineSs and

industry, the media, government, and the churches;

6. That teaching, researcli and service are mutually supportive

and complementary functions of educational institutions..

the Commission'adopted "Access to Knowl ge" as the theme of its work.

2 9
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Overviwof the Reiort .

The structure of this report is ap follows:

Until this point, the nature of tie problem the Commission's charge

and its approach to the problewhave been discussed. The reMainder of the

chapter presents an overview of edUcational outreach so that the reader
-

will become aware-of its vocabUlary, activities, and operating principles.
. ".

The second chapter presents an extensive deMOgraphic description Of,

.riotida;._ a description of all Florida's -post7seconddry. eduCitiOnal

institutions and theIr tUrrent .engigement in edUCational oultreaCh.

The third chapter dealsmith ctrrentefforts tland problems encouniere4

in expanding.accesi.. It also,includes a list of problems connected with the'.
:

delivery of education to adults, such as: cost, time and spade, assessment,

validation, counselling and admission yolicies and practiceS.

The fourth chapter presents summaries of foUr Surveys Which were

conducted by the Commission, The: first is a statewide surVey of the

educational needs of adults, the, pattern of study they prefer, their.ability

and willingness to pay, etc. The second is a survey, based on interviews,

of corpOrate, government, and association officials abeu.C-the research and

service their organizations would ideally wish to receive ftbm'post-sec4ary.

educational institutions. A full presentation of this survey appears in

Volume II of the Commission's Report. The third is similar to the second.

It was conducted with a comparable group of officials in order to determine

the instructional needs of their organizations. A fourth summarizes.the

professional literature about educational outreach. It features the work

of groups, similar to the Commission, from other states. The full review

of literature-appears as Volume III of the CommissIon's Report.

The fifth chapter contains the Commission's recommendations.
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The sixth chapter summarizes the Report and resents some reflections

eutreach topics which the Commission had too little tine to deal with.

F. An Outreach Primer.

' The purpose of this section is to acquaint the reader with some of

he important vocabulary, activities, and operational principles of educe-

outreach.

Definitions
A

Jr Educatiohal Outreach', Educationatlkoutretch consists of instruction,

i ..
,

research, and service which are deliVered to adult learners and organiza-

tions -- government, industrial, associational, and community. Outreach

ir

is usually rende e by post-secondary educational institutions in off-
4.

campus settings to Wdult students and orginizations.

Adult.. An adult is any person sixteen years of age or older who has

discontinued formal education as a major daily activity. An adult might

act as a parent, spouse,'head of household; is characterized by decreased

dependence on others and increased self-directedness; and is increasingly

responsible for his or her own actions.,

Nen-Traditional Education. Synonyms of non-traditional education

are "unconventio 1," "alternitive approaches," and "non-formal." The

Carnegie Commissio on Nbn-Traditional Study uses these approximations --

university adult education, community service education, and,recurrent

education. Outreach includes non-traditional study because it provides

for those who are.not now being served, persons who are not ordinarily

/---v
on-campus. These programs are offered on- or off-campus, but the latter

predominates. Non-traditionak study might be offered for college credit

or not. The learning activities are always planned, systematic, and

10 31
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goal-directed, and they usually.attract voluntary.lealners who participate

part-time. The programs deal with substantivelcontent, problems, and

issues-. In this regard, they are simultaneou ly within the scope of the

post-secondary educational institution and a ,e relevant to the student.

/
Brief workshops,°correspondence study, television, newspaper courses,

(

/
,

independent Study and combinationS of the-aforementioned:in addiiion to the

usual/ modes Of instruction, are commonly 41sed in non-traditional education..

Research. Researa isbthe process for di§covering-new knowledge.

Twci broad citegories of it are basic research and applied research. Basic
,.

research, siometimes called pure research, seeks new generalizations, concePts
c

and fundamelntal principles that better explain or predia events-in our

natural world. Applied research; sometimes_called mission or action research,

is directed to the solution of specific problems.

Other Services. Other services include consulting; library services;

publications and information Services; surveys and data compilation; impact

studies; technical assistance to business and industry, schools, and

government; and development of new strategies for dealing with problems.

Gy Specific Roles of Educational Outreach

One role of educational outreach is instruction. The exponential

increase in knowledge and technology places each of us in a race, at an .

everfaster tempo, against professional and personal obsolescence. Thus,

there is a continuing need to re-train and upgrade workers. It is needed,

by physicians and pipefitters alike. The social harm arising from the

absence of periodic re-education is So great that governmental bodies and

professional associations require it as a conditlon of continuing to work.

The current trend toward relicensing,and recertification is based on the

realization thatvocational knowledge is perishable and must be renewed.

11
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OutreaCh is concerned too with basic literacy education. Jitny, adults

are handicapped by deficient primmui, education. More than 100,000 adult

Floridians cannot read or wrfte in any language; approximately one-half

of our state's adult population has not completed high school; thousands'

of youth annually leave public school before graduation (30% of our pub ic

.achool enrolfient is likely'to do_so). Also, we have come to realize

mantiopitizens who have completed high school need refresher, education.to

enable them to continue functioning at the high school level. If the

potentials and talents of these citizens are to be realized, then compre-

hensive and accessible program* of educational outreach must be provided

for them.

Educational outreach is also needed to maintain the political vitality

of our communities, state, and nation. In a democracy, adulis,mustbe 4e11-

informed in order that they mdght exercise their franchise intelligently.

The responsibilities of citizenship require that adults need occasionally

to replenish their knowledge of social and civic affairs. Likewise,

outreach programs can culturally enricis individuals and cdMmunities.

The research function of higher edueition is to generate knowledge.

Basic research and applied research are needed to expand the foundations

on which our institutions rest. Applied research is needed to constAmet

new approaches to social and technical problems which beset a dynamic and

deviloping society, such as Florida is. Nearly all of our significant

problems crime, poflution,, economic recession, urban overcrowding, etc.,

-- are man-made and are amenable to man-made solutions. Research enables

finding solutions to problems and then through a parallel system of

instruction and service, people are enabled to prevent, correct, and

33alleviate 'them.
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The service function of post-secondary education centers 4 applying

Using knowledge. Education institutions must project their knowledge-

ed resources to en extendea audience and they must.respond to requests

oi private citizens government, business, and industry for information.

and developmental and technical assistance. When educatica institutions

-

view service as a central and continuing function, instead of as en

intermittent and marginal one, the status of these inetitutions within

-their. respective communities will be:enhenced

9

Or

Post-secondary education. has traditionally offered less service:than

has been needid The,deficiency can beexplained n four bases: (a) r
preoccUpation with other assigned tasks, (6) equivocal mandates for

providing service, (c) lack of financial support, and (1) differences_of
:

apinion.about what.consiitutes the best service.-'These pioblems-must,be

resolvea in order that post-secondary education can play its critical role.

H. principles for Onading Educational OUtreach

The Commission endorsed a number of principles which appeared in

Learning T6 Be, a UNESCO publication. , The monograph encompasses the study,

by a commission of distinguished international leaders, Of the role of

education today and tomorrow. The.principles they abstracted clarify and
.4

,

amplify.a philosophy subscribed to by the Cotmission and concuryently serve

as guides for program development. The itinciples are as follows:

1. Every'individ+ must be in a position to keep arning throughput

' his life. The idea of lifelong education'is t e keystone of the
. .

learning soPiety.

2% The dimensions of living experience must be restored to education

by redistributing teaching in space and time.

:14
3 4
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3. IldpCatiOn. should be,dispensed and acquired throUgh,a,multiplicity.

of-means, The important thing is not the'path an individual has

followed, but what'heThas learned or.acquire&

-An overall open education system helps learners to move within

it, both'horizontally and vertically, and widens the range of

a

choice available to them.
0 1.

lhe concept of general education must be markedly broadened, so

that it definitely includes general, socio-economic, technical,

)1

. and iractical knowledge.

6. Lifelong Aducation, in the full sense of the,term, means that pro-
, .

fessional, business, industrial kid agricultural firms will have

extensive educational functions.

Expansioa of higher education should lead to broad development of

many institutions capable of meeting more and'more individual and

commu4ty needs.

8. Access to different types of education and professional employment

should' depend only on each individual's knowledge, capacities,
,

and aptitudes, and should not be a consequence of ranking knowledge

acquired in school aboVe,or beloy experience gained during the

practice of A profession or in private-Studies.

, 9. The normal culmination of the educatilnal process is adultreducation.

10: Literacy'training is only a 'moment,;jan element, in?adult education.

11: Theinew educational ethos makes the'individual the master and creator:

of his own cultural progress. Self-learning, especially assisted

self-learning, has irreplaceable value in any educational system.

411.
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12: The acCelerating and multiplying effect of new techniques. of

,reproduction and.communication is basic to the introductiqn of

most educational innovations.

13. Widespread and-efficient use of new technologies in education is

)
only possible if sufficient change takes place within the sysieM

. itself. /
....

1 . The teaching profession will not be in ,a position to fulfill. its
.

role in the future unless it is given, and deVelops,itself, a

)

structure better adapted to modern educational systems.
, .

, ..
.

15. One of the essential tasks for educators at present is. tO update

he knowledge base and qualifications inherent in ali mfessionsj

'thus they should be the first to be ready'to rethink4nd change

the criteria and basic situation of the teaching Profession, in '

which the job of educating and stimulating students is steadily .

superseding that of simply giving instruction.

16.. Education is aeveloping continually'to the point where it is

becoming a function'of the entire society; larger and larger

sections of the population shoUld therefore take part in it.

17. Teaching, contrary to traditional ideas and practice,. shoul6adapt

,

itself to the learner; the learner should not have to boil to pre-,

established rules for teaching.

18. Any system-according educational services to a passive population

and any reform which fails to arouse active personal participation

among the mass of learners can achieve at ,best only marginal success.,

191 Increased diversity of and option for educational services which

are accommodating to ad lifestyles can occur without abrogating

high standards of excellence.

3 6
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,

i . .

n additien't9rthe,above principles, the Commission itself developed
I

and endorsed the 011owing additional.ones:

20. Existing formai]. and traditional educational structures should

continue t ist is one of the options open to adult learners.

21. Non-traditiola educational programs should be viewed not as

threats to n4r competitors with More formal.and establishede

programs, but as allies in service to learning an4 human progress.

22. Expansion of educational outreach, research and services in
r

institutions of higher education is vital_ to the further growth

and development of society.

4.

.

'

d

23. NThe overall efficiency, effectiveness, democratization, and
A

capacity for self-tehewal within'-our institutions of higher
,

edhcation ii a function of the extent Of their involvement in
-

k et.iona1. outreach activities. :
9,

24. The primary function of 'modern-day, multi-disciplined-based
;

institutions education should be the development and applica-

tion Of knowledge-based resources in the interest of human

. progress. In all too many instances, this function has deter-

iorated into.perely information-transmisiion, credit-granting,

and deme-awarding.

Before completing this overview of educational outreach, several

. .. ,

operational considerations shouldbe presented. The'pattern for educating
..

... ,#-

adulis.Cannot be the pattern generally used for educatint. youth. In most

instances, youth education is prescribed, it is common, and, for econom

,

and convenience, kt ispackaged into an institutionally convenient form.

-Such models of.educatioi assume thaf.youths haveno_snperior claiMS on

37
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their-time and energypther than those exercised by state-mandated education.
,

S.

But with adults, it.is different. Other adult obligations are imperious

and primary; they drain energy and fill schedules. Continuing education

must accomModate the realities of adulthood. Also, instructional
.e- .

procedures which ate predicated on the motivations that characterize youth'
.

t...
.

,

must be,recast to harliess the force of adult motivation and the depth and

. - breadth of wisdom and experience which adults bring to learning situationg.

For these reasons, the,patterns for instruction must be diVerse and

.
flexible and informal% To attain econOmic efficiency in contirluing

education implies greater reliance on non-traditional education, and may.

imply means such as radio and.television.
. Instructi

4
must be taken/to '

adults so that it will be geographically-accessible and can be engageddn.

without disrupting family and work. Similarly, the patterns of attendance

must be devised in recognition that primary:allegiances Must,perforCe In

elsewhere. ThiS might lead to short inteniive burSis of.instruction, perhaps

'NNNI on weekends, aS might benefit the employed, and it might lead, too, to

-

planned but occasional inStruction, perhaps monthly, lastilig for years,

and by mass media, as would foster citizenship education and personal

development. Outreach inst4tion will be stunted if attempts are made to

cultivate it through transplanting conventional, institutionalized

instruction.
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CHAPTER II

ACCESS TO KNOritEDGE IN FLORIDA -A. 1976

Abstwat

Chapter I is concerned with a demographic profile of the State of
Florida casd the statue of educational outreach in the state. Florida's
populatiog stands at approximately 8.4 million of which 5.8 minion are
beyond th;i. age pf 17 agd thus potential clients for post-secondary
education, . The state is very diverse in terra of its cultural and
racial composition and in termaof its labor force. Florida has a sub-
stantial number of persons tivim at the two extremes of the economic
spectrwn. Nearly two out of five Floridians are 45 years of age or -
older, nearly, one in six is 65 years of age or older. . White the median
number of school years completed is 12. Z, molt thousemds of adults are
illiterate or ficnctionally illiterate. Nearly 50 percent of the-1974-75.
high school graduates entered some form of post-secondary edgcation.

Both public and private coninunity colleges and universities have grown
dramatically in nwnber and in enrollment in recent years. IA 1960 there
were fozir public universities, fourteen conimmity colleges., and fourteen
accredited private universities. These institutions enrolled amroximately
73,000 credit seeking studentr-tnost of whom were full-time. By 1975,
there were fifty-four institutions and enrollments had increased more than
fourfoZd, with the majority being part-time learners. DuTing this period
post-secondcary institutions have (deo greatly expanded non-credit efforts.
Though still serving relatively anraZ numbers of learners, a wide range
of educational options and delivery systems (for both credit and non-credit
uses) have emerged, such as ETV, correspondence study, credit by examina-
tion, external degrees, cooperative education, time-shortened degree pro_
grcvne., branch campuses and off-compus courses. Increased activity in the
areas of research and conrminity service has also characterized the develop-
ment of goet-eeconda:ry education -in recent yeca.s. Large itesecreph cipters
and a host of i.ndividual research irojects have contributed greatlyto
the technical- and problem-solving capability of our state. Conmunity. ser-
vice activities have ranged from helping to alleviate both chronic and
acute social probtems to enriching the cultural life of-our comunities.



..CHAFTER II

"ACCESS TO KNOWLEDGE IN FLORIDA 1976

Introduction

;In the following chapter, the perceived ational outreach needs

are described, revealing that in the minds of many Florida citizens our

present level and breadth of service does not match needs. The surveys,

interviews, and othef research conducted,py the Commission to ascertain
f,

what Florida's citizens think are eddeitional.needs must be balanced

against what already, exist in order to judge whether or not these per=
-

ceptions of needs are valid and demonstrable and to identify ones to

which"Commission responses musi be developed and for which additional

resources must be found. If indeed some resources actually exist to meet

perceived needs, then part of the solution to problems may be to find

.ways to.distribute existing educational resources more effectively, or,

perhaps, to do a. better job of"communicating to the public what resources
1

'are now available.to those who wantthem. . This chapter generally descrifies

Florida citizens and the.extent to.which educational resources exist to

meet their perceived educational outreach needs.

A. 'A Profile df Florida

To place the demands, needs', and resources for educational outreach

in perspective and into a sOcial and cultural context, the Commission

_felt it should have a profile of Florida citizens. Since education most

serVe the people, who then are the peoPle being served and in need of

the benefits of education in Florida?
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There'is no need to belabor or document further what is generally
A

known and found elsewhere in stodgy statistical digests or in glossy

promotional brochures -- that Florida is one of, if not the most,

rapidly growing and cosmopolitan states in the country. But, it iS

important to recognize that Florida's population is primarily composed.

of people who have been born or lived a substantial part.of their lives

somewhere else, bringing with them cultural, political, social and

economic outlooks often reflecting tileir diverse origins. Three out of

.every four Floridians fit,this category. According to the demogriphers,

the influx of persons will continue unabatedly until at least the end

of the century. Today Florida has an estimated curreft populition'of

approximately 8.4 million and by the turn of the century it will be 14

million persons.
1

Florida is a cosmopolitan state in the sense that it represents an

extremely wide'spectrum Of the human family. Surprisingly, Florida

ranks third among states in the number and percentage of its population
1

who are foreign born. Approximately .925,400 or 11% of the Florida

residents were born abroad, two-thirds of them coming from Latin

American countries. The fact that many South Florida communities

suddenly became bilingual ($panish and English), dramatically.attests

to the impact made by one of Florida's most important segments of

the foreign born population, those who fled Cuba in the 1960's and

70's. Of the 8.4 Million people in the state, approximaiely 1.2 sdllion

01.14 percent are non-white.

1All statistics used for the demographic profile.were taken from the
Florida Statistical.Abstract, 1974 and 1975, published by the Bureau
of Eebnomic and Business-Research, University of Florida.
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Where Do Floridians Live

Florida is an urban state. About 80 percent of the population lives

in metropolitan areas of 100,000 people or more. Technically the majority'

of these people live in hundreds of small contigUous communities. In

reality, they live in a long strip city running from Miami to Palm Beach,

or in communities clustering around Orlando-, St. Petersburg, Tampa, and
-

Jacksbnville. An increasing majority of Floridians live in condominiums,

apartments, and mobile homes, rather than in lndiviaually'owned single-

family dwellings. Approximately 13,000 Floridiansare permanently living'

as bed-ridd patients, in nursing homes:for the aged. Another 9,000 are
'. .

patients.in mental care facilities. Between 7,000 and 8,000 reside in

, .

public institutions for the mentally retarded. Federal and state prisons

house 19,500 more persons.

,
b

1

What is the Age Distribution of Floridians

Of Vie 8.4 million peoplip in the state, 29 percent or 2.4 million

,

areunor the age'of 18. 840,000.or 10 percent of the people aredin the

traditional college age category'of 18-24. In the 25 to 44 year-old age

rt(
bracket, there are approxiihately 1.9 million.people or 23 p cent of.the

population. Another 22 percent or 1.9 million people are in.the 45-64

year-old age group', while the remaining people over the age of 65 consti-
.

e about 16 percent of the population or 1.4 million people. "One way

of looking at these statiitics, is to say that there are potentially six

million people. in Florida in age groups beyond the age of 17 who are

potential consumers of post-iecondary education.

What Do Floridian? Do for a Living

In 1974, the Florida labor force consisted of 3,500,000 who were

distributed as follows: 4 3
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.classification per cent number
e

'lase and-salary 75 2,500,000
'self-employed or

unpaid Ifamily workers 12 400,000
.agriculture 4 130,000

unemployed 11 360,000

It is interesting to note that although a vast amount of land is

devoted to airiculture, much of it to ciirus and cattle production, only

4%-of the,total labbr force is engaged in agricultUre.

The 2,500,000 saiary and wage workers are distributed as follow :

classification per cent

contract and cOnstiuction
transportation and commieCations
manufactUring
wholesale and retail trades
finance, insurance, and real estate
government agencies
seryice industries and miscellaneous

9.5
6.6
13.6
25.6
6.5
17.5
20.7

evident that'a large majority of the Florida' work force is

employed in non-product'related jobs.

Although the number employed in manufacturing and heavy industry

has increased in recent years, the percent so employed is substantially

less thin is found in other Southeasternstates and in heavily populated

states anywhere in the nation.

The service industries are those prinarily related to tourism,

inclUding hotela and restaurants, and medical-and health Services.

With regard to the health professions, Florida has about 10 141 doc-

tors, 1,807 veterinarians, 688 osteopaths, 55,021 registered nurses,

24,964 practical nurses, 8,000 pharmacists, 3,500 medical technologists

and theraplosts, and 5,500 dentists. Approximately 15,000 Plor ans

-

are lawyers and 10,200 are engineers. About 34,000 Floridiansrare emp1cyed

in criminal justice: 20,000 involved in police protection; 9,000 in co ec-

tions work; and 5,000 in other phases Of criminal justice..
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Nearly 13,000 people are commerciai fishermen in Florida. Although

the number of workers is relatively few (95,000),.the state's foresters

and forest workers have a responsibility'for the development and protec-
.

tion of over one-half of Florida's acreage. The mining of phosphate in

central Florida employs.a very small percentage of the-state's labor

-

force though the income from the mines is highly important to the ec?nomy.

-The public education sector embraces nearly 100,000 employees:

approximately 85,000 elementary and secondary school teachers, supervisors,

and school administrators; about 4,000 community college teachers and

-

administrators; and about 8,501 state university system personnel.

What is the Economic Level of Floridians

The 1975 per capita income of Floridians was estimated by the U.S.

Department of Commerce to be $5,416. According to the-1970 U.S. census,

the median income per household In Florida was $7,117 a year. About 20

percent of the Florida households fn 1970 hadincomes under $3,600 annually,

33 percent between $3,000 and $7,500, 33 Percent between $7,500 and '$15,000,

and 14 percent had incomes above $15,000. In 1975, Florida ranked 20th

. among el states in per capita income and first among the Southeastern .

states, however,'FlOrida's per capita income .cemains below the-national

lit

average. 'In view of the'foregoing, it is intere ng to note that in 1973

Florida ranked 9th in the total amount of person income earned annually,

aplitoximately $37 billion. Residents of Florida's Gold Coast earn

substantially more on a per capita basis per year than do other Floridians.

The more populous areas of the state are the wealthiegt. In most major

metropolitan areis -- Miami, Orlando, Tampa, St. Petei'sburg, and West Palm ..

1

Beach -- the per capita income is well above the state and the national

average.. TWo-thirds of Florida's.personal income is earned through wages

4 5
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anirSal ries. 'This is lower than average for similar earnings inmost

populpUS and wealthy states. On the other hand,,the proportion of

personal income from real and personal property, such as stocks and bonds,

is higher 'than in"other, states. About 3 percent of personal income in

Florida comes from direct employment by the military. ,

What Are the Levels of Educational Attainmopts of Floridians

According to the 1970 U.S. census,'Florida's profile of educational

tainments parallels closily the national norm. Florida's educational

pso ile reveals that 52.6 percent of the population have completed four

years of high schoof, 21.9 percent, Or.1.8 million peoile have.had one
,

or more years of college, and 10.3 percent or 800,000 individuals have

finished four or more years of college. The population of twenty-one

states have had a greater/exposure to higher education than has'Florida's.

The median number of school years completed in Florida is 12.1 years.

Approximately 2 percent of the population is illiterate, however, thousands

more are classified as "functionally" illiterate.

How Many Are Presently Enroied in Po;t-Secondary Education

EnrOillent in the Fall of 1975 was approximately 310,000, or about

5.3 percent of the adult population registered for credit wyrk in Florida

of a type that we normally associate with college level work. Another

way would be gained...of determining the extent to whfbh institutions are

reaching out to make contact with would-be-learners if a look were taken at how

many separate individuals take one Or,more courses over a twelve-month

period in a given year. By best estimates, and that is all,ttley are,

approximately 700,000 individuals of 12 percent of the adult liopulation

were enrolled in credit work of some kirld in the public and pllvate insti-

1 tutions Over a twelve-month Periodbeginning Septembe2T974.to August 1975.

28.
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Approximately 1,5 ydllion young people were enrolled in public

kindergarten through grade 12 and an additional 150,000 in the private

schools. About 40 percent of the 1974 high school graduates in Fl9rida

entered Florida's public an4 private colleges, universities, and community

colleges, While 7.2 percent enrolled in trade and vocational schools. In

all, about 50 percent of thel Florida high school graduates began some kind

.of post-secondary education in 1974-75.

0
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. The Status of alucational Outreach

:The Expansion of Outreach,

7

noted.earlier, if anything,maiks the evelopment of Fiorida chafing_

the *St two 4icades,,it'is the Speitacular d phenomenal population
,

. Floridars dizzy spiral-of gioirth ha4 sharply iMpacted on the

development,ofeduoation with respect to the amount Oibeducational.rer

sources made available and accessible, the redistriiiitiolere40#45;to

a wider range of locitions, and4ke_elaboration-or-the kiis of education
y.

offered.
r

In 19153, three public universities,' five pTliiate univoriities and'
,

colleges, and one private jenior college serveOustert thousand'

students. Not until 1960 was anothet Public7nniversity founded, During

the early 1950's Florida'; effort to:4 make poPst-secondary edUOation
4

accessible to the masses was meager and lagged far behind-demand., But
.

in the Mid-SO's, the statets commitment toligher education did an, abrupt

about face.

By 1960, Florida had constructed in accordance with a master plan,

fourteen public community and junitcr colleges, half the number it would

.
eventually establish to meei needs and to satisfy the goal of biinging

,post-Secondary educition within commuting distance ofevery citizen. Th

University of South F1ori(6 opened in 1960 and joined the three older

and long-established Universitiei.diNew private institutions alsopappeared:

New College, Eckerd College, Florida Institute of Technology? and Btscayne.

4 College,were established andjoined older ones like the University of

Miami, Roiliis College, Stetson University, Jacksonvilla University,

%, IFlorida Southern College, the University f'1iftpa, Bethune-Cookman College,

and Barry College... 48
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State University System Outreach

In 1960, the four public universlties enrolled 27,053 students, of

which 15 percent were.part-time. By 1970, there were seven universities

which enrolled 86,952 students of which 25 percent were part-time.

Between 1960 and 1970 the State University System, which became a single

State Universities ,System (SU$) under the Board of Regents in 1965,

established the Universit& of west Florida in Pensacola, Fiorida Atlantic

University n Boca Raton and Florida Technological University *Orlando.

In 1972, the University of North Florida in Jac4onville and Florida

?

International University in Miami opened their doors. Total enrollment

,in the public universities grew to 112,065 students in 1975; 'an increase

of 314 percent since 1960. Of the students, 31.2 percent were studying
4

on a part-time basis. The nfne sus institutions offered courses on 9.

main campuses, 3 branch campuses, 14 residence centers, and .hundreds of

other off-campus locations.

The State University System off-campus instructional program is vast.

Consider the following,statistics for 1974:

o 6,600 people took.correspondence courses with the University

of Florida. -

o 240 students were enrolled in the External Degree Progr m .of

Florida fnternational UniVersity.

o t 120 students were enrolled'in the Bachelor of Independent Study%

Pr gram of the University of South Florida.

o 3 ,000 students were enrolled in extension work for college

credit through the divisions of continuing education at the

several universit

102,000 people e foiled in non-credit extension programs.
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375,004Tople participated'in organized activities of the

Cooperatime Extension Programs in Agriculture Of the UniVersity

of Fiorida46d1FlOrida k M University (135,000,of them7received

instruction via E.T.V..it the cOunty

o li500 Students were enrollediii.Cooperatiie Edu4ation programs,

receiving supervised off-campus work experiences with some 456

firms and agencies.

0.

45,000 people weekly viewed televised educational programs from

the University of Florida, Florida State University, and University

of South Florida.

o TWenty-eight.degree progrims are offered off-campus.

o 78,000 students earned Continuing EducationCredits (CEU's).

t About 500000 ;-dp1e in all were involved during.1974 with off-

campus and outreach programs, credit and non-credit.

o Only about 1 in 6 of tbe people served annually by the State

University System are in campus-based traditional degree programs.

Space does not permit listing the various kinds of instructional

Outreach programs offered by SUS institutions which serve community and

special needsOlosaver, a few program titles 'suggest the range of them.

University of West Florida's Program offers a Small Business Progr16 and

a training program in the use of the metric system. University of Ninth

Florida/Florida Junior College offer the College Afloat Program

for Navy personnel. University Of Florida (with the Levy County );

Department of Health) offers a.health learning project in Bronson Hi.gh

School and a TV course on magazine wilting. Florida State UniverSity-
.

sponsdrs the Apalachee Poetry Center and broadcasts public service meetings.
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Some universities operate "Community-oriented clinical facilities --

health clinics:hospital facilities, legal aid clinics, day care centers,

and special counseling centers. Thousands of people aretreated annually

.s9011411rtra:hing hospitals by University of Flo4ida and University of South

'Florida physicians: Lawyers-to-be have helped Many indigent people with
,

.their legal problem's. 'Many citizens liave received assistance in the

university counseling centers.

Tens of thousands of Floridians have derived peisonal enjoyment and

cultural enrichment each year from performances of university theater

r4

. 'groups, performing artists, notably the.Asolo%Theater under Florida State

UniversitY, and the Plorida,State.University Symphony. The art galleries
. .

of the universities.ar a source of.cultural enrichment, and they are open

to the..put$11.6. U ersigty ficilities,.wheri not in use 13), campus groups,

can be used for public mtetings: 1

,

Many faculty engage in:volunteer work, applying their special skills

to community problems of environment,-human relatioas,:and civic manage-
\

A

,ment. Hundred§ Of faculty provide consultation to business, industry,

school systeMs, and, governmental agencies.

Title I. of the Higher Education Act:passed by Congress in 1965,
. .

provides federal support to higher education institutions for the develop

ment of community servite and tontinuing education programs for adults.

Presently, 14 posv-secondary institutiOns sponsor. 18 Title I programsin

4,
_ .

.Florida in which over k,OOO adults participate. Florida's,amended.state

.plan provides Title I for.dommunity service dnd continuing

edUcation projects reldting to our communitynproblems: probliems ok the

A ,

elderly, consumer education and economic adjugiment,, environmental

seducation, and women's programs. All accredited community colleges and

universities are eligible for title I funding.
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Universiiy libraries tre-mide available to the public when a need is

demonstrated that cannot be met by other library 4acilities. Business

and industry increasingly d reteive assistance ffom public

4.

university libraries.* There is con irn, however, about the extent to

which libraries and otheropecital resources,can be made accessible to

off-campus persons and organiiations without adversely affecting service'
.1

to enrolled students. Filling requests for information,.especially

computer-stored information, is quite expensive. A sihedule of charges

for recovering co is might spon have to be imposed. Libraries also

rserve off-camp and non-traditional learners, which creates problems of

ii

dissemination/and retrieval.

The research capacities of universities have expanded phenomenally

since Worli War II, primarily due to infusions of Federal funds. Sponsored

research (research underwritten-with non-state funds) amount's to over

.$70 million.annually in the State-University.System. Most of the funds

come from tile federal government. Research is executed at the nine

universities on national and state problems in agriculture, environment,

socio-culture, health, and on basic scientific questions. This research

activity serves as training ground for graduate students in the disciplines

and professions% order to maintain a supply of people who will be ex-

pected to discover knOwledge.and make applications of it to solving human

problems and advancing mankind. Faculty use research also to improve

teaching capabilities'and maintain professional competence in'their fields.

The legislature has increasingly viewed,research as a means of

'answering vexing social problems. For the last three years the University

Systewhis dedicated a portion of its budgei (approximately $1.3 million)"

to mission-Oriented research on'urgent state ptoblems. , Until now, the research
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topics have been chosen in response to requests from state agencies. In

the 1974-197.5 fiscal year, 300 requests for reiearch, ,having a projecled

cost of $9 million, were submitted by state agencies, which implies a

tremendous' unmet need for such research On.the part of State government.

'The Florida Solar Energy. Center was established'in 1975 hy the

Legislature as an lterinstitutional site for studying the possibilitAf

using the sun to meet our energy needs. The Solar Energy Centdr joins

the SUS Institute for Food and Agricultural Science and the SUS Oceano-

qgraphic Institute as major'national dtd state research institutes

Research ie a highly important part of a university's life. Certain

kinds of research, especially basic research, can only be conducted by

universities or major industrial concerns. One piece of research' can

radically change the lives of millions. Within universities, there is

a constant pull and tug between the forces urging more research and those

who see their primary mission as instruction and community service.

Undoubfably, the tension_among the three missions will not be resolved.

°nil can only hope that the bal ce struck among them is productive and

beneficial to the-society w ich nurtures and supports the university. .

It is apparent/ especially at Florida State University and the University

of Florida, that the research mission is a major one of the'SyStem.

Cc7hunity College Outreach,

Public_community corleges have as their primary mission to serve local

. community educational needs, whether they be of a credit or non-credit

nature. Most general policies governing community colleges state that:

1. The major purpose' of.the community coildge is to extend educational
opportunity'at less than the baccalaureate degree level to pdrsons
in the commuriity.
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Programs of occupational education should be provided in the
community colleges to the extent needed in each area of the

State. Insofar as possible, all post-high school occupational
education should be centered in the community colleges.

3. Community colleges should provide continuing education opportuni-

ties for adults. Adult education activities in a community should
be coordinated,and duplication should be avoided.

4. _Develogpent4if programs of study for each college requires careful
attention to the needs of indiviauals as well as those of
business and industry. Each community college should give careful
consideration to all these factors and should develop programs ,

particuldrly needed in its area:af'the state.

No area of education has grown more Spectacularly than the community

college sector. The deVelopment of the Florida community college master

plan in the 1950fs and the subsequent.implementation of it hai dflwn

national attention. In many respects the location of community colleges.

" within commuting distance of nearly every citizen has been a massive
,

educational,outreach effort. Although community colleges certainly:serve

%
the needs,of students, eSpecially part-time learners, to secure at rela-

tively lordt!fst university-parallel education"at flie first two-year. level;

they have rapidly.come to mean much more to the hundreds of communities .

they serve. They rel,resent a lifetime resource and opportunity for post-

secondary education at the local level ready to respond to edub ional

needs immediately as they emerge.

In 1960, thacommunity c;lleges of Florida enrolled 21,000'stUdents
. .

25 percent or 5,250 of them in Jilt and vocationaljeducation, While 5000-

college narallel students were enrolled on a pert-time basis. By 1970,.the

community colleies enrolled 131,000 students, of which 99,000 were in

college or university parallel programs and 39,000 or 30 percent were part-'

1

time students. In 1975, the opening fall enrollment was 169,788 students,

.
Of which approx4Mately 90 percent were Seeking degrees or certificates,

.nnu, of the total enrollment, one-half were enrolled on a"parttime basis.,
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Because of the flexibility io scheduling coutmes and the open enroll- .

sent structure of many community colleges, the nhmber of different people

enrolling, in these institutions over a twelve-month period is substa4iallY

greater thin the opening fall.enrollment. For instance, in 1974-75, the
. .

fall enrollment in credit courses was 147,5184 bht the number of different

people registering fgr\courses during the subsecniOnt twelvotonth period'

was 530,000. (2

Not only have the number of community colleges grown . more than one-half

of them have sprouted branch campuses and nearly all of them offerpwork in-
, .

off-campus locationisuch as high schools, community centers, government

buildings, and churches. In 1975, the 28 community colleges had 18 branch'

campuses mnd by conservative count were offering courses at over 1,600

other instructional sites. In 1974-75, the community colleges, via s

Florida Community College broadcasting consortium, offered ten courses by

radio and television, including-Courses in Ehglish composition, mathematics,

and nationally develoned'courses such-as the "Ascent of Man," "Man and

Environment," and "Dimensions in Culture." These coursei enrolled 7763
,

students who rec ved credit from 24 of the 28 community college in the

state.

The community: college non-credit and community outreach programs

reached 202,143 Floridians in 1974-75. Approximately 800 students were

enrolled in Cooperative Education Programs. All community colleges offer

the general.pubkit organized and relevanClearning experiences, which

normally do not result in formaF certification of credit, but nevertheless

do meet important human and personal-needs for knowledge. 51example,'

the Miami-Dade C bninunity College Open College offers credit and non-credit

Ourses and prOgram using television,-radio, and specially designed
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self-study packages. Miami-Dade also offers: programs to prisoners in

local jails; a program for homebound students who are phySically handi-

capped; a program for mental retardates; and, in response to the large

Miami Metro Spanish speaking population: a bilingual theater'program,

called Prometeo Players. Valencia Community College, in concert with the

Adult Literacy League, works Oft locil-adult literacy problems. Seminole

Community College.has special programs for migrant and seasonal faim

workers. -These are but a few of the many programs which meet community

service needs and provide non-ct'edit instruction to special local populations.

Community college factlty and administratoct are increasingly

invited to serve as consultants in the community, especially with regard
_

'to problems in business administration, allied health-fields; and ecology.
%

..i.---

Althoughcommunity colleges do not'have aresearch mission, certainly not

in.the same sente as uniVersities, many faculty conduct research projects,

us ly of an applied nature and related to community problems. Faculty

rthi e comMunity colleges also conduct research in order to keep themselves

abreast of rrent tr.ehds in their, teaching fields and to pursue personal

professional in rests. A .

,

The comm ity-colleges also offer many of their physical facilities

for use by the cOmmlnity. They provide theater, art, ana-music programs

for the pUblic which enhance community.Cultural life. COMmunity college

librAries are open to the public on a limited basis._ CoMMunity colleges

also assist universities with their continuing education programs by making

. 4

available their classrooms-and storing library materials. This dual use
..

_

4

of faCilitiei saves taxpayers money by avoiding duplication of facilities

and makes university level education more accessible to the people.
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Private College and University Outreach

There were 14 accredited private colleges and Universities in Florida

,in 1960, enrolling 25,329 students. Just a small fraction of this enroll-

ment was part-time. By 1970, there were 17 private colleges and univer-

Oties, which enrolled 45,319 students, of which 8 percent Were 'part-time:

By 1974-751there were 18 accredited lirivate institutions, but thetr total

° enrollment decreased to about 40,000 stUdents of which 26 percent were

. part-time. During the 1960's Rollins College, Jacksonville University,

and the University of"Miami greatly expanded their evening and adult

continuing education programs to meet local community,needs-for general

education, professional teacher certifiCation, and vocational education.

dlollins offered courses to over three thoUsand students a.year at remote

locations,,-like McCoy Air Force Base and Cape Ca4eral. The University

,of Miami and Jacksonville University helped to meet the need of public

school teachers for continuing education. 5tetson University, Florida
-

Souihern College, Florida Institute of Technology, the University of

-

Tampa, Barr, College; Biscayne College,and Bethune-Cookman College

expanded their evening programs and adult education:programs.dnring the

1960's, but-to a.lesser extent.

. The newest institutions -7 Eckerd College,.New College, Embry-Riddle

University, Nova University, and Florida Institute of Technology -- were

founded to serve special-clientele or to carry out innovative educatiOnal

concepts. )Floridastitute of Technology ind Embrk-Riddle Aeronautical

.University irose in response to natural and state needs for more technically

trained people, etpecially for the aero-space industry. Nova University was

founded as a special.purpose institution to offer high quality.doctorai

level edOcafion in high demand fields. Recently, Nova has pioneered
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nationally prominent external deiree programs at the masters anddoctoral

levels. Eckerd College andiNew College were created as essentially

experimental institutions for testing,innovative instructional concepts,

like contract learning, independent study, and experiential learning

through work/stu4y/travel. Each of the private institutions has made its

unique contribution to increasing accessibility to higher education by

expanding traditional programs, continuing education programs, -and.inno-

vative instructional programs, which stress the idea that education should

be learner centered and geared to inditidual needs and circumstances,

These institutions provide educational alternatives an ersity which .

are important to the commonwealth of the state and its, citizens: Without

them the increased demand for public education would significantly increase

the burden on taxpayers, and post-secondary education would be much the

poorer for the loss of the d eraity they represent.

The private institution have also engaged-intinstrucfion geared to

community service. They do not large numbers of students; they

render an importanf service b meeting needs which. public Sector institu-

tions miss or ignore: .During the period of tremendous influx of Cuban

refugees to the Miami\area, the n1versity of Miami offered a variety of

special and compensatory programs and services to them. Florida Southern

College, in cooperation with the State Probation and Parole Commission,

offers motivation tourses to prison inmates and.runs a day care center for

working mothers.. These are buf two of many possible examples of the out-

reach services for.special clienteles offered by private colleges.

Offering community support is equally important to public and private

institutioTiPrivate institutions also make their facilitie-s available

to the community whenever possible. Library services and meeting space
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for clubs and organizations aro frequently provided.- Private-colleges

and universities gain support from their commdnities by providing a wide

range of high quality cultural activities like art, theater; and music

programs.'

The University of Miami employs a high percentage of its faculty

interested in and trained to perform high quality, sophisticated research

and its research programs are a distinguished state resource. The Rosen,

theil Marine Sciences Institute of the University of Miami 4id university

medical Center are engaged in nationally important research. The faculty

of other private,universitfis, like Nova and the Florida Institute of

...
Technology, conduct important scientific research relevant to state and

national needs. Florida Soptheru College's-citruS research program has

been of considerable assistance to the citrus industry.

'
Although research is not a major concern of most,smaller" private

liberal arts colleges, it is nevertheless carried out by hundreds of

.faculty in thete institutions, usually onan individual basis:and dUring

sabbatical leaves and summer periods. These are periods when time can be

taken from teaching to do research at a.large university or research

. center. Many private college faculty'are Well-trained researchers and

have made significant .contributions-to the discoveryof knowledge and to

finding solutions to our practical problems

Licensed Colleges and Uniyersities
.

'Although the Commission did not make a systematic inventory of the
4

outreach activities of the private licensed c011eges and universities In ,

.

Florida, it would have been,remiss not to'acknowledge the contribution

,such institutions make in the state to bring instructional services to
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citizens. These institutions because of their nature and speciarpurposes,

generally do not aspire to accreditation by the Southern Association ot

.Schools and Colleges, however, they do.have a significant role to play

in providing opportunity for education beyond secondary school. The

Florida Legislature in 1972 created the State Board of Indepen4ent Colleges

- and Universities to establish criteria and license such proprietary post-

.

secondary institutions.

There are currently forty institutions which have beenreither

temporarily, provisionally, or.fully licensed by the StateBoard of Inde-

pendent Colleges and Universities. Institutions which alreadY have

Southern Association accreditation do not come within the purview of the

Board. Two institutions, Flagler College in St. Augustine and Palm Beach
-4E-

Atlantic College in West Palm Beach, began as licensed institutions but-

now have become regionally accreditatea. Miami Christian College was

recently granted accreditation by the American Association of Bible

Colleges. Three institutions, Warnbr Southern College, Lake Wales;
..

Edward Waters College, Jacksonville; and the Ringling School of Art in

)t-
Sarasota currently hold candidacy status with the Southern sociation

and Lakeland College Is a candidate for admission to the Junior College

of Business Association af Independent Colleges and Schools..

Many of the licensed institutions are pOrposed to offer students

in special areas such asn fashiomand design, preparation for

the minis ry or church professions, technical areas of business, and in

technology fields. It is safe to say that the licensed institu-

tions meet the needs of tens of thousands of Floridians each Year, who

do not mish to obtain traditional university level degrees. The licensed

colleges and universities further reinforce the diversity of educational
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opportnnity available to ihe people of Florida and offer alternatives

within education for institutionsto design themselves to meet special

JUrpOses clientele needs in soietimes innovatiVe Ways;

Summary

Florida has made significant strides in making lagher education more

accessible to Floridians by establishing many new institutions closer to

where.people live and work. Two decades ago; post-secondary education

was confined to a few community collegesAmost of- which were not in metre-.

politan or urban areas),.to three public- univeriities located in two Small

...
cities in North Central.Florida,. and to' a scattering of small (with the

...

.exception.of the University of Miami) private liberal arts colleges

r

located on the Florida peninsula. The proliferation of colleges, both

public and private, hai brought higher education within commuting distance

of virtually everyone in Florida -- a remarkable deMblopment, especiallr

in the short time taken to accomplish it. Florida's citizens and the
!,

Legislature can take jUsti'fied pride in what has been done to bring this'.'

about Distance no longer.poses the barrier to academic, prograes that:

it once did, except for some advanced and g. duate level programs.whicha

are still remote to the.majority of citizen .

Community service outreach-is being engaged in by virtUally all

Florida's Public and private colleges and universities. A3f all tYpes of

institutions, the community colleges have emphasized outreach the most,

S.

reflecting one of the major purposes for which they were established.

While the contribution to community service made by the other institutions,

the public universities, and the private colleges and univer*sities, are



not perhaps to the magnitude of the community colleges, there ii ample

evidence of considerable activity. Some of this activity is of a critically

important nature with respect to'the well-being of the state.

4
Research is carried out primarily by the larger public and private

universities. Federal funds support most of it, Thestate's interest in'

mission-oriented research is increaiing wi the burden of execution falling

primatily on public-uniVersities. Altho gh of some importance in.the
.

community colleges and the smaller priva e institutions, research ii a -.

5
major concern offthe large public univers ties and the University of Miami.

Florida poit-secondary education has sign icant progress in

fulfilling'its missions to teach, condcf research, and perform Community%

servici; yet still more needs to be done. Fulfilling the still amet

needs will require additional resources and better coordination.of exist-
4

ing ones. Our educational resources must be conserved, enhanced, and,used

wisely by those inside and outside of acideme to meet the needs of all

citizens. This section.has described in very general terms what post-
.

secondary education is doing in Florida to provide access to knowledge..

The next section is concerned with barriers that.may yet remain for many

.of Florida's earners and would-be-learners.
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CHAPTER IiI

CORENT EFFORTS AND PROBLEkS IN EXPANDING ACCESS
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CHAPTER III

CURRENT,EFFORTS AND PROBLEMS IN EXPANDING ACCASS

Abstract'

The current status of efforts to reduce the barriers to access to knowledge
cannot be summarized in a singZe sentence or paragraph that is equally
descriptive by all areas of concern.

.

Costs are a significant barrier and will probably remain so diie to the
Zack of reeiliency im the Florida economy. Even so, the problem is one
whidh requires the cooperation of the federal ohd state government.

,

Considsrable progress has been made to Zower the barrier imposed by-the
distan6e between learner and educational resources. This results from the
treMendous numerical growth,of institutions and off-campus instructional
sites: Urban inittitutions have made an excellent contribution by extend-
ing their cZaSses into the evening hours and weekends so they'wilZ be more
accessible to working students.

Self-paced instructional programs are still primitivA, Research and
development funds are needed to elaborate and broadcasl them. Competency-
based programs hold great promise to Take Øssation more effective and
efficient.

Florida has made significant Oogress in establishing aredit-by-exanina-
tion options as a way of validating learning acquired outside ,the class-
room. Cooperative education programs external degree program, and other
independent study programs clearly deMonstrate that Zearners can acquire
knowledge and skill on their own outside the cZassroom. But the number
of students in these programs is awfully small. New ways of support' g
these programs must be found so that unreached'needy clienteles can b
served.

Institutions,are concerned about the need to make their counseling and
guidance facilities available to the pubZic, but their resouices are in-
sufficient to meet the demand. Resultantly, the residential student
receives most of the service. Lacking adequate.information and the,.
personalization OY*AbacEer amd educational information, adzat would-be-
learners are disadvanaged in gaining access to needed resources. Much
is left to,be done in this area to lower the barriei's that prevent access.

AdMissions stanbards are expected to rise due to economic recession and
austerity which limit funding of programs. Part-time and oZdrer learners
Tight be handicapped in the quest for available space.

6 4
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A convincing rationale should be diveloped for taking younger, tradi-
tional, fUZZ-time etudents over part-time older students or admissions

prdctices should be amended to-assure equal troatment., &mades and -

stdndardised test scores predominate asyscreening devices. They need
to be challenged as discriminating against adults fbr whom other means

.

of showing competence would be more fitting.

Many wonmm as is true with many adults are faced with time, space, and
attitudinal barriers to access, which are only now being partially over-

come.

Although efforts have been made by institutions to increase acces4 far
physically handicapped persons, they have been confined to making the
building mord accommodating. A thorough examination of the nee of the
homebound-physically hapdicapped is in order.

Progress i8 being achieved in reducing the barriers of racial discrimina-

tion far young students, but there ia na comparable effbrt fbr oZder

persons.

There is somd evidence in South Florida of a response to the needs.of
Spanish-speaking,populations, but statepide efforts All far short of

what is needed to accommodate non-EngMbh speaking students.

The post-secondary institutions believe they meet many of the state's

educational outreadh needs and they would do more-:had they mare resourcei.
,

Some argue that if* better coordination of the state's educati Z re-.

sources were effected, peedless.and wasteful duplication would/be

reduced significantly..$ Coordination and,interinstitutional operation

are increasingly. evident.in Florida.
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CHAPTER fIf

'CURRENT'EFFORTS.AND PROBLEMS IN EXPANDING ACCESS

A. Introduction

Greet progress has been made, in the past two decades in creating new

institutions and reducing the geographic barriers to education,.but people
4 +

still encounter/problems and barriers in their quest for knowledge. These

are not unique to Florida; they occur in every state to some extent... The

major conditions Which continue to restrict access are cost, rnstraints

of time and space, methods f awarding credentials and certificates, absence

of career and educatibn counseling, admission policies and practices,

physical, racial, and linguistic handicaps, and poor coordination of

educational resourc

B. Cost Problems

1:The cost of education is a ajor.obstacle to many wou1d7be earners./
4.21.1P

ft is often the primary factor in determining whether or not acces is

gained:. No post-secondary edu6atiOn in Florida is_totally free. Tbe

price varies from one kind of institution to the next, an metimes from

, onefprogram to the next. The cost of attending college has risen steadily

-during the last tWo decades; in fact, the.price of ihstructional,services

in public and private-institutions has increased four-fold..

Although public community colleges are considered low-cost institutions,

tuition or student fee costs have risen 52 percent since-1970. A full-

time community college student can expect to.spend $1,875 'annually for all

college-related expenses, including tuition, fees; books, and living

.expenses. Even so, commun ty college students pay only slightly more than
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20 percent of the actual'c st of the instruction they receive. Florida

4general revenues pay the balance.
The ilict of attending publid universities had been low until recOnt

years. In 1960, the tuition for an undergraduate was only $180 a year.

In 1975, it cost about $650, a three-fold increase since 1960. Students

Tho
in graduate school and some professional progrems pay

!
much more. All fees

will increase again in fall, 1976. An effort ismade to set s.tudent fees
..-

in the'public universities at a level that will defray-30 Percent of the

instructional costs; a goal-which has been almost reached at the'under,

graduate level. ..The total academic year cost for college-relate&expenses,
o .

for an undergraduate student living on campus in an SUS.residentialuniver-

sity runs as high as $3,000, and for a commuting student, 12,200. Th

costs for graduate and professional education is substantially higHer
7

than for undergraduate. Graduate students pay tuition and fees ranging

from $900 to $1800 a year, medicine being the mak cos y to the student.

GradUate and professional students pay approximately p percent of the costs

. of instruction.

The cost, ofcattending private institutions has been 'rising at alOate

faster than in ptlic.institutions. Annual costs for an undergraduate

at a private college or university-for a student living.on-campus

ranges from $2,500 to $5,000, depending on the institution;_commuting

students pay substantially less. The basic tuition and fees in a private

institution are generally three times as gieat as in a public university

and eight to ten times as great as in a community college.

Without Tinancial assistance, thousands of Floridians would be unable

to gain acceSs to the state's public and private institutions_ Financial

aid comes from federal, state, institutiral, and private and local sources..

is given in.the form of grants, scholarships, loans, and work. Within
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SUS universities from 13 per c t to 45 per cent of tke full time

students receive some form d., Were more funds for aid avaiable

more students would be in college and receiving-it.
.

The Florida Legislature Sharply increased its:commitment to

. student financiaLaid during the past five years. A. sta.), Was mandated

and financed'by the'Legislature in.1970 to determine the.extent to whiCh

student aid needS were being met. from all spurces. The' annual unmet need
,

for financial assiktance, of Florida students was.calculated to be over

430,000,000. As a result of flid study, the Legislature estabdished a

large loanffund and a modest grant Program. In.1974-1975 approximately.

8,000 part-time.and full time students, or 3 per cent of the college

population, received over $11:million in_loans through the Florida

Insured Stldent Loan program._ Mdre than 4,100 students, qr 1.5 per .-

cent of the college population, received about $4.5 million flirough the

Florida Student Assistance grant Program (FSA), a third Of the grants'

being awatd to Students in-private institutions. The FSA grantS are

available only to full time students. There are a few other tate-
,z.C)

administered small grant programs--the Seminple-Miccosukee Indian

Scholarship Program, the Conf derate Memorial Fund, and the Exceptional

Child ScholarShip..vOnly the laSt one is.aVailable to part-time students,

In-,its 1975 session, the Legislature.requested an update of the

1970 unmet needs study. It was completed'in March, 1976; in time for

1976 Legislative actiou, The updated study reveals that the recession

has markedly increased the unmet needs for assistance $84,000,000,

nparly a'thrce time rise over 1970.
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Although the Ff8r4da financed financial aid programs are significant,

federally fUnded programs remain the primary source of student financial

aid in Florida and elsewhere. During the.last 20 years, billions of

dollars of federal Money have been devoted to student financial aid in

the form of veterans benefits, grants, loans, and work/Study programs. .

The Basic Opportunity Grant program, along with other federal programs,

aliarded Florida students many millions of dollars more than were,granted

by State programs. It is worth re-emphasizing that, even after Federal,

institutional, and foundation,financial aid programs, the unmet needs

... of college students in Florida exceeded $84 million in 1975. Federal

programs are available to part-time students although fund limitations.

40'

have often meant that preferencekhas had to be given,to full time students.

It is almostmeedless to add that without federal programs, access to

higher education in Florida would be severely limited.

In.summary, with the help of great amounts of federal funds supp,le-

.
mented by state financial assistance programs, Florida has been able

partially to off-set rising college costs. Howeier, the recent recession,

coupled with inflation and curtailed federal, state, and_institutional
#

student aid programs, the cost barrier has actually risen in recent yeais.

',Florida and the nation appear to be backsliding with respect to .

P keeping costs within-reason foi traditional and non-traditional student
6

populations. Of all the barriers to access, cost is the one that s ms
.

, most diffiCult to_surmount. it is one for which Univeriity faculties;

administrators, eledted state arid federal officials have.the Najor respOn-
,
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C. Time and Space ProblemS

Many prospectiveliearners cannot gain access to traditional

learning programs because they are offered at wrong times of day or at

inconvenient locations. What is Florida dosing to .teduce this barri r?

An obvious way to'lower the time barrier is to extend the cla

schedule into the evening hours and into weekends. In the c

, colleges the traditional daily schedule of classes (.8:00 a.m. to mid-
_

afternoon) has generally not b en adopted becauSe the typical student

is, part-time, older, and empdyed. Such students have required different

kinds of schedules to meet their special circumstances. In some

-community colleges even classes at 7:00 a.m. are full. Although mid-

afternoon class times are unpopular, late afternoon classes attract

substantial enrollments. Evening clasSes are so popular in the

community colleges'that the utilization of facilities is higher then

L-\\after 6:00 v.m., The University.of. South Florida, Florida Technological

than during the day. Several community colleges are now successfully

experimenting with weekend classes.

The public universities, with some notable exceptions, still

primarily serve students duririt the day. Florida International University

and the University of North Florida experience their heavieseclass loads i/

University, and the University of North Florida. have increasing numbers

.of students attending evening courses. Three of these four universities

have attempted 'to ieep heli achludistrative offices open at night in

order to serve the needs of evening students on a par with daytime students.

In recent years, the Florida State University evening program, whichloOs

heavily attended by public employees, has grown significantly, but it

7 0



apparently still does not meet the burgeoning demands for more

elasSes, especially from professional persons, such as lawyers and. .

would be. lawyets. Florida A&M University has operated for two years

a highly successful weekend college. Most institutions in SUS offer

some courses on Saturdays usually for public school teachers.

The private institutions, particularly thosee in the urban areas,

have offered evening courses, but generally not to the extent that the

public institutions have done so. The University of Miami, University
1

of Tampa, Rollins College, and JaCksonville University have long had

significant evening.programs.

As part-time enrollments have grown, so have the programs offered

evenings and weekends.1 As the class schedule is extended to evenings

and weekends, new clienteles are inevitably reached and markets tapped.

Working people generally can take traditional classrOom instruction only

in the.yonings and on weaends. Also,'most of the continuing education

programsare Offered in the evenings at off-campus locations close and

convenient to learners.

The commendable effort to reach out by eitlemnIng classe's into

evenings and weekends has Ye ealed serious problems. The extended hours

Lstof operdtiori place stress.an . rain on staff, facilities, and budgeted

resources. When retrenchment has occurred, these'extended-day programs

have been threatened_with elimination on the belief that scarce resources

should be reserved for full time day students. Whether this action is i

valid merits debate. Denial of access to older, employed, /axpayers might,

in many instances, be of more critical importance to those individuals

than to many of our younger citizens who sometimes consume space and

7 1
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resources in programs when they lack motivat Or S g need to be

in them.

.Tbere is growing belief among educators and the lay public 1

this country that educational deliVery systems should be time and

space free, recognizing that many people learn better on a time-

1
variable and space-independent basis.. Ideally, students should be

Aable to learn at a pace that is suitable to individual needs, abilities,

and circvmstances. Most traditional education is structured along some-

what rigid time and space cpnstraints, requiring that all students be

at -a particular location for a specific length of time (usually fifty

mifiutes) so many times a week. Learning.has become equated with the

amount of Time a person serves- in a classroom and not on the basis of

specific competencies and knowledge acquired'. It may takre a major

instructional reform for education to be organized and structured to

correspond with the wide variety of forMal and non-formal wayS people

acquire knowledge. For education to be most effective, it should be

as individualized, as possible and centered around the needs of the

learner. What is Florida doing to devise new modes of instruction

which are more compatible with the circumstances of the learner?

Florida International University,.the University of South

Florida, and Nova University have established external degree ptograms,

which heavily stress independent study and self-paced learning. Florida

Intergational University's External Degree Program in 1974 enrolled only

,240 students. 'With increased funds and staff, the program could have

served three times that number. The University of South Florida's

Bachelor of IndepenOent Studies program enrolls about 120 students..

7 2
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Nova Universitx's external masters degree and doctoral programs in

education and business enroll oyer'2,000 students annually, by far the

largest program in the State. Nova's pi-8gram, although quite cOntro-
,

versial, operates outside of Florida as well as in-state, attracting

favorable national attention for its pioneering efforts in externil

graduate education. The University of South Florida enrolled,approx-

imately 2,100 students in 1974-75 in its Your'Open University CY.O.

program of general education which was offeredsby television.' Over

6,000 students took correspondence courses from the'UniVersity of

Florida in 1974-75. A scattering of students earned credit from

community colleges and universities by completing American Studies

courses which were delivered by the major newspapers of the state.

Competency or Performance-based programs, which evaluate student

performance against pre-set learning objectives and goals, are to a

large degree, in their infancy in Florj.da, as they are elsewhere in the

country. These programs often permit students to choose how they will

learn, according to their needs and circumstances, in order to achieve

the pre-set learning goals. In the State University System the most

notable competency-based programs are currently being offered on an

experimental basis at Florida State University in nursing, biology, and

urban and regional planning. Additional curricula will be added in 1976

to the project called The Curriculum of Attainments Program. Almost

one hundred stZidents are presently participating in the F,S.U. program,

which has been supported aliost entirely by federal funds from the Fund

for the Improvement of Post Secondary Education of the U. S. Office of,

Education. Preliminary results indicate that students in Curriculum

of Attainments programs apparently learn more effectively and with more

56
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enthusiasm than they do in traditional time-based programs, and the

self-paced learning packages, once the development costs are covered,

not only give promise of being moPe cost beneficial than traditional

classroom courses, but'they can be used profitably in the traditional

classroom, too.

The coMmunity colleges report that they now have about thirty

programs that are designed on a competency or performaace basis, most

being in the Allied Health fields. Efforts are currently underway, as

part of a statewide Articulation Coordinating Committee prcject tó

develop and design several experimental competency based programs

cooperatively between community colleges and universities. Such programs

e
will require outside or noli-stete funding, due to current state budget

problems. It is apparent that higher institutional priority is currently

being placed upon the less experimental delivery,of traditional instruc-

tional programs. Competency or performance based programs seem to hold

considerable hope for delivering learning more effectively at a lower

unit cost, providing a means for access to learning to itudents who are

accommodafed poorly, if at all by traditional time and space bound

programs. .

Cooperative education, a planned alternation of study, and work,

is a form of eiperiential learning which recognizes the linkages between

the outside world and academe and reduces barriers of time and place

to learning. It reinforces a need for the academic community to reach

out to the society and utilize the learning resources found in business,

industry, and government agencies. Students are able to earn money

toward meeting college expenses through cooperative education work,

7 4
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thos helping them lower the cost barrier to access.

Cooperative education programs in Florida have increased rapidly

in recenf years with the help of.federal subsidies for institutional

and statewide programs of coordination. All nine public universities,

26 community colleges, and 9 private colleges and universities offer

cooperativMaucation programs, providing learners the opportunity to

test academic theory in everyday reality and practice and to form

viable personal career Vials. Although there are many programs they

still enroll a relativeliismall number of students, a total of approx-,

imately 3,200 students in V74, in all Florida institutions, public and

private. Five of the nine public universities still do not give credit

for supervised work experience, although curiously they do to students

participating in internships and practicuMs in-fields such as education

and student teaching. All 28 public community colleges and nine private

institutions with cooperative Jducation programs give credit on some
e,

basis for work experience.

Several private liberal arts colleges, notably Eckerd College,

provide experiential learning programs as a planned part of academic

programs. Students, often during a mid-winter term; leive the campus

to work on projects at home, in other parts of the country, or abroad.

Study abroad programs are-offered by =Sly public and private institu-
,

tions in Florida. More than thirty study/travel programs, involving

4
apout.750'students, were offered by State University System institutions

in 1974-35. Study, abroad programs and contract learning programs of

the kind that New College of the University of South Floiida pioneered,

place responsibility for learning directly on students, forcing them

to use educational resources beyond the walls of:the traditional classroom
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and boundaries of the campus. While these programs nay not be

traditional outreaFh programs, they demonstrate that people can learn

outside of the conventional.classroom in a variety of ways from a

World full of resources. Such an open learning concept has taken

tenuous root in Florida, but with6ut additional resources and new ways

of funding some may die on the vine.

D. The Problem of Assessment and Validation of Learning

Considerable progress has been made in Florida to validate and

certify learning which occurred outsidp the traditional classroom.

Credit by examination and programs which assess the similarities of

or work-experience to traditional learning (courses) are based

the belief that the resulti\of informal learning can be equivalent

to formal learning. An assessment and certification of outside learning

can.shortep time to earn a degree and thus reduce substantially the*costs

of obtaining it. This is a boon to many adults, especially those who

hove spent much of their lives working and learning on the jot; and/Or

studying on their own motivated by person0 interet. Often.for Adults

'entering c011ege or going back again to college presents an unreasonable'

time block aWay from job and family, usually meaning.that learning

acquired elsewhere will not,be reCognized and thus it must be repeated.

When institutions have found ways to validate and certify.informal

learning would-be learners are encouraged to attempt college for the

first time' or to return to complete programs begun but never, finished

in years prior.

The most commonly used and best known program for validating and

',,Certifying non-formal learning is the College Level Eiaoination Program



CCLEP) of the College Entrance Examination Board (CEEB). It began

a decade ago as-NNoxperiment financed by the Carnegie Corporation

and the CEEB to provide institutions a measurement of learning acquir4

informally in the areas of General Education and in selected more

specialized undergraduate college course areas. The CLEP prcigram is

no longer experimental -- 150,000 persons a year now take the CLEP

exams across the nation. Colleges award oreeit for successful perfor-

mance on the examinations, normally on the basis of how well a given

student's test scores relate to institutional grading standards. In

Florida, all public community colleges and universities award CLEP

credit on the same standard, thus guaranteeing the transferabili y of

credit anywhere within the system.

In 1973, the Florida Legislature mandated tiiat the public community

Colleges and universities expand all ways possible to permit qualified

students to accelerate their academic programs. In response the

Florida Time-Shortened Education Program was devised. It is unique

in the United States, resulting in Florida being the heaviest user of

CLEP, other credit by examinations, early admission, dual enrollment,

and advanced placement devices to move qualified students through

institutions at aaaccelerated pace. The Legislature also ordered

that CLEP be administered to any student requesting it, stipulating that

course,credit be awarded if students reach an appropriate score level

.(50th percentile on men and women sophomore norms). As a result, ift

1974-75, approximately 7,500 State University System students earnedillik

over 125,000 credits via CLEP,afid 9,519 community college students were

awarded about 72,000 credits. The savings in tuition money on the

part of students and parents through the CLEP exams in 1974-75 exceeded

.17
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C.
$2.75 million,and in instructional costs to institutions, about

$10 million. Other kinds of credit by examination, such as those

developed by institutions and the Advanced Placement Program of the

College Board,fesulted in ah additional 30,000 credits being awarded'

to 4,500 students in public community colleges and universities.

Although private institutions are not subject to Legislative

mandates, they-have also awarded many tens of thousands:of credits to
0

thousands'of students via CLEP and other credit by examination programs..

Perhaps. no state in the Country has' made a greater commitment than

Florida to Credit by examination nor shows greater evidence of progress

in recognizing non-formal learning.through such'evatuation devices.

CLEP and other credit by examination programs reinforce the idea that

persons are able to learn in non-formal settings and deserve to have

such learning certified and credentialed.

Somq educators believe that validatidn of learning acquired on.

the job or in non-formal ways should be accomplished by a more intensive

assessment of learning than is afforded by standardized or institutionally

designed subject matter tests, such as CLEN They believe that asses

ment of learning can best be accomplished 1;sy utilizing a wide variety

of measurements, including an evaluation of the types of work done,,

evidenCe of pefformance, and personal interviews. The Cooperative

Assessment of Experiential Leatning project of the Educational Testing

Service (CAEL) reflects these bell*. Florida International Univer-
-

sity was one of the handful of institutions in the country chosen to

participate initially in the CAEL project. The Division of Community

Colleges and the State University System as a whole are now members

of the CAEL Consortium. The subject of assessment of experiential

7 8
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learning am!)g,educators is at present a highly contr6ersial matter.

Competenc
0

ased educationat which was described earlier in this
.

, ,
.

chapter, also raiies issues of how to certify and credential learning.

Such programs proceed on the premise that persons should be evaluated

-
for what they know and can do, and without regard to ttow the knowledge

-..

and competencies were attained. These programs will do much to reform
,

, ,

the ,present time-based concepts of certification and credentialling.
.-

.

Progress appears significant in Florida in ameliorating the

certification and credenti lling problem, but issues r7ain, especially

titithose dealing with the q stion of who ot what i stitutions should
I

assess, validate, and certify_learning and whet er we should take steps

--to reduce the widespread belief that the certification of learning is

more important than'the learning.

E. Career and Educational Counselling Problems

Learners and would-be-learners need career and educational

counselling to help tem choose what educational goals to set and how

to achieve them. Primarily, people need reliable and accurate informa-

o.
tion upon which' td'base-decision. Many people need help in learning how

to make decisions, decision making-being a rational process that can be

taught. Information centers and counselors should be as accessible to

people as instructional resources are, but they are not. Where can

,adult learners or would-be-learners turn for copnselling? If they re-
,

- .

ceive any counselling at all, it is rarely from the school or college,

campus.

Although counselling staffs Of community colleges have become

more aggressive in extending services to surrounding communities,

7 9
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they have tended to be,limited,in their efforts to ident

Prospective students.. Many community colleges have set up,information

centers in shopping centers and at community health fairs, and they

have sent mobile vans serving as information centers, through
e.-

their districts on regular schedules for stops in church parking lots

- and at shopping centers and.other place/se Community c011ege counselling

staffs have increasingly broadened their view of their role and mission.

They are moving beyond traditional on-campus academic counselling

and advisement into community-bdsed adult.career)Counselling, tbsting,

and adviseMent'and into other matters not directly related to campus

life and instruction.

4)University cdunselling and information services have mark .clik

expanded in recent years for prospective and on-campus students.

Most of the public uniVersities make coUnselling'services available

to the general public upon request, 4owever,,the fact that they are

open is not always made widely k own. Priority is given'to prospectivet.
and enrolled students. All universities employ st n'admissions

and matriculation'servic;koffices'td*riCruit students and disseminate,

information about their institutions tO stlidents in s condary schools

7

and community colleges. Such staff participate in ollege.days and

nights and talk with hundreds of thouSands of students personally each

year about their plans for further education. 'Unfortunately, these

staff have little opportunity oritime to work with,adult populations
- 0

tovhelp them find appropriate educational resources wherever they may
-..

exist in the state.

Few of he university admissidns offices, counselling,centers,

8 0
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registrar's office*, and financial aid offices-- offices in which

important infOrmation-is found and interpreted-.-.,are open evenings

or weeends, times when many working people and would-be-adult

learnersmight convenientlY visit them. OffiCes at the University

of North Florida, Florida international University and Florida,.

%

Igl/Technological University are not'3Nea exceptions. Extending office

hours is expensive; most universities are'barely able to staff

adequately during regular.daytime.hours, much less add an additional

shift for evenings

in permanent, more

and weekends, or to place staff out in the community

4('

,convenient and aacessible,locations. Unless more

'resources are made available, outreach in the area of guidance and

counseiling will be eriously limited, presenting to many would4)e-
t .

learners a serious barrier'to access. Urban institutions are heavily

limpacted with stUdents at,pight and yet are unable io meet.fully their

counselling needs. Without access to knowledge, information and
0.

expertise related to educational and.career decision making many no

traditional Nerners wil miss,viable educational opportunities and

resources.

F. Admissions Policies and Practiges a Problems

The stated admissions4Aquirements to ny universities and

colleges discourage prospectillearners. Admission tests Fe

especially imposing hurdles to access. Many older persons, especially

from ethnic or culturalfy different groups, lack the confidence that

they can compete with younger persons who are either ip school or

. .?

recently have been inothe formal schooling setting. Persons who did
_ r

not achieve well illollege or secondary school, but who have done. well

64
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in their careers, believe-that their scholasfic records will be held ,

against them - andLzhty may Ile right: Other adult learners-believe

p.

they do.not possess the necessary course prerequisites, having taken
4

in some cases programs of study in earlier years which were not

A

necessarily related to new career andeducational program objectives.

Admissions standa;ds and proCesses intimidate prospective adult
Ate-

learners from even trying to gain access.

4 The community colleges are closest to being open access institif-

tions, but many of these require applicants to have a high school
a

N.

diploma or its equivalent and sometimes discoura people with low

standardized test scores. The public universities generally. e more

selective, rbquiring performanceRt the upper for ehiile on

'-standar "zed tests and at least a "C" average in secondary school ifim

communi tly col1egefqr consideration for admission. For entry^ro many

programs, the competition for available places is even more SeTere..

A$ resourceskave beCote increasingly limited (due to the-recent re-

cesSion) the-space-airailple'iniprOgrams has bocome more restridied '

relation to the demand for admiSsion. PUblic'university:admissiO4

requirements, at least for the time being,will-he hi

wers during the 1960's and early 1970/s, making acces

er than theY'

ln the near

future(by many would-be-learnerevery difficult. _Fears, founded and

. -

unfounded, ,for many adult Would-be-learners about test and grade re-

quirements for admission to4AniversitieS;undoubtedly willObe heightened,-

43 in the immediatei fupre.

Private colleges and universities generally;have beep .more,A lective
h -.

,

than-public institutions. Same of the sinaller,priliate collegei such as
k, . ,

9

:$2
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Eckerd, Ropins, and 4etson have been among the more competitive and

selective institutiens in the country, admittinumostly students who

normally,have achieved,at a rip, average leyel or higher

their educational careers and who have scored in the upper 20 percent

bn the various standardized tests of academic ability. These institu-

tions have catered primarily to the 18-24 year old age group. For many

years such colleges have had'a sUrplus of applications to- available

(7

laces, enablink lea to be quite selective. There ire other private

nstitutions in Florida which have been less selective however, tfiey

have nevertheless used the,standard selection devices of grades iaNtest

scores in making deal-ions on admission. FOr reasons other than highir

admissions requirements, these institutions do not cater significantly
,

in their traditional degree programs to older learners. Higher costs
,

have playej a major'role in discoura ng such people from seekirlk admis.-
_)

atsion to m private initiiutions.

. Even if resoujes became suddenly more Rlentiful and more space fore:
_ 0

,

students was made available in our public and piivate institutions; many
i

. i

of the selectivt admissions siandards requirements mid practicei would .

a 'continue. Many eduCators believe that id6ission to colleg e. should. be

granted only to those who can demonstrate by earlier classroom or testI.
performance that they will., do well at the next level.

-
In:other words,-only, .

those whO have a good prediction for academic success should- be.admitte0.
k

e ,
Test scores and grades will probably ccintinue to be the pr1rr means by.

0 4. .

which "success" predictions will be made, so it is doubtfu0 L that Flaida '

would adopt a completely open.admissions.con
-

there to do it. The key _to liberaliZimg sdm

ep
4.

, even esources were.' .

Rh appears tb:be in.
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developing alternative means of"assessing the fitness.of prospective,

students. Competency-based evaluation may be one alternative. Transfer

from one level to another or one institution to another might well be

based upon competencies acquireditd validated, tyt as it is now, on the

basis.of how well a student performs in relation to other students in

rses and on admissions tests.

The admissions barrier to adult would-be-learners is significant

'today. If, for economic reasons, e rollment growth is sharply curtailed,

available educational resources may be allocated solely to younger people,

%those who have rarely, if ever, been.out of school, those whO.are affluent,

and .to those who.ar; willing and eble.to learn via traditional modes of

classroom instruction. Part-time students, although they haVe increased

A .

dramatically in numbers and percentage, of enrollment, are vulnerable to

'being discriminated.against in favor of.full-time students. In the more

- competitive professions:such as law and medicine,-part-time students

traditionally are virtually eXclUded. If Aker fields become:more compe-.

titive,. because of impending enrollment Cutbacks or austerity; parilkime

students may be at the least temporarily discouraged,A.f not .exclUded from

.r..admission tomore andMore of our.programs. The door should'not. be'shut

to our part-time.learners and adult would-be-learners n times of auster-

ity by arbitrary policies otexcluslon or thro iiscrlminatory admissions

requirements and practices.

G. -Other Special P/oblems of Learners

Many women encounter problems in gaining to.aiailable educe-
. ,

tional resources. 'Child care and o her traditional fami/y responsibilities

are obstacles, Ware attitudes of society which tend to stereotype women

into narrow worrInd leadership roles.

8 4
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The expansion of evening and week,nd programi and the prolifera-'.

tion of Off-campus instructional Sites have reduced these time-space

constraints which confront women. Th ablishment of child day-care

centers, some on campuses, has enabled mom to pursue.educational-and

career objectives simultaneously.

The other access problem for w n is generated by a complex societal

attitude whi h,pressures women into narrow career roles-- housewife;

mother, school teacher, and nurse. Counseloils and teachers in schoOls

and colleges may often unwittingly play a part in reinforcing stereotypes

of women.adversely impacting iiportant individual career, personal,and

eduCational decisions. The recent 4ftention given this damaging view of-

women by the media and through volunteer action has done much to sensitize

academic communities to.the need to breakdown Career and occupational

- stereotypes. Through affirmative action-programs, some of which have been

born out of federal equal opportunity programs, have resulted a.heightened

contciousness and observable efforts to increaserthe proportion ofwomen

on colleie.anduniversity,faculties, administrations, and on governing

.
.

boards. There is strong evidence that the traditional professional schools,
- --.1, ;

silth as law, business, and medicine, have aggress' ely in recent years.

attempted to recruit more. women.students. These actions have not eradiCated

the attitudinal Taoblem many women encounter in stiliting for,an expanded

role in-the societal affairs of government, businei\, industry, and the

prófessions, but they represent significant progress. ' A

-here are abbUt 40,900 Floridians who are physically handicapped,

where they are-either unable to be mobile or have'impairments of sight and

hearing or other physical disabilities. Most-cif these'people do not.have

mental handicaps'and virtuallk all need and want the opportunity to live
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productive .There have been for same time at the pUblic school

level,special programs for the handicapped, including complete schoolsfor

the deaf and blind.' -PoSt-secondary educational institutiOns have not been
,

.

as able to meet the
. needs of such. people. Except for putting ramps at

,

building entrances or providing a reader service for blind student's on

some.campuses, and offering a. few special programs in three or four cammun- c,,

ity colleges, the handicapped student:generally has hot been accommodate_

Ihe state has made a.considerabie effort io provide rell'abilitation and

. special basic schooling programs for handicapped people, but it ha not had

an equal effort at the post-secondary level, eipecially for those. who may

ge homeb4und temporarilyor for a lifetime. An in-,depth assessment of

this situation is warranted.'

Other Floridians have cUltural and ethnic handicaps which impair their

chances to gain access. Because of centuries of discrimination, the black
A ?

minority population in Flvida and elseWhere has not had an equal share of

educational advantages.. Discrimination and isolation from needed educe-

tional resources in years past have left a significant portion' f the'

adult black population without fundamental learning skills. It should be

said, however, that there are numbers of people in the white majority who
r

have for other reasons than color been isolated from adequate resources and

find themselves disadvantaged in the same-way as some blacks in meeting the°

detands of a highly technical and complex modern society.

The effort to help disadvantaged minorities is one in which the Federal

'Government and the courts have Naked a powerfut role. Un4er a State Plan.

for Equalizing Educational Opportunity pUblic post-secondary edullation is

attempting to remove barriers to access for disadVantaged minority .persons.

1
Without going into detail about the Plan, if it is successful, the last vestiges
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of the dual and discriminatory system of education in Florida should be

erased by 1980. Speciarrecruitment programs have been mounted to in-

crease the number of minority students in predominantly white public

institutions and to increase the number of white students in predominantly

black Florida A & M University. Community colleges and universities'have

installed compensatory education programs which are designed to remedy

learning disabilities which may exist for such students to enable tharto

Tompete in the mainstream of traditional academe. Despite economic aus-

.

.terity in'Florida, the publid sector of post-secondary education is

committed to serving disadZtaged, minority students.

While it ilay be difficult to add mudl to. the carefully developed

State Plan, a question is raised/ras to whether the Plan goes far enough.

The State Plan primarily is directed at expanding access, for minority

persons who enter college as traditional students, students who move

qrectlY from hightschool to c011ege without a break, not the older working

-

citizen whose handicaps to access remain very great. ,The older minority

persons may still suffer from the effects of schooling when they. were

younger that was blatantly inferior and discriminatory. What can be done

for older generations,i-who sit in lower level and often unproductive

yositions in our work force; those who Possess the native abilities to be

more productive, if given access to the learning tOols of our educational

institutions? Should there,not be a plan to reach these peop13 equal to

tWat which has been-promulgated to assist the younger generation to meet

the challenges'and demands of living in our society? The barriers to

access for older minority persons are fearfully high. They are the barriArs

of ignorance, alienai-ban,-poverty, and all the other psychological and

sOcial handicaps which are the legacies of segregation and discriminalon.i37-
.70
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The success in the efffort to reduce the barrier to ratial min-

orities cannot be estimated in purely numeric terms for'prOgress

in eradicating injustice can only be measured by the eXtent to Which

our society becomes'more humane, tolerant and sensitive to the need-i of

all peop40. While more resources can be directed to meeting the needs

of this group to help them overcome handicaps, programs must be conducted

in a steadily improving climatof better humad relationi,'an endeavO"in

which many segments of society play a part, but in which education at all

levels has a major share bfresponsibility.

Florida has a large nUmber and a high percentage of its populatioA

who are foreign born, the most evident. group is from Cuba and other

parts of Latin America. There are over 450,000 persons in Florida whose

first language is Spanish. jhere are signricant numbers,of other persons

in Florida whose first language is not English. It can be psychologi- .

cally traumatic and loamaging to rob.a person of his language by forcing 11

him to adopt another. To a degreeiZ perAn's self-concept is.wrapped
v.

'up in his langihmge4. Thought and cultural ilatterns are inextricably

linked to the tongue we speak: We have'many people in our society who

have beeli\sborn and- reared hep but because

backgroun4 or isolation, speak a patois dr

These persons, as it is the case With many

ofitheir cultural or ethnic

a non-standard. English..

foreign born, encounter

serious problems in our formal schooling systems at all levels/and have

linguistic handicaps in functioning productively.in our society.

What iS being done in Flor da to help yeople wtj have.linguiSiic

differences and handicaps? The University o Florida, Florida. State,
.r,

University, the University of Miami,. Flor'da Ifiltitute of Techno"logy

0
aniiMiami-Dade Cownity College have English as.a Second Language CESL)-

.
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programs to help non-English speakers become competent in English. How-
/

ever, these programs are generally small in scale and serve fully spon-

sored foreign students who need a.crash course in English to be able

to attend classes. These foreign students in all likelihood will

live in.Florida only during college and then upon graduation return home.

The ESL programs generally are nOt geared to Florida citizens who are

oTten as equally handicapped as foreign Students with respect to English

proficiency. ESL programs in the public universities are self-supporting,

maintaining themselves on special fees. Although the ESL.program di-

: rectors may wish to serve aebroider clientele resources are not currently '

adequate to ac;:o. The.primary way unives ies are meeting the need

for ESL program4 is.'by training t achers of English as a Second Lan-

.
guage to work in the public schoo/ls. Although it is verymportant

.

to Suppliphe schools'with such' SL teachers,they will deal basically

with the very..young. Unfo dre unable to provide ESL

Z;programs to foreign spe kAg adults. o-

Although it is important for foreigners tO gain competence in

English, ideally people should' be bilingual. Miami and 'South Florida

have' become virtually bilingual in Spanish and Engliih. T4e city of

Miami is officially.desigeated as a bilingual.. There are many people

beginning to accept the idea that Our SpOlish speaking minbritYlias.

aright to-preserve,its language and believe that the EhgliSh majority

should try harder to learn Spanish. Expectedly, bilingual tducativ
-,

has made strong progressin the Miami area YIhe.Milimi:pperic sdools,

_ Miami-Dade.ComiUnity College and Florida International UniVersity.

are offering many of their coursps on a bilingual basis.' Non-Spanish

speaking administrators and faculty at Florida International. have
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been takint courses in $panish since the institution opened in 1972, so

that they.can better relate,to the large numbers of Spanish speaking

.students. Miami-Dade Community Colley also offers many of its courses

in Spenissh.and assists non-Spanish speaking faculty and 'administrators

to leamthe language. Recentlk Miaii-Dade prodUced a Spanish verSion

of its.telpvision course Man.an4 Environment.

Although ptogress has been made to meet needs for bilingual educa.-..
t

tfon in Florida, the unmet needs:remain staggering. When one considers

the potentia barrier to learning due to the inability to coMmunicate

in the language of the dominant culture Vident that for many
. ,

"Spanish speaking' Floridians the lax iag barrlr is extremely high and

access to knowledge, for those affected, a dim hOpe.

H. Access Problems from the Institutional vie,

The commission surveyed all Florida colleges and universities, to

determine to what extent eath wai engaged in educational outreach and

6 inquire what barriers exist to expansion of programs. Much of the

reported activity has been already menttoned in this chapter. During,

N.

the past 40 decaaes, Florida colleges and universities have enormoUsly

expanded their outreach activities to hundreds of thousands of citizens' they

did not teach before especiallk with respect to extending opportunities for

traditional classroOm instructional p,rqgrams. There iS abundant evi-.

esourc(;s are made available, par-
.,

research on state problems and in
t

. The survey reveals ovirwhelmingly that

dence of willingness to do more, if

ticularly with respect to conducti

offering increased community service

S.

9 0
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the. major problem in extending outreach is the lack ok funds. Other'

barriers were mentioned: no time to plan and develop Orograms, no

resources to asseqs..needs, and no personnel to carry out programs.,

Some educators reported Uiat certain internal and state adminis-

trative procedures digcourage outrepch. Some of these institutional

procedures which discourage outreach may be those which involve

the faculty reward

tenure.

a

stem tfiat determines appointment, promotion, and

The survey reveals that most institutions have expresped their

committment to educational outreach throd0 instructional programs,

however, many institut.ions,'particularly the community colleies, be-

lieve they have made substantial contributions in the area of com-
1

munity.service. The universities believe they are making significant'
0

contributions through research. The private institutions regard them-
.

selves.as less involVed in researCh and community vice and mare

0-

involved in instruction; If is impossible from th survey to ssest'

precisely the extent to which needs are beinemet, bUt the ii1titutions

craim theA are now.active and committed and would be willing to do much

more if support were forthcoming.

I. PrOblems of'Coordination and Interinstitutional Cooperation

Florida, like many other states, has a Very wide diyersity of

public and privdte.educational institutionS,resulting in a complex

network of edUcational resources Stretching hundreds of miles from

one end of the state to the other. Pro lems of coordination and.

ao
Cooperation in.a state like FlOrida are to be expected. A lack ot,/

igs

, coordination and- cooperation can resuIt in a sermous waS.re of-precious

educational resourCes.through needless duplication of effort.. Without

t'91
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coordination and'cooperation consumers, whetherlthey be individuai Or

,

business and government organizations, easily become bewildered find-

and cooperation i post-secondary edCagon is a major problem which

incappropri e.r ources.and services to meet their needs. Coordination

(
unfortunately has not been solved anywhere in,the'country.

t.
is the Florida situatiOn ith respect to coordination and

cooperation in education? The pictu
-

vantage point. To some the plethora,

is clouded-by-one s particular

Welter'of institutions.in

Flori4a'appea,s.4,be an unmanageable.tangle of institutional vested

interests lo ked ip n ver-ending territorial battles. To others,

Flt)orida is abellwether state, having made considerable progreas in
(

at
bringing diverse and often competitive educational institutions-toge-

, .

ther in a productive atmosphere of trust.and cooperation. Ddubtless,

the truth lies in bttween these
. -

Florida has a maze of institutions, each with its own character,'

xtreme perceptions..

governance structures, and clienteleg. In many ways Florida is

bl ssed 'and eAri having a diversity of institutions providing.
,

lei ers and organizations a wide choice of educational optifts. There

is an tendenc

common de ominatot
t,

, rob individual'S of

4

and enhance human

1-Otherhand, if

always to want complexity-reduced to the sliest)

To make all educational institutions alike may
*

mportant educatiOnal.choice;-7110 preserve

)
reedom to develop_as d rent individuals.

.

institutional diversity...is used Is a ''smokespreen"

to abuSe ind" l learner-rights to educational access arif it

.A

becomes a blind, b d which petty educational or political vestea.

on

i
interests aggrandize themselvey diversity must be empered by co

\ 92'
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trols which place limits upon how far institutions 141idiversify.

. Ilor.ida has attempted to-take a_middle course be'tween the poles

Atscri ed above. It has spurned th id4, at least for the time beilpg,
. .

.
that a super governing board is neede6to resolve coordination problems.

- ,

The public universities are governed by a single Board of RegentS whiCh

has authority .to manage, monitor, controli evaluate, and,coordiriate the

operation& of e nine separate uniyersities. The Board of Regents
1 -

.

establish y system ide policies_which affect the operations
. '4 .

of the u iversities, however, it also attempts to leave most manage-

, .

ment decisions,insofar as possible,at the local level- .The Regents

allocate fundS on a lump sum basiSlto the institutions aild'hold them

accountable to use funds in ccordance with itfte law-and Regents'
..)

-p.dicieS,.tAcademic programs' arereviewed and apprOVed by the Reients

_ .

in order to avoid-needless progra0 m duplicatidn an&to provide a
) ...

measure of quality control.
--

. P

The public. community c011egesare governed by local district
i

-

Boards of Trustees,-which hive considerable authority to manage the

,
pperations of the colleges within taie Board oif ducation Policies

'and resource constraints imposed by the legislnture. The Board of
, .

.Education has the autharity to. create policy'for the community colleges'

but does not have a similar policy making' uthority ovtr the public

uhdersities... The State Board of Education can only app 1 e or dis-,

approve poli es passed by the Board af Regents. Although governance

structures differ between community college& and universities, they

r-T .

do not in themge4yes'necessatily' Preclude coordination,and cooperation.

Facilitating coordination'and.cooperatien within the community\

'college system and Vttween the university system and the community

76
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colleges, is the Division of COmmunity Colleges in the Department of

Education. The Division plays a strong role in the develoPment of
A

state level educational policies and in allocatiAg resources to the

t
community Colleges, although.heavy stress is placed uponi institutional

cl.

participation in,.such :mportant matters. 5--

.
.. .

Private collegeS, universities, and junior coliegeS Are govetned'

by self-pe etuati Boards of Trustees, wh-ich funrion as non-profit

Ailcorporate tities in the same legal relationship as colOtations for
.

.profit function. Private institutions are chartered by the sTe, and

if not acCredited by the SOlithern.Association of C011eges and Schools,,

4
they are licensed by the State Board-of Indeiendent Colleges, a board

.
.

. ,

established three years ago by the Legislature to.drive so called
e

mills"'from the state and legitimatiz,.Aconest efforts at

educational innOvetion and delivery in the private sector: The In-

,

dependent Colleges and UttiversitiesAT Florida (ICUF), an organiiation

of eighteen oithe privatrolleges and uniVersities formed a'numbet.

Of year ago,ffacilitates the sharing .of Vital intormation about

,

private higher.educlion in the state and ttanits to the legislatu

A
cOmion concerns. Piivate colleges and universitiesi-by their corpor

,

legal status, ar) separate and autOnomous institutions.which cdnnot

be directly controlled by the Florida Board'of Education 4.er.,the Florida

Board of Regents. Coordination and cooperation with the other sectors

. * . .

ofgeducation on .the part of private institutions is ancl must.be on a

voluntary basis.
*

F
Increasingly, the Board f Regents has coordinated toe State

pnivetsity System's development with the public community colleges.
f 4

:
and the private.sector: In the conduct offeasabiliey'stUdies for

9 4
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. new institutions br institutional branch caMpus.operations, the extent

services being provided, in an area by .other existOi'in.stitutions )(

A
is alwAys evaluated and considered. There it an agreement that the

universities will not-iRffer lower division continuiN-education pro:-

grams, unless the local community coMe cannot offer such programs.
-

71014-e is a similar .kind of territorial agreemeni within the State Univer-

Sity System with respect to the offering of continuing education courses

outside of designated g4Ograpio service regions..

l'riVate institutions, particularly the University, of Miami, Florid**

t°

'Institute Of Technology', andAloval bave cooperated with the State

University.Systein Institute of Oceanography in important:research projectss.'-,

-All academic libraries in'Florida share resources on an inter-library

Span basis-and are expected to,cooperate even more vigorously in the

Auture as the- Southeastern.Library Network (SOLINET ciat d with the,.

Southern Regional EducatiOn Doard brings all librariesOnclud

public libraries, into'computer terminal acess to a common computerized

bieliogYaphic data base. Florida'slibraries are llready cooperating's."'

t

through'SOLINET to buildd he computer network which acilitate ,

,

library autolyttion, the.sharing oftechnical processing, the expansion
I.

of inter-library').oans and cooperUtiife mater4a1S acquisitions.
t.

* ,

In the wrea of student transfer, the wide Articulation Agree-
.

etween the public universities ind the community colleges.; has

accomplished'much to reduce the problems studentsjiad encountered in

moving from institution to institution apd from'one level to tbe next,

Commun. college-graduates with Associate f Arts deg ees normally

move uneircumbered.into'the upper levels.of ouroublic pniversities'on(

'O.
ving u15. Recent .- an equal basis with native lowpz\ivsision student

,

. A .

a 5.
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'enrollment cutbacks,:however, may Seriously effect,the-,smooth trenSfer:

of students from one institution to another, malting admission more s-

.

Competitive as availeble space is redmmpd.: Few states have developed

as suoCess mechanism for ameliorating articulation problems as' the

Statewide ArtiCulation Coordinating-CoMmittee, upon Which representa- .

tives from the community colleges, the public universities,.and the

Commissioner-of Edu5ationl's staff serve.

The Florida.Post-Secondary Education Commission (Section 1202

Commissi n) is by,Floridp Stet

Commission, for Higher Education.

,

designated as the'State Planning

segments of Florida post-sec-,.

:ondaty education are represented on this commission, which is the

ap rOpriate agency poviding continuing evaluation fot add recom-
fa

-.4.

men ations tb the Boar of Education, the Board of Regents, the.

.Legislature,.and the i

coordinated system of

nearest thing in,Flor

.WhalL.ate the

stitutions involved with1respect to a total

ivery of educational Services.. It is the

1 ,

to-an over-arching coordination ageRcy.

jor pkoblems, then, hi, bringing' about Closer .

and eor effective coordination? One difficulty is that many post-
0

secondary educational activitties impact 40 overlap thoSe et the sec-.
. , .

\

%Wary feVel of.education.. There is no comparable body to the 1202

,

ommission.to facilitat ion. Statewide Articulation

.Coordinatang CoMmittee dea7s only wi student.trahsferproblem '

within 'elle public post-seoondary.sector and does cot incluae concerns
. ,

4 which arlse out of poor articul4ion-with the secondary schoolS
.

. r

rd the private institutions. ....,
.

..

A .e.
.

With the tremendous amount of outreach educational and service
i ..

activi:ty iz the state at 411 leveland imongliat some_seveoty..post.

,)
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secondary institutions, overlapping efforts at the everyday oper-

ating level is in many respects inevitable. Institutions many tunes

wander'into one another's service territories hot froprim- ,

perialistic mbtivations, but usuallY because there is no way to

know systematically what ptograms Institutions are fffering at.which
%

locations. Institutional knowledge of one-anotheris programs and

activities is essentialt-o better. coorolination and effective cooper-
,

ation. The Consumer-has an.equally pers6isive need to know where

programs eiist. Wherircan'consumers go;to find up-to-date'Program

information? There is noimechanism functitiniqg at the present time
.

that systematically and.routinely assesses local, regional, and' states

educational seivice needs, whether they be .individual, organization,

instructional, or research. It is difficult to determine where one '

plunges into the problem. Shatld the-attack.be at the local level,

the regional fevel, the state leVel, or on all fronts 66hcurrently9

Many coordination and cooperation problems still exist.. Pre-',

sent 'structures may or may.not be adequate to what must be done,

however, there is willingmes on the part of all:concerned to assess

.needs and fi 'Rq. solutions to problems.'
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CHAPTER IV

THE PERCEPTION OF NEEDS FOR AtCESS:
DATA COLLECTION, AND ANALYSIS
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:171i.FERCEPTiON OF NEEDS,FOR Accisk
:DATA.CoLtivrtoN AWANALYSIS.

all ..

i..
.igrstract

..kg,... ..

Ch iapterTY s concerned'wzththe
..

Ccrinission4S data-coll;cti. efforts.4

Ark Ong 'these were .a, sUrvey, Of a repliesentative so4le "of the'àdult ,

population of Florida, intervieW withorgani:aationa leader trom'
*across the 'state regarding perceived.needs for educational'. ostreach ;

. a sun* o'f/ library 'Service needs of .cont-inUing education etdent8..

.i of the litterature oneducaticnal Volum III).'outreach (13 0
ctional, research d other seririces, on e.t.ten ve

rev
.'" 'ins on

.. . . . ..(::: :: , ..

'An stiMated 2:4.mill1.on adults axle ser.iously interpsted in
.:beginning a Rostsecondary eduCational pursuit within; the n t
Pik) years. Most of the areas Of study. desired ,by the wOuldt.be- :

..,/learne g.inclUde subjects .ond courses tAioh`..are.. offered- or.. 3outd
' bp of re'd by connunity .colleges and .toniverstties. The moit .

freq. ay cited motivgtions for engaging in 'S'uch post-sedondarYl.
. lectrni.ng pursuitb were "to be better inforMed'" or !learning for

.its own sake." Whire the targest.proportion preferred to .study
via traditional 4a8sroom approaches, a large.menber favored.
methods involping sh8rt confeienoe workshops 'ond on-therjob -
training. Only one-third Of all would-be,learnrs preArred
to study on a colllege campus. Of the 2) 4. Million would-ibe-

.lecan'ers, ,"8.3..percent. reported that they would be unwilling -.
!to 'travel more them 30- minutes ro'n way), to learn. On . the .

averagei:would7bui-1earners were wilting to corrum:t: five to six
. hours per week .ta-dueh study orid traveli even though .their .

average free t'ime available each week was only' eleven tei
fifteen. hourd,. Nearly four of ten would-be-learners .reported

' that they did not deiire Ony pectithilar type of credit for their
'proposed study, , 15 percent wonted only a certificate of comple-

, tic:in, and 4- percent wonted er:edit toward. a license or academic,
degree. This latter percentage'. is projected to: represent ;nearly
1. l. million-lizould-be-lefeners. Nearly one-114;11f. of the would-be-
te"Orners. were wigircg to spend more that anie year studying their
specific area of interest. The' moat fref`qtly cited obstacles
to participation were time ,ond costs, in that order. However,
health; problems and "old age" wre the .majoK.barriers for ..

nearlY one in four respondents -;- on estimated one-half
n4licz woulfl-be7learners. Approximately one-half of ,the
resperrdent8 felt the cost of continuing educatiOn should'be
share4 by some leve.l of government .and..the individual.. -
-Neart two-fifths' of the adult. population'.of Forida is
proje ed to be interested in discussing e'er adult .ec7u9ation

44
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pne-third of the respOhdents reportea.that the highereducat4n
institutionsgin the.s ate had been of,personal benefit to them.

, , ,

i:

57Worgatiizational aders' interviews stweated that the
7.educational\and training programs provided for emplOyees.vary

ti)Oely from agency to agency. For the most part, such progiyame

ap ear to be provided oncc rather. "randbm" or "as needed" basis,

siness.and indUstry programs tended..to be geared:Oward problem,
lOing,, while governmental agencies stressed leadership develop-'

rttenL Nearly alZ leadersivported some degree Of cooperation
poSt-secondary educational institutibns. Again,

this cooperation Variea.widely across agencies and appearedk fbr
the.most part, rather informal. Some respondents eXpressed
eAcern.fbr -the educational establishment's abilitY/to meet
.their specifieneeds. The leaders cited five eategbries of
barriers to expanded cooperation.with.post-secondary'institutions.
These wilre: In time and place constraints, (2):eConomic-con8traint8,
(3) cookdination and communication 'constraints, (4) "ivory-tower",
constraints, 'and (5) organizationallyUnique .constraints (e.g.,
bilftingUal education needs): It appears that, in.general,1organi-
c:afions are making only. modest efforts to provide educat.ionaZ
guidance and:counseling serviCes to.employees;'many, however, do
have incentive programs for educational participation (e.g.;
tuition refundS).. -

regard to.organizationalleaders' perceptions of research
and.other service outreaah, the foltowing highlights were noted:-
(1) leaders strongly stre88e4 0-te need fbr a greater commitment

to rvic by educational-institution's and by the. state; (2)

widcspr(76v7 support was fbund fbr earharkil4 state funds-Pr
mission-orient.ed research; (3)leadeo urged institutions to.,
develop -77ncehtive.and reward systems which would encourage,
.fayuity to'engagerin, service and applied, research activity;

dome contusion vas noted by lehders with respect to galining

entree to the outreach capabilities Of post-secondary eduCational
-institutions; (59-consulting services were desired by organiib-:..
tional. ldaders thaugh some felt that some faculties were more
interested in research grants and.others were not sufficiently
oXperienced in dealifig with'applied problemsin their disciplines;
(6) a frequently mentioned area of need was:that of an improved

1:-'data baSe.especially developed fbr the State of:Florida; an)d
,(7) leaders made, a plea fbr post-Secon4ary infrtitu#ionS to
develop improved procedures and channels fbr communicating'
with organizations and with the pubZic.

l'he continuing education student andfaculty library .seilvicoa
study had as'its obdective,todetermine to what extent continuing,
education students.and faculty in credit courses utilize library
.resourvs, where they obtain Such resources, and.how they Kite.
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the seviceir provided by \the
students, a onein-ten random
continuing education. couries

___V_Le_____3t_ionnare The s

ibraries. 148 faculty and 407
sample of an enrolled in SUS

the fa// 1475 tern, conpleted .
ielded certain

about the contimulng educattol students, revealtng that the
typical student is a female., thirty-five years ofd, employed
funtime, has cornpl.eted at least a. Bachelor's degree, and is
enrolled for degree credit in On Education course being offered
.at Least twenty-five miles froM the main' canpus.. The surveys
revea ed that while no critical\ problems appear to exist for
thiS .clientele in gaining access to libraries and.services,
better coordination among and between university., cormunity
colleg , and -public, libraries is needed. Other off-campus
clienteles need to be studied to 'de'iermine the extent of their.
needs. \ The study revealed that students an3 faculty perceive i
that/ the quality of courses is not diminished because .they
are offered off-campus mid if they are differerit., differences
are not' attribUtable to library service. . Most importantZy

. the survey indicated that if students used librariel heavily,
they rated_services highly and further appeared to use library
materials' beyond those required 'in the course, which has important

\irnplications for a soci6ty, which has bectlme -increadingly dependent
upon mass Media for the, transmission of knowledge and ideaa. ..

The chapter ends with a summary of instructional outreach and
research and other servibes-literature and a' brief section °
menmarizing several national studies of post-secondary adult
'education.
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CHAPTER IV

ME PERCEPTION OF NEEDS.FOR'NC_ESS: DATA'COLLEtTION AND ANALYSIS

t.A. INTRODUCTION

In the preceding Chapter, the expansion of edpcational outreach by

Florida's post-secondary educational institutions was dOcumented. Here

our attention turns to the currently perceived 'feeds of the State's adul

citizens and' organizations. This chapter iumm rizes the findings of th
, ..-

five major data coliection enterprises specifIally-conduoted.for the

Commission on Educational Outreadh and Servite:. (1) a state-w06 adul

population survey, (2) organizational leadership interviews regarding

instructional outreach, (3) organizational leadership interviews tont rning

;

I.

research and other knowledge-bpsed servites, (4) a survey of library er-

V
vices for continuing'education, and (5) ,a survey of literature of educa-

f

tional outreach.
2

In each interviewing program, emphasis was placed upoo,
I .

the interest in non-traditional means 'Of inslitruction, research, and other

services outreach.

B. ME POPULATION sURVEY

"Or

1.

During late sumier 1975, a r resentative cross-section sample of
f

adults living in Florida residences was selected. The multi-stage sample

design provided for a random selection of adults in each of the state's

r

, I.1
Details about the exact sampling procedure for these.three surveys

are presented in Volume II of'the Commission's Report, as are the interview

0

schedules and other related materials.

2The complete review of literittire
.Commission's Rwort.
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11 largeit counties and 10 additional'counties.taken taretresent ihe

balance of.Florida's population. Data collection was actomplished

fkimarily th*ugh telephone intervi ws, with soli() household interVieWs

where neCessary. The interviews Wer conducfed during October, November,

and December of 1975. Forty-two perCent (41.4%) of tile adults interviewed

, 4

,repled:that they were seriously interesteein learning some skill or
4%

4

atudyiig some topic and Would like to begin their Study withip thillext

.

fwo years.: Given ItAt there Are approximately 5.8 miftion adults in fhe

state (17 years or older), this'suggests an optimum demandlor adult'

learning activities upward ca 2:4 million persons. 3

Preferred Area of Study. '

.
.

,

a The -"p ential learneri" were asked tp indicate.what area (subjeCt,

topic, sT1, etc.) they we4 most interested in pursuing. The most

frequently mentioned areaS of learning rfirst choice") were courses. that

'are presently offered at colleges and universities and are best identified

as discipline's. Twenty-two pei4ent df these respondents listed such

intexests as Biology, creative writing, fine arts, mathematici, chemistry,

social 'sciences, etc. Courses,or studies more clearly linked to an
C

.

. .

kcupation or profession such as fashion design, cosmetology, medical
4

technology, nursing; journalism; law, itcaccounted for 16 percent'offhe

first choice responses. The above distinction.isaquite anarbitrary one;

taken together these two categories of learning comprise 38 'percent of

the potential learners'.first choice study. yut differently, upward of

3Cautionshould be exercised,in making projections. It-is possible

that respondents were biased toward those tnterested in continuing-eduCation -

and, more importantly, intention4 do not always.transate into actual
behavior. iiowever, these population estimates give a better sense of.the
scale .of..the enterprise we 'are discussing.
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909,000Padults,are interested:in these areas of learning which are Currently

and traaitionally offered at many of,our colleges and. universities.4

-Ertudies-elearlr cies-sifiable--a-S-bUtilteSS-skii-ts-and-business-manage.. )

nent accounted for 14 percent of first Choice responses or roughly 330,000

potential adult learners. The first prpference of 10.6 percent of the.

respondepei were educational- training in technical-vocational areas like

industrial tra4e4'ski1ls (welding, carpentry,. etc.), tefevision repair,

drafting; etc.

-
Learning interests fairrY frequently mentioned included studying home

and family life;(child development, parenthood classes, etc.), developing

hbhhies and leisure tiMe.pursuitS (c'rafts, gardening, sports), and

"personal development" with.interests ranging across.a broad spectrum

from financial investment to the occult. This:suggests that the first

preference of one in kbur potential learners (approximatqi 600,000) is'

A

a leisure time activitiy, which, for the most'part, is not related to

current or potential'occupation.

Interestingly, .3.5 percent of the respondents mentioned reading,

writing, and math skills. Whereas this is a comparatively small propor-

tton, when projected as' a population estimate, it suggests that there are

upwards of 80,000 adults who recogniie their inabilities in these basic

.

areas. A matter of-concern is.that only four individuals gave a first

,

preference as public affairs (citiienship, conservation, community pro-

blems, consumer education, current events), and it is the second choice

area of study for only tWo persons.

.

4 It should be made clear that respondents were instructed not to list
subjeats that they had already taken or were taking as full-time students.'

1 u 4
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Mottyation for Wanting to Learn

Th4( most.important reasori by fqr for wanting to learn is tlat people

,want to be better Wormed% to learn for its own sake (39.1 perient);

,

the next most important reason for wanting to learn is to aCclUire a dif-

ferent job (14 percent); and a third significant reasonfor wanting to'

learn .i1"-o gain additional skills to advance within their present job

(11.2-percent). The-reasons stated by the ramaining'one-third of the

respondents ..a.t.ese varied that they are difficult to sUmmari'ze, they
-r

. . _

range from being a better spouse to improving one's spirituil.well being.

One might conclude that the learning activities in which-people say they

.7are willing to invest represent decidedly."selfish" interests, oriented

, to some form of self improvement, be it 'financial or other. This could

be anticipated by the virtuallack of interest in public or community

affairs Tehtioned above.

Preferred Method of S.tudy

Potential learners were asked to indicate, from a considerable varkety

o means, what method of learning they mould prefer for their area of

-

study. Most preferred is the conventional classroom lecture.methotl,_

rollowed by a preference for some type of short term conference (workshop).

--19.3 percent and on-the-job.training (17.1 percent). Few people claim

to be interested in learning.within discussion *gyoups or on action pro-
,

jects, 5.2 and 3.3 percent, respectively Again we should remember the

approximate numbers of potential learners we are estimating. For example,

.A

the above suggest thai as many as 290,000 adults may seriously Consider

studying a skill.er subject on their own tyithout any formal classes.

9,0
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Preferred Location of Learning Activity

Closel); related to)how people choose to learn is itie question'qf

where they would prefer to do so. In order of thpir preferences, the

respondents wished to learn at,the following locat.I43: a college or

universitY campus -- 36.2 percent;-ia local high or elementary school --

17,6 peicent; on-the-job -- 17.3 percent; at a Community center -- 130

percent;'and at home -- 41.1 percent. Why do people wish to studY at the

Iodations given? _Morel-Aan two of five respondents said "convenience" is

the most important reason.. The remaining reasons were varied, Interest-
_

, ingly, tew rfebple mentioned the quality or prestige of the school or

'co4lege and not one person mentioned thecostI

' Travel Time Constraints

It is Pne,matter to profess'an'interest in learning something and

still'another.to deVate a sufficient amouht of time to actually acquire:

- -

that knowledge or skill. Potential learners
f

were asked how much time

(one-way-travel time) they were willing to spend traveling to learn their
,

first choice subject.'.The average respspse was between 25 and 30 Minutes..

Twenty minutes-was'a maximum length of time for 41 percent of the respon-,

dents,'and 78.3 percent,said,they would'be unwillihg to travel more than

30 minutes in each direction. One respondent in four would be unwilling

.tp spend more_than 15 minutes.

. .How many hours a week did theSe adults wish'to devote to their study.
8 ".

-(including travel)? The a'Verage person 'said btiween five and six hours.

Fewer than ane-thiA0 were willing to spend as many as ten hours a week,

and neii1on,e in four (23.1 percent) was unwillint to spend more, than

three hours a week learning their.first choice subject or skill.
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A comPirisen of Wbuldcbe'learner4 furl-ant students liCates Plat

aeival learners spen4 considerably.lesS travel time than potential learners'

I.
indicatebitheY/would invest; 91..7 peroent%spend fewer than 30 minUtes in

.

one-way travel, tip, HoWever, the responses 9f current learners regardkng:

. . .

how many hours.a week therectually study arrsimilar to the estimate's,

.

that the potential leirners stated"they Would iivest. Finallyb.all respond-
,

%enes ware'aslCe,P,to.estimate I,he.nUmber.of hoUrs bf.°free iime"'they.felt,

. .

- they liad during an average:tweek..:M4 thierall.average is betimen 11 and 15

r hours and'-nearly 32 percent replied that they have over/20 hours of free

.

,

time per Week:- These "free time" estimates eieeed-considerably both the.--.
. .,

.

. .
.

.,,

aiount Of tinie adults claim t)ty would fie willing to .invest in sontinuing

education and the amount of time current students state that they. actuaillY
. ,

.

do spend. \

.

. ,

ol

Desire' for Degree or Certification... .

'Nearly forty percent (38.4perc4).-of the respondents.did not 'want

.
..,

, -:-..

creditof. anyAind. Extrapolating Again, this translates to approximately

... -, .o.

900,000 adults in FlOrida,who 'Wish to participate in a post-,.secondary

learning pragram but whaprofess ne Correilt interest in credentialing.-

Another IS percent would like to rece.re a.certificate Of completion in

A
recognition for their learning,. Tbe remaining respondents wish to work

,/

toward soMe type of credential and, whereas...this represents soMewhat

less than one-half the w9u4d-be learners (47 percent), it suggests upwaill
6

of 1.1 million adults may.seriousl)r wish to pursue post-secondary educa-

tion for such.purposes":' Of these individuals who expresS interest in
gra

credentials other than'the certificate, nearly a third Wish to earn, a

,

professional license,
. ,

approximately a fourth wisirto compete a four-year
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undergraduate degree and home IS to 20 percent would like to coMplete'a

two-year (associate) degree. ,Comparatively feW-re4ondents 9.7 percen,t)

.

said they ,wbulsi "like to w rk toward.a..high school diploma.

Respondents were_as ed to indicate what degree or certificafe, if' ,

any, they would'like to earn in the nexA five to ten years, assuming that

they had the opportuni0.' Three out of five. adults (61.5 percent) jesponded

;none,u The remaindei.ofthe respondents would "idealiy"like to receive
A

the f011owing ciedentiars, in order Of.frequency of Mention:. four-year.

bndergraduate gegree 12.2 percent; a certifidate Ali license

percent; masters degree .-- 6.4 percent; a high school diploma -- 3.9

percent; a two-yeat (associate) 'degree - 3.6'Percent; &doctoral degree

0

3.1 percent. This implies, that to. the eitent that-adult4,could overcome
A

\ barriers to furthefeducation and realize their wishes, there Might be

upward df 1.9 millido pursuing degrees or certificates. 'This figure is.
.

.,.

of course, ovpr inflated. it,does not,- for example, address the capability
.

. .

-

of people to'attain that which they would like to achieve. 10 matter how

0

. crude an.estimate, however, it does give some,notion of the sdope

'educational.system that would meet the needs of people in accord with.the

credo.and principles presented in Chapter I.

Long-Term Time_Commitment

.°The 'data suggests that potential learners have a comparativelY long-

term commioent in mind. When asked.how long they were willing to 'devote

.4/

to studying,their,first choice subject, nearly onb-half of the respondents
c.

, .

replied at..least one year. An additional one in four (26.5 percent) hAld

that they Would 4e willing to st'udy for as long.as it was necessary (to ,

become=competent, to finish, etc.). 'The apparent long-term'sommitment

1 t18
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to continuing education would appear to have validity given ihe time most .

respondents. were willing or able to devote to, learning activities:

Obstacles to Participation .

.

A
The foregoing aiscussion provides a.brief sketch of.the perceivedt

needs (or,interests) of 'potential adult fearnerS. There ate;-Of catirie,

y things that prent themselves.as obstaclps to beginning or Continuin(

.

adult Jeer-fling programs. All respondents were astee what they perceived to

w , .
..

be the most difficult obstacle to Stirthering,their eatication. 'clearly ihe
. ,

n -

k perception that there.is too little'time is the'most frequently. mentioned.

.Twenfppercent (19.7 percent) claim that there sim rly is not enough time.
N

-However; andther 15.2 percent and 9.6.percent claim that their hothe and

responsibilities, respectively;:woUld keep them from engagincin
.

t further learning. Therefore, 45 percent of the adults surveyed-Niew.the'-'
'

- lack of availab40"time at_the qajor factor that keeps,t em from partici-

rating in additional studies. Surprisingly, only 14 percent report the

' exeensOof ledrning as' the Chief obstacle; and only three percent claim

transportation difficulties as being 9f paramountimportance.

however, if this:threapercent'iS translate04into a pOpulation'estimate,

t suggepthat as many as 17P,000 adylts who would otherwise partici.,

pate- in adult learning perceive .this tq be impossible dile to inaccessible

'transportation.) Old age (11.6 percent) and health problems (10.9.percent)

combineto account for the most imporent obstacle for nearly dne 'in e very

four,respondents. These respondenrs ate, as wotild be'expected, dispropqr-

tionately:older citizens.

p.

1..Responsibility for Educational Expense.

Adults in tho survey were asked who they felt ought to finance continuing
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.

adult education. !Whereas comparati'vely few adults ire in the position of
'

being able to ppderstand fully how education is financeE,.nonetheless, the
,

responses are.attitudinally interesting. Thirty-six percent felt-that the

-individual should bear the' total expense. torty-seven percent felt that

the cost should be shared by the individual and'another party, and 14.4
.

percent said Oat such learning programs should be free.4)f-charge to

.

interested adults. Those who responded "share" Pr "free" were asked

Apt institution or agency they felvtught to share OT assume the cokst

of these kinds of learning programs. Nearly 90 percent felt thgt some

level of.government should cóntribute.to the Cost of aduXt education --

44.3 percent said state,. 34. percent said fedel-al, and 10.0 percent said

local. Almost six percent.of the respondents suggested that the education

institutions, themselves, should assume the costs! Very few people thought

family and philanthropy are appropriate sources of revenue.

1
Desire for Professiona l C ounselling and Program Planning

Thirty-oight percent (38.1%) of the respondents ansycived "yes" to the

question: "If it were available, would you like to take the opportunity to

discuss with a trained professional your educational plans, learn.more about

your learning abilities, -and explore what educational progiams exist that

/,

mighl.be interesting and beneficial?" In keeping.with our estimates above,

this suggests that there may be as mani\sas 2.2 million people in the state

who would be willing and interested in talking to an adult education counselor.

Benefits of /fisher Education

4.4

Interviewees were asked the following question: "Thinking for-a moment

5A number of respondents answered that who paid should depend upon the
fknancial resources of the learner.

.
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about your own life, have there been one or more occasions when the higher

.education schools (colleges, uRiversities) of Florida have been'beneficial

to you?" One-third.of the respondents replied, "yes". This,means that

possibly as many as 1.9 million Florida residents perceive hat they
4

have personally benefiited from the colleges and universities, ill some

way.

Slightly morethan one in five reskondents (21.4 pereent) reported

4

that they had studied or were studying so e subject or skill (excluding

studies taken as full-time students) in s me programmatic fashion 'tring

mate of 1.2 million current -the past Year. This gives-us a rough est

adUlt learners. (This includes some full

in addition to their college course work.

-parj.son here is with the potential, learn

the potential students' responses to wha

how, and why; are very similar to the re

ing the studies in which they are actual

between the two groups include:. current

likely to study business and less likely

lounies than potritial learners' interes

preferences of the potential learners r

in terms of method of instruction, curr

via conventional class.lecture far more frequently than preferenees would

suggest: part-time learners were slight yless likely to study on caMpus-

and at home, and more likely to study o -the-job than one would have pre-.

dieted from potential'lcarners' respoAses; the first,reason for studying,,

time students who are studying

The interesting podnt of com-

rs discussed above.
6 General*

they would like to stUdy, where,

lies current students give regard-
4

y engaged. 'Some of the differenc'es

or part-time students seem More

to enroll in voCational-technical

s would indicate.; whereas the

k the same as the current students

nt learners are receiving instruction

.4 ,

6A.comparison of the two profiles is given in tabular form in Volume II.
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for part-time ttudents was considerabli, ore related to employment than

the -intentions of.potential learners wou suggest; in. lact, a.third of

he current Students gay they are studyin ,to get, a new job, advance on

their current job, or ineet the requirementt of thetr.pzesent job. This

would suggest that there maybe upward of 380,000 students engaged in

some type of systematid, job-ielated aduLt education at any time:.

C. INSTRUCTIONAL OUTREACH 11EDS. AS PERCEIVED\DYORGANIZATIONAL LEADERS

In addition-to indbiidual citizens, florida s post-secondary insti-

tutions terve and are linked in various ways to a large:numbet.of private

and public organizations. These Organizations aranbt )0ly,important.

e
Clientele.for the instructional services provided, buf\maityof these insti-'

a;

tutions offer some kind oT continuing education themselVes.'. The Task Force

on Educational ServiceS, ihetefore, conokIctoqeint views 4ithrominent

.spokespe7sons in various state agencies,'local and state gOverament,
,

busineSs and industry, and other. aSSociations who employ largiuMbers
\

of adults. Particular attention was given to the perception ofthese

individuals regarding the kinds of butreachrlpstruction they feltwas
,

needed and would increasingly be needed in the iMmediate future. The fol-.

,lowing summary of findings is primarily based upon 24 interviews; eight

additional interviews arrived too 'late to be fully incorporated in the'.

analysis', but some of the lnsights'and views of those leaders are included

wherever laossible.

Size of Employee TrainIng Programs

'Three out of four of the respondents.indicated that their organization

had some type of employee training program. On closer examination 9-it waS
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apparent)that "program" meant different things to different respondents .
,

or to their organizations. It w s often particularly difficult to Assess

the scope Or format of these progs. When figures were provided, the

range of reported expenditures was from $5,000 to $250,000 per year. The .

number of employees enrafed averaged'between 125 to 300, with a range frdm

12, to 20,000..

'Purpose of Training Orograms

h:

The description af the available training programs varied considerably.

In'terms of

to he mo st

.

he content°of the training, it appears-that businesses sell

cerned with either the technical colOetencies of emPloyeds

or their probfètçsolving capabilities. They tendto have specific training

.programs foemery specific needs. Governmental and associational programs, /4#
_ _

on the other hand, are much more likely to conduct or sponsorfeducation

fir

'that might be deseribed as "leadership development" or "interactional,

training."

h

Coopel'On Wi h EduCational Institutions '.!

The instructional outreac interviews suggested that fewer orgapiz

than one might have expected have viab.re inrhouse instructional programs. .
,

.r

These organizations sely rather heavily upon outside agents to.provide keyA):,

elements in the organization's oyerall educatiopal program.

All but two respondenta indicated that their organizstion was ,at least )

mi lly cooperating with some community college or university at the'

a

pre ent time. Just as proximity appeared to be important to studeats, so

441,

it appears to be important to the initructional.clientele

institutions dealt with both the university.and community college in

their own geographical area of the state. The CoUrtes and programs varied
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widely from organization to organization and were very much dependent upon

eaCh organization's/unique needs. Most leaders indicated satisfaction with

these liaisons, but there was etqne of .reserve in their 1-eplies. These

(often unspecified)ireservatrons usually seemed-connected with the respon-

dent's perception Of the abilitY of the Oucational institution to deal

specifically wtihtlie needs.of the particular Organization and its employees.

The'Task FOrce on Educationa4 Services was particularly intereSted in

>

the extent to which organizations viewed universities and colleges-as.i4or-

tant providers and potential providers of continuing empIoyee.education. .

The respondents were ased what they felt were (would be) major incentives
.

for estAblishing close working relationships with educational institutions.

'The respondents' discussion iridiCated that most felt that there were incen-

%
tives and these were readily sepapted into two types:, ineentives,for the

organiz. ation and incentives for the employeiS as individuals. ., (The latter .

,

-.incentives are discussed in the Section'on page 85 .) With rgiard to the
*- .

, former, the respondents indicated'that successful working arrangements

would serire'to keep.their Duanizations current in a rapidly changing

societY and that the management-skid:1S of the orginization,within such

a"context could be sharpened. .Many respondents also mentioned the desire ,

to-bring into their organization consultants from pniVersities as advisors

.on tecfinical, svientific, financip, and management problems.

Impediments to Cooperative Programs

Respondents also dIscussed major impediments torestablishing working

relationship's with colleges and universities.. There was no lack of response

to this item! Discussion of impediments can be related to five categorieS.
.

.
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One of these dealt.with time and place cOnstraints. gmployers saw fhe

university and college schedule of classes and their academic calendars as

preventing many employees frOk attending. Other respondents mentioned

the changing or unusual work schedules which their organizations imposed
. -

upah employees. Some employers felt that local colleges and universities

were inaccessible due to poor transportation facilities which affected a

number of workers. Others anticipated enpollment ceilings and reductions

as being particularly disadvantageous to the part-flme adult learner in

the immediate future.

Perceived economic constraints was another category of responie:.

-Several respondents mentioned cutbacks in t state education budgeror.a

,budget that failed, to grow in terms of constant dollars thus resulting in

the limitation of programs and especially non-credii pilogr s which were

beneficial to employees. Otfiers questioned whether the og ization Could

continue to a'fford instructional Services if costs. continued o rise. Two

respohdents foresaw that tuition.was likely to beconii so .cOstl

necOsary to conduct eXclusively."inhouse" trainincor do w thout.

ManyrespondentS saw a definite.need for improved cobrdinat n arfli"

as to make ,

eommunication letween their orga nizations andthe c011eges and un ersities,

also between .the several

°Inflexibility" was used

requirements, 'schedules,

educational institutions themselves% The erm

by.several to describe college and university

prerequisites, ete. Many pointed to the fa'

:that those relevant programs, for employees were unknown to their emplo

and that this could be easily and inexpensively remedied.

ees

A. fourth and'fairly frequently perceivedLpediment to a successful

,wOrking relationship was essentially the "i'vory.tow".constraint.,.
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Universities, particularly, and community colleges are not'in the "real

1
world." More specificallY, many or mpat of their courses have little

--

relevande to the- respondents' organi#tion and itivroblems, and educational

. institutions seem to be doing little tP plan more effectively to ieal with

these problems..

FinOlY, other impediments could be best characterized as unique

constraints to specific organizations. Examples of this kind of difficulty

are the inaccessibility of bilingual instructors and the high mobility
a ..

.

. . ..
.

.
,. ,

patterns of military personnel which .severely tamper effective. liaisons

with colleges and universities.

Desired Curriculum

All respondents were aiked to make sUggestions regarding ihe cOntent

of adult education programs that,they kelt would be of moSt importance and.

benefit to-their employees. '.The maiPr.suggestion was clearly that courses

and "programs should he Made more relevant and that more coursesand programs

should be specifically'related to job experienps. Respondents.frequently,

saicr that education was overly abstract and of insufficient practical

importance. 'A desi're, was stated for additional technical, licensure, and

skill-daintenance "short-courses" which would help employees keep abreast_

cif their fields. Several:respondents requeste0'additional courses in
,

management. Asdifferentview was expressed by.associational leaderswho

expressed interest in Courses'about commtnicatiowskills, humap.relations,
%

and life enrichment'. These axe the kinds pf'courses business and government

. .

interviewees,often feft were too abuhdant.and not very useful.
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Guidance Programs and Adult Education Eviollment

The respondents were asked whethertheir organizations provided gui-
_

dance and/or placement for those of their employees who might.wish to
4.-

further'their educatism. A majority.responded they did give such,guidance,.

but close analysis of the responsesireveals that most "counseIli 14d
,

placement consists merely of encouraging employees to get as much.educa-- .

tipn as possible.' Agenciei and organizations tliat provide counselling .

servite usually locate .it in the personnei'departments. Only two organi-
;t:

zations seemed to take active steps to counsel and place their employees. .

Few organizationg stated what percentage of their pmployees were currently

enrolled in adult education classei; those Who did not had the impression

that a substadtial number of their employees were enrolled.

Incentives for Employee Partitipation

buring the interviews, respondents were asked what kinds,of incentives

'they provi'ded tor:employees to continue their education; Approximattly

\.wo-thirds offer financial incelVes. It ranges from one-hilf of the

,tuitiokto full-tuition and expenses. The conditions under which-these,
ineentives were offered varied too. The three conditions most frequently

given aro: reimbursement on successful completion of the instructional

)4.

program; incentives wete available only for approved courses and programs;

and incentives'were available only4or training that is demonstrably rele:
. .

vant to the, employee's job.

Fewer thah half of the respondents replied about non-fin incen-

tives. Those who did usually said completing training pro'grams o aking

courses was often linked to promotion and increases in pay. The only other

reply, but hardly a non-finanCial incentive, dealt with professional
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incentives like obtaining a license or certificate-
-

Organizational leadersrreported the same personal incentives that were

reported in a state-wide survey of adults. They believed employees would

find universities and colleges most helpful in upgrading their skills and

kngwiedge and that enhancement could be translated into a better job .

(Usually within the organization) ot a certificate or license. 'They also

mentioned the benefits of learning for 1. awn sake and as a -leisure time

activity without.regard to the job relatedness of the content.

Barriers to Participation in Organizational Programs .

Organization leaders.were asked-to state what barriers might prevent

their employees from enrolling in training programs and related adult
.

education classes. The mo'st common responses dealt with Work schedule/time

-constraints and the lack of, or locatiOn of, proper courses. Other responses

fixed responsibility for the problem oh the empldyee; usually, he is simply

not.interested in further education.

4 D. RESEARCH AND OTHER SERVICE OUTREACH NEEDS AS PtRCEIVED BY

OROANIZATIONAL 4EADERS,-
. .f.

Introduction

To assess the needs fov research and other knowledge-based services

that might be provided by universities and colleges, the:Task Force on

Reiearch and Other Services directed its staff to conduct.interviews with

prominent officials and officers in varloUt state agencies', local government

uhlts and regional planning councils, business Organizations, and civic

.and professional organizations. Intensive interviews were conducted with
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representatives'Of nineteen organizations and agencies in August, 1975.

The interviews revealed much consistency and agreement about the perceived

needs of the state and suggestions about how to meet them. All interviewees
.

agreed that the potential benefits of an increased commitment to outreach

service by the universities and colleges were very large and that an increased

commitment should be. made. _Most interviewees felt that higher education in

PIorida.lags behind, that of other states lh making stich a commitment. Almost

all intetviewees believed Florida faculty'vere highly competent, and they

were optimistic about the level ofTrformance that could be expected of

faculty in addresiing the statefs prdhlems.

Need for a Commitment'to Service by Educational Institutions

Many of.those interviewed felt higher-education Should Make a major

and well-puhlicized"commitment to service in order to meet the needs of

Floridi . The intOviewees believe higher education is making a-substan-

tial contribution to Florida through instruction, research, and service.

However, they believe the contribUticin could be significantly increased'i

higher education-would, aIong with its other adtiviiies, deliberately

attempt-to render direct services in considerable quantity. Such a commit-

ment must be made by top administrators and by the individual faculty and

staff members. This call for a major and visible commitment id based on

- 4
.two beliefs: the state could.benefit gmatly fromincreased outreach

' services from higher'education and that outreach can occur only if there is

a gerious and major commitment.

One citY manager emphasized "There is a. great, great need for this type

of thing." Several representatives of business felt they and their staffs



need periodic consultation from higher education to asstire their pro-

fessional development and that state and local agencies need similar

echnicil Assistance. They stressed that.this would be good uie of tax

limey. A representative of the,heilth industry felt that higher. educators

have.not beeri sufficiently involved in industry in the pist, and they Ape

greatly needed now to assist-with beAlth'planning, management, and adiein.-

istritive development. A representativebf banking and finance said this- -

-

industry will have a greater demand for major university services in the

coming decade.

Many of the interviewees felt that increased servicing Of the needs

of Florida will not be brought about merely by new pledges of cooperation

' and additional policy statetents. A firm and open commitment to service

is required. It must involve virtually all members of the academie community

because it 411 require establishing new institutional arrangemenls, incen-
,

tivelSystems, and- other institutional changes., In dadition to receiving

support from the academic community, it must also have strong support from

staie government-- the Legislature., Cabinet, Boareof. Regents;-and Depart-

.
ment of-Education. Some claim the,i.initiative in developing the commitment

to service rests with state,government.

,No inteivieweesuggested implied that the universities and colleges

should discard or reduce their traditional., on.:campus activities (in -fact,

several positively,stated the4impqrtance of.maintaining and improving the

traditional activities). But many said attitudes must change so that '

service will attain parity with instruction and research. Consider these .

-
,

commenis ich were.made duriAg the-interviews:

7



.

"Need torecognize the service role of faculty as well as

their need to publish."

"Need.more emphasis on applied, operational reseaich ---

' how to apply and use existingliasic research." .

"Need rewards and incentives for faculty engaied-in serVic
in addition A:, rewards for research and teaching:"

. Unixersities currently behab as if . :.they hAve no time

for public service."

.

"The attitude of universities (tOwitrd trelph) is impor7.lk
tint. The Institute for Food and_Agricultu 1 SCiencesi r

exampae, his a good service attitude. We sho ld have more
such an, attitude inthe rest of the system."- .

.

) "If a prbgram is to be directed at serving state.ageniies,.
then serving the state must be an honoted function on a level!.
withleaching, graduate programs, and-research." .

Many J4the differencei between universities nationally, in..
. .

term's of business' reliance on them.":irise as 'much froM sta.-
tilde and commitment to outreach serVices as-tb differences An
.talentand capibiliIlies of faculty."

.
. ..

"Credibility is the key. Credibility'is built with time

.'and performance, not.with degrees aiid-publication."
I.

"Faculty andu4Aversities must ifice*the Anitiative,in.

developing a service relationship with:business and industry."

'
"The expertite2Potential is iimply not Well known."

. . ,

"Universities need to 'improve their image (and the attitudes
of.tome universitlet) and get o t knowledge of what is there."

a

In summary, those interviewed felt that increased service outreach by

Floridars post-secondary institutions could gring significant benefits to.
. .

.

fhe people of4Florida and to the institutions themselves and that more

service outtg-ich shouid be undertaken and expanded. There was some feeling

that Florida higher education, at all levels; has lagged behind other states

4

in develoPing a service role; there was, however, an appreciatioh of a
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good service attitude on the art of community colleges. Representatives

of state agencies, local overnments, and business and indmstry indijat4
.

,
a willingness pay from their budget for goofd university' outreach services.

;

They also expressecrsupport for the usg_ ef tax revenue for outreach and

service on.spcial problems.

Isfee4 for Applied Mision-Oriented kesearCh

--The ge eral concept of earmarking funds for mission-oriented research

-

on social pro lems received widespread support. The interviewees believe
,

this Wpuld yield sighificant.benefits 'to the people ofFlorida-. :hut indi-,
,

- t .

. .
.

viduals,had effexent reactions tnoL:and comments about sfecific details of
N

the prOgram°Cor earmarking-funds:,

.

Represe lies of several state.agencies commented abourthe.way
`

priorities ire determine&and"projvcts are selected. The following coftlents

imply that previous priority lists did not reflect the Most-importfint and

urgent, researChneeds of skate agencies. 'Ad agency representative claimed
--

the progrdeof iarmarking fundkwas marked by "...mem gep between agency

people.and faculty in putting forth proposals." That is, faculty could

have contactedan agency with the ultimate result beinit the support of a

1

project of special interest to-the faculty instead of to the state.,
,

Another agency representative commented about this same prOlem as follvws:

4

"Faculty should not initiate proposals in the eaiharked flind..% program."
,

Many interviewees believe one method of overcoming this#roblem would be.
'

to'require the state agency to be served by'the project to share some of

the research costs. Some caution is needed with this approach because

the responsible agency, might have insufficient'funds in its budget even

though the problem to be studied is of utmost importance io the state.

-
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.. .

The willingnbss of an agency to share costs indicates-the valualt places

on the'prOject, but it cannot be the only criterion.
I . . l

Another problem, according to'interviewees, Oith the earmarked funds

program is that insdfficient)eime is allewed for 'formulating proposals.

_ .

.
.

In 1974, the call for research requests was sent to agencies mn June 17,

and their vlosponses.were dub by July 19. The detailed proposals 'diet had

,to be prepared subsequently by faculty had to be completed in'just five
*44.

' weeks. That i?Itele- little time in which to.prepari an excellent research
w

proposal. The problem is compounded fhen ageneies are 'encouraged or )

re4uired to participate in the financial support of th4\project. Aiencies

need far.more lead time.to plan theirbudget and partfcipation. ,Alio,

four to five weeks is insufficient tine for-the universities to react by

reasSigning faculty and other resources. If the State University Syst4.m

is o continue and expand this program of missiori-oriented research, then

the lead time must be extended. Agencies apd universities need as Much

, as a year in Which to plan projectS. .

.
.

%."' Most ofhe agencies represented in the interviews were tenera1li

.1e- . -'''.'
.

jaeased with the service.received from universfty faculty and administration
....._. :

/

'on mission-oriented research projects, wthethei%1Unded through earmarked

funds dr,other arrangeme4s.- But there were some disappointmenti. Most

coMplaints centered on the lack of incentives for university administrators

and fa'culty to perform serVice roles, such.as the earmarked research,.is'
, .

interpreted to be. This problem is addressed later.

There is no reason to believe only state agencies can identily pressing

problems that metit mission-oriented research in the public interest.

. Now
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Several interviews suggested thaethe'Board of Regents invite requests

for proposals from local and regional government agencies and-from pane

service organizations. According to them, the earmarked funds should be

used for apOrlied research in the public interest, and.npt just for research

for state agencies.

There was a strong feeling that state universities should expand their

-

involvement in mission-oriented research and that it should not be limited

to the earmarked funds progilm. There is a growing demand for applied

reseaich in the state and there are many units that are willing to sponsor

it. State agencies, local government units, and businessIstated their

interest in increasing their research involvement through contracts with

Florida's universitie. But the univereities must be recepti e to such

contractual agreements. First; they must be willing to perfo1m mission-

oriented research and 'they must project that willingness; second, they

muSt provide liaison or coordination with the external groups in order to

facilitate the ioint endeavor; and third, they must reexamine their admin-

istrative and.budgetary rules, eliminating or amending-those that might

prevent comfortable and equitable ,rrangements between them and this new

-clientele.

One barrier perceived by many interviewees is the fixed overhead

Ccharge on research and development contracts. That the overhead charge

* assessed, by universities' truly reflects the indirect costs Of the university

is the subject of widespread skeptidism. The Charge is seen as a very real

barrier to increased use of university resources. Some suggested that the

overhead charge be reviewed for the purpose of developing a more flexible

and detailed cost allocation.
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Need for Consultingl SerVicOs

The interviews revealed consi rable interestin and need for increased

technical assistance and consulting services from'the state's universities.

State agencies, local governme ts, business, and industry are currently,

using faculty as one source,of technical consulting services. But the

extent to which agencies and h6sinesses use :facultyas opposed to private

cOnsulting firms or the faculty of out-of-state *universities varies widely.

Those that IignifiCantly.use.Florida faculty.are generally pleased

with the service they receive. When asked for the reason Florida faculty

were not used, non-users Usually stated that they.were not aware 'of.

faculty 'expertise in their area of interest or that they did not know

.how io get in touch with the proper people at the-universities to establish

'a working arrangement. A few said universities were not really interested

in helping them. Poor past performance by faculty was not a. major reason

for not using faculty for consultation.

A definite need emerged -f.ar universities to get information abqut

\Itheir CapaCity to potential users,. It should also give information about

whom to contact and how to establish.a working relationship. Perhaps a

system-wide coordinator of outreach services should be designated who could

serve as the initial contact, and who could'identify the resources in the

'system far solution,of the user's problem.'

Many types of technical consulting needs (solutions to problems using

the best current knowledge in a short time span)_ -were revealed, including

provision of technical information by answering questions, aid in developing

in-house programs and capability, conducting feasibility studies and other

short term projects directed at solving specific problems, analysis of

program performance, and aid in personnel training programs. All of the

state agencies expressed'a desire for greater use of faculty in technical
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:consulting on. their problems. Most of the local government representatives

and aboUt half_of the buSiness andAnduatry_representativeS expressed

similar feeling. Those businesSmen not foreseeing greater use said their

organization alreadyrade great use.of faculty talents or that their organ-

ization had a.large) internal.research branch-that met their needs with

Minimal outside input. Evenimsinesses with large internal research pro:

grams in engineering andtechnical problems had some need for consultants on

_problems in business management, personnel relations, and training programs.

,There were some.complaints about an alleged lack of a positive

interest in consulting outreach on the part of'universities -- a feeling

that universities are more interested in big grants for basic research.

Another complaint expressed was that faculty are not highly experienced

in handling applied problems it their area. However, it was agreed this

inexperience'could easily be best corrected by encouraging faculty to

,engage in outreach service on applied problem solving.

Personnel Development

The need was unanimously expressed for an outreach program of profes-.

sional and/or graduate-level training in business and/or public adminstration

for those who are in need of further education as a prerequisite to ad-

(tavancement. All the represented organizations have many employees who ve

advanced in the organization to a point where their lack of formal, graduate-

level education in administration and' decision !baking prevents further

advancement. These people have obligations, family and job, that make it

impossible for them to attend regular, daytime classes. They need access

to non-traditional programs, involving night clases, correspondence

.courses,,credit by examination, and Short-term concentrated symposiums that

xield credit applicable to the Master of Business Administration or Master

of Public Administration degrees. Several;interviewees stressed the need

for degree credit as an incentive. 12 6
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Local government and business representatives pointed mit that004.

,advent of affirmative action programs has,substantially increased the,need
;

for outreach prbgrams. Their organizations currently.have minority

r

employees who' have potential and desire, but lack critical training.. If

a means of training can be found, they would prefer to advance thesb *

employees rather than seek new ones from,outside.

An Improved Florida Data Base

The ned most often mentioned after that of professional pertdnnel

development is that of an improved demographic, econothic, and natural

resource data base for Florida. 'Everyone from state and local government

and most of the businessmen expressed a need for more detailed, more

accurate, and more current demographic and economic data and a'better

analysis of these data.

They claim the state should.collect its own data on a recurring basis

and should not rely so much on Federal data collection. Federal census

data does not keep pace with Floridati rapid growth andchange. Also the

:form in which Federal data, is made available does not always provide the

particular detail that would be most useful for analysis of,,Florida's

problems..

They recbgnized that this activity would require a very large budget
4

but they felt the benefits to the state would more than justify it...

Need for Incentives for Service

Numerous complaints were made during interviews about the lack of

adequate incentives and rewards for outreach service in Florida's univer-

sities. It warCTiimed that incentives for faculty and administrators

axe keyed to basic research and scholarly publication, and, to a lesser

extent, to good teaching. In this scheme, the reward for,service is lowest.'
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Despite this, service outreach does take place oit a large scale, but it is

believed that university faculty do sq 'at a risk 'and cost to their careers.
_

a

As a reiult of this.intentive:structur4,40014.to.basicresearch.end
'

_publication, mission-research ig sometimes executed inadequately. One

inadequacy results from "turning" a serviie project into the direction of

bisic research which generatesAinusable results for tlie sponsor, although

it sometimes results in a pUblication for the researcher. Some comments

during the interviews about this problem were:

) "Universities need"rewards and incentives for faculty
,

.

engaged in services as well as for those engageOn basic research."

"One'tends to end up with very academic reiults that are
not remotely related to the practical problems originally-
addressed."' -

"Need a way to evaluate peiformance of faculty with respect
to service as well as publish or perish."

"Sometimes faculty never finish the job."

"Should get faculty, not graduate students, to do work
,when agencies and the Board of Regents have put up the money
for research."

"Agencies should be reqUired to agree to evafuate the
performance of faculty as part of the research contract."

"Have been quite pleased by the efforts Of individual
faculty, but tend to make private', unofficial arrangements
with them to avoid the barriers imposed by formal arrangements."

"Have had problems with getting projects done on time.
Faculty are not responsive enough to schedules."

Need for Better Communication and Information

ile State University Sysiem needs to develop better communication

channels so the public will know what universities are doing and can do

j_n (Alder that the public can communicate its-need to universities.

Continuous references were made during the interviews to this problem.
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The interviewees expressed support for the following: ,there should

be'some identified and publicized coordinators or liaison officers to

promote and facilitate universitroutreach programa and there should be

some central computerized reference file that could be used to quickly
,

identify ongoing research programs and key faculty.

The interviews also-reiealed`the need for better access.to ity,

library resources as a backup to the library resources of state ag ies,

local government, business, and industry.

`

. SURVEY OF LIBRARY SERVICES FOR'CONTINUING EDUCATION PROGRAMS

The State University System Deans and DireCtors of Continuing Education

and the Directors-of Libraries have had a long-standidg cOncern for improving

library services for continuing education programs. A year prior to the

establishment of the Commission on Educational Outreach sad Service, a

task force of SUS continuing education directors and librarians began

the development of a studyof the library service needs of continuing educa-

tion students and faculty and in fact,had already designed survey instruments

to be completed by students and faculty engaged in SUS continuing education

credit programs Because of the stLy's relevance to the objectives of_

-the Commission, it was agreed that it should be conducted under the

auspices of the Commission during the fall of 1915:

The objective of the survey was to determine to what extent continui g

education students and faculty utilize library resources, where thpy obt in

such resources, and hOw they rate services being Provided by the"librar/es.

The study began with the alministration of a questionnaire to 148 cont nuing

education instructors teaching in the fall term 1975 and a companion
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queStionnaire to 407 studenta who'repretented a.One4n-ten,randoM Sahplst

of all students entolled in continuing educatiOn courses during the tgrm.

As, an incidental matterAhe qUestionnair ielded some inteitsting

data concerning-the personal 'characteristics of the students enrolled in

he SUS continuing education courses, 1which was useful VI the Commissidn

in knowi*g. more about te kinds of people currently being served in suCh

outreach programs. Ihe personal dharacteristics profile of respondents

was as follows:

61.9% were female

the mean add median age of respond

I
s was 35

82.4i were employed full-time
/-

purposes for taking the course were:
195% for teacher certification
8.9% for other professional Certification

51.7% to meet a degree requirement
14.0% for professional improvement
3.0% fot personal improvement or bnjoyment

the highest level- of education achieved:.
.7% less than a high school diploma

4.3t high school diploma
50.0% Bachelor'i degree
18.2% Master's degree

.2% Doctor's degree
26.5%_some college level wprk but Oo degree

60.2% take courses which are offered more than 25
from the Main campus

60.7% were enrolled i* an Education course;
15.2% in a Social Science course;
mut 10.3% in a Business course.

57.2% were enrolled in a gradate Level ourse
- .

From the ranaom 'temple, it could'be inferred the the typical contin-
N / .t s

o

uing education student is a female, thirty-five year old, hat Completed

miles

^.

at least a bacheldr'i degree, is employed full-time and is enrolled in an
4

= IducatiOn Course-for graduate 'degree credit bei offered at feast twenty-

US
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fiVe miles.freim the university's mailn caMpur.

The student,survey;showed thit'While the.vast majority of courses

requited the use_of.some library materials, the most often utilized

learning material was a purchased textbook, approxfmately 80 of the

liesioriflents indicating that the course in which they were enrolled'

°
required ono. Students in Education' courses tended to be required to

utilize library-resources moresthin students in othei disctplines. On

of the more surprising findinks from the student survey(was that the.plost.

.commonly used libtary-facility was the local public library,.approximately,
1! .

45% of the students' having made use Of such a facility at least once during

tfie term. Thefe was substantial use made, however, of resident center

lihraities, community college libraries, and tHe'libraries of-the-main

SUS campuses.

Approximately.8% of the students indicated that they had received

services from the State University System Extension Library in St. Peters-

.%

burg. The Eitension Library fupplies,upon request materials on a mail

order basis directly to faculty teaching continuing education courses and

to enrolled students and also deposits a s bstantial amountrof-its materials

in community college libraries and SUS university off-campus residence

centers. Respondents who indicate4aiat they had obtained library materiayiN.

from community colleges and residence cent rs may not hive been aware of

the Original location of the miterials in he central. Extension'Library.

It -is aPparent from student survey respon es that they use a.variety of

library, facilities_and services in order to meet their needs, including,

other than those ,ayeady mentioned.above, Taivateicollege and university.

-libraries, company libraries, and personal collections.
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Faculty and students'indicated that they generally perceive that

current,libiliryservices arnideq te, althOugh 25.4% Of the students

'responded negatively to the question of adequacy. There was a strong

positive correlation, however, between the extent to whidh students used

lib;ary resources and the ixtent to which they rated library services

fayorabIy. A1!0,4there was a positive correlation between the extent to

which students wire required to use library materials anithe amount of

use made of additional non-required materials. In other words, if students

used libraries heailly, they rated servicei highly.andl further appeared

to use library maientals

a major finding. Aeyond

to be much less use made

media sIh.s microfilms,

beyond, those required 4n the course. This-was

ihe 4:se of books and periodijals, there seemed

.

by students and faculty of other materials and

video tapes, addio Cassettes, and oilier mediatea.

instructional materials. -

Students and faculty seemed to.agree that there is'no loss in.the

quality,of'their courses becaftie of their dff-campus

- any differences in the courses were not attributable to the presence. or
,

absence of.library services. There was some indication, however, tha

location and that,

off-campus students conducting research projects find obstacles in obtain:

ingoneeded materials primarily because of their remoteness.ca major Main

campus research libraries. In general, students perceived'aisOnce-as'the-
. .

major barrier to gaining acces to library materials.

The surveys seemed to indicate that there are no critical problems-

presently in gaining access to needed library resources; hmiever, the

responses suggest that befter Coordination of-sell/ices betWeen and among

universities, community colleges, and especially the Public libraries may.
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4.

be needtd.in.ordet to closi exiatillglaps and te *Foy* Services, The

Survey suggestt that sinner Suryeys shoUld becondUctetfor students

-enrolled in other kinds of'off-cmnpus programsi such as those in cortes.:
.

pondeace courses, external degree programs, television. or radio courses,
. _

those, preparing themselves .for 'CLEF -iiiiiinations, and those enrolled in

other independent study program. It "is quite pOssible that such 'Students

/
woUld.respond

iintg eduation programs

it would be useful tO44min

to the surveys ihan those in the credit con-

Those 'conducting the study, also felt that-
. .,

ister the surveys to on-campus students and

facultyAn order to determine fo Whit extent the use of library services

differ froirthat of off-caipus clienteles. , The survey finally suggests

*
that_ if people/are once acquainted with libraries, even if it is as a .

result of a course requirement,_that they are stimulated to use them for

additional learning purposes and to recognize their personal value., This
:,

was perhaps the mosi Important and piolrocative finding of the study and one

whi ch has

dependent

important implicationt for a society which hasbecome increasingly*

upon themass media for the transmission of knowledgeand "ideas.

Libraries with their treaddry of thoughts and ideas represent an essential

t-

means by Which.human beingS'in a democratic society enhince and reinforce

their 'individual ideag and beliefs..

F. PUNMARY OF THE LITERATURE REVIEW: AN INTRODUCTION TO VOLUME4III

The Commission,directed its staff to undertake a major review of the

' ,Televant existing literature on educational outreach by post-secondary

institutions, in order to gain all possible advantages thtough awarenesi

of the efforts and findings of others engaged ineimilar tasks. The

a
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reView itself is included, in thit report as a separaterirolyme Volume.IIL

.'The results ibf this revieW helied broaden'tAPbase of the Commisaion's
e I

awaroness'and sharpen and focus the efforts oi the Commission and its

staft in discovering the outreach needp of the people of Florida. The .

design of the three surveys conducted for the Commission was influencea

and improired by the insight afforded,by the literature review.

The literature covered in this report is essentially about non-tradi,

tional education, non-traditional in the sense that-changes in Jeng-standing

philosophical thought or methods of institutional operation are being

proposed or implemented. The literature generally provides discuvions
A

which explain the ,chaniinrroles and resionsibility of institutions1 identify

the composition and needs of clientele populations, and develop methods of

delivering .educational services.' The documents varilkidely in form, intent,

and scope, rangingfrom reports of regional needs assessments to proposals

for nationwide changes in the attitudes of educators, employers, apd

citizens. The documents are consistent, however, in their, general aii.af

improving the nature and qdality of education in relatim0 to the need§, of

the population.

The greatest proportion of outreach literature deals with instruction

rather than with. research, t7chnical,assistance, and service. Most

technicaland research services have been profrided^to organizations on a

\chntractual basis and not as part of an outreach responsibility, 41y

recently have organizations and communities begun to demand non-instructiOnal

services from post-secondary education as a part of education's responsibility/

to the welfare of the state. With the exception of applied research in

v.
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...agricultural end.cooperative eXtension,-not muCh Ommunity4ased. research.:

has been conducted in post-secondary education. ,The'situation is changing,

however, in part due tapro.jeci fundinibytitle I of.the Higher:EdUCation

Act of 196S.

Summarmf Instructional Outreach Literature

The role ok education 'is being questioned, Perhaps now more-than ever,

and it,is dhanging. Economic adversity dictates serious review of all

enterprises, including education. Social amok technologica changes affect

the lives of all.citizens by Shaping new values and lquiring new capabili=

ties. The public seeks a greater return on its investment imeducation

through more efficient operation and more diverse delivery of services.

The reality of these forces is reirealed in the evolving language of

education. One tears calls for accountability" ea pleas for "relevance."

Present Mutational delivery systems face demandi for "non-traditional"

education with greater "access" to-services and fewer narriers"
,
for

-..

participants. Qualitx(service must not only be available but extended

-beyond ihe boundaries of campuses and tradition. "Educational outreach"

- as a dynamic involvement with the needs gor the community and thp state

is gaining recognition as a major responsibility of educational systems.
. .

,

The reasonslor improving-educatioh are complex, and the methods of

improvement are diverse. Factors which affect relationships between
, .

educational institutions and their publi

(f

contribute toward changes in

the purposes. and services of edutaiion. Few of these factors are new,

but their efgect can be significant. Several of the factors identified

in the literature may be described briefly.

4'
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Pederal.. and State leVel leader ilk goveriMent inertp.
...TOSPletoi* and bUdittart Centro ova many sitvottiv of
ochwation. The.offett of '.tontrol-'may,be:the'

(Or bid/teat). 'setting of nevi prioritioSlor ,eddcat
system*. .NeW: priorities:.4posed, froii above msy. confli4
-* cOmplete with existing prierititi, reahurces encypregrame.

.1. . . /. 1.

The tightAmonomy limits the extent Offininclaz.suppert
,

ovailablfto educatin. Aiegislatureivith lia#00dAax
%rivmdkues are relUctadt to provide'increased ftvhdlngtO
postseCOndery education. ./natitutionsaust-dovtiop diaCi-
plined managemont.practicas. .Mtintenanca Of:Current .00=
gramtmay,be difficult;- expansion karbe,especiallY'ditp;oulti..

. .

6,
Newly coalesced groups withitilhe4Opulation demand:recOv.
'nition an4sefvices,ftom institutiOwin SOcietiAi t4e-
groups becomebetter identified anCIOS02-MaSertive.-
Political and educational *ystems ere:infiueOdad,.to change
existing programs. ,for example,.governMentand'idUCation
now:acknowledge.new xesponsibilities tofwOmen and:Certain_
ethnic -Minority groups.

The public demon& more releVance fres edlicatiim to the:
realities of'life and Work. Sch4l5 ire oftenftriticized-
for having too much eaphasis on-measurinuattendOitce .whiO _

having too little.emphaSis:on insuring that students attain
necessary knowledge ind skills. Individuali and-eiployers

_increasingly Seek, capability, not certifi4tes. s

Educational systems often improve their -serviip to the population

through philosophical and operational changes. The literature describes

many-of these changes as part Of the growing non-traditional education

-

moVement. Brief descriptions ofseveral changes illustrate.how ellucationa

systems may'respond to the spopulatioh's edleation-related needs.

Many institutions are changing their, -academic policies.
to allOw students to earivicademic'credit outside tradi-
tional classrooms. It is becoming recognized that im-
portinelearning can and does take, place outside educa-
tional institutions - through employment experience,
for example. New methods of evaluating and crediting ex-
periential learning ire being incorporated into aegree
programs.

,
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Educational systems are ittstmpting more often to deter-
mine their target populatiohs' needs for education and
problems associated withcobtaining needed education.
The number of regional or statewide studies by educe-
'tional agencies, systems and institutions has increased'
rapidly in recent years. Many-studies, such as this one
by the Commission, lead to changes in the structure and
operation'of educational systems.

The methoddrof delivering educational services e chang-
ing as more descriptive information becomes aa1lable
about target populatien_needs and probl xisting
programs lire adapted te accommodate cost, iime,.and trans-

, portation constraints of potential students. Existing
policies are changed and new student services are de-

veloped?to facilitate the entry land success of disadvan-
tassel u ehts in educational programs. New-tyliii-Of---
degree prorams and new types of institutions are being
created make possible the education of many,capable
persons iñk, for some reason, cannot take advantage of
traditionaif educational opportunities.

"Outteach, as AheCommission defines it, goes beyond merely making

existing available to more'persons. It may involve developing

new educational services, perhaps new subject-matter, and new modes of

deliterx.. EdUcational systema must identify needs for knowledge and "

obstacles to the attainment of knowledge, When needed knowledge isn't

available for practical usage, it must be created or,deriVed from-other

knowledge. Outreach also involves the creation of better systems for.the

delivery and use of that knowledge.

Two key .concepts in educational outreach are "access" and "barriers."

-4
*While educational services may be available, they are not necessarily

accessible to those needing the services. Barriers, Which restrict access,

'can beimposed by educational institutions-through their fee structure

,admission requirements, and even their .red tape." Barriers might also be

self-iMposed by the client if that client feqls uncomfortable in seeking

services or believes she or he is ineligible to receive service's. Barriers
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may include a lack of awareness that services even exist. Access may be

denied by governmental polici#s (segregation was an example) or by the

.1 decisions of poWer gtoups,6as when Continuing education opportunities
,

might be prevented in a company town in order to maintain employee dependence

on the Company.

Access', then, requires more than availability. It requires'educational

"affirmative action." The institution must do mord than identify ani

correct institutionally imposed Seniors. It should also determine what

other types of obstacles -- financial,,octupational, personal, informational

confiOnt potential participants and then do what it can to alleviate them.

The clientele for post-secondary education is mote diverse than the

traditional set of degree.- asking students.. As mentioned earlier,the

clientele for outreach services may be the staffs of organiiations.as well

as individual participants. 'Organizations such as businesses, governmental

agencies, and even edutational institutions constantly need new information,

new processes, and new technology. Higher education can serve their needs

through conducting research, providing impart tedhnical assistance, and

instructing their personnel.

The number of persons receiving post-Secondary instruction is large

and its composition is dhanging. Because of the clientele.orientation in

outreadh education, several.major characteristics Of the participant

population should be examined.

4
National Trends

Several national studies have been conducted recently of post-secondary

educational participation by adults who are beyond compulsori school age.
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Okes reported on 1969 and 1972 surveys conducted by the U. S. Office of

Education's National Centei for Educational Statistics (NCES) in coujunction

with the Bureau of the Census. Cross, Valley and Associates reported on

a 1972 survey by the Educational Testing Service (ETS). Three trends are

apparent in the data they repOrt: the large number of adults participating

in educational activities is increasing in size; the proportion of,adults

enrolled in increasing; and part-time participation'ii increasing.

More adults are seeking post-secondary education from collegiate iusti-

tutions and non-collegiate educational,organizations, corporations, govern-:.

mental agencies, associations, and community organizations than ever before.

'It is estimated in the 1972 NCES and ETS surveys that 15.7.to 32.2 million

adults (who are not full-time students) participated in activities of

organized instruction in the United States. It is further estimated in the

1972 ETS study that an additional 47.8 million adults would be interested

in some kind of fUrther learning:
1

Okes' 1972 report (draft copy) describes the rapid growth of adult

educational participation in tile United Stites:

"Bitween 1969 and 1972 there was a 20.7 percent increase in the
number of adult education participants while only a 6.4 percent
increase in the eligible population (non-institutionarized people
age 17 and older who are not enrolled full-timm in a regular

school or college program). In other words, the numbers of
participants in adult education increased three times as fast as

the eligible population."2

IK. Patricia Cross, Johp R. Valley and Associates, Planning Non4raditional.
Programs (San Francisco, Cal.: Jossey-Bass, Inc., Publishers, 1974), pp. 13-15.

2Imogene Okes and Loyal Greer, Participation in.Adult Education, 1972
(Washington, D.C.:. U, 5. Office of Education, National Center for Educational

Statistics, p.
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in non-tOmpulsory education ate presented. in Table 1 belOw. It is estimated
,

that in 1972 over one-haifthe participants attended activities sponsored

by educational institutions. The licgest increase in participaiion between-

1969 and 1072 occurred in two-year colleges

Table 1

and tedhnical institutes.
I

Adult Population of Full-Time vs. fart-Time Students
'Participating in Educational PrOgrams: United States, 1969 19723

Total Adult Population
1969 1972 ,

Percent
change

130,251,000 138,865,000

Less Full-Time Students 10,654;000 11,602,000 +8.9

Pop. Eligible for Participation
in Adult-Education Activities

110,597,000. 127,263,000

Adult Education Participants
(part-Time)

13,041,000 15,734,000 +20.7

Percent of Eligible Pop.
who'are Participating

10.9% '

Table 2

Participation in Part-Time Post-Secondary Education
by Instructional Source: United States, 1969-19724

1969 No. of
Participants

4972 No: of
.Perticipants

Pe=ent
Chag.IL

Public Grade School or 1,970,600 1,200,000
High School

Private Vocational, Trade, 1,504,000. 1,393,600 -7.4

'or Business Sdhool
2-Year College or Tech-
nical Institute

4.-Year College or

1 550,000

2,831,000

2,561,000

3,367,000

*65.2

University

3Ibid., pp. 24-25.

4Ipid., p. 75.
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laployer
-Coamunity Organiztion'
.Labor Unions, ProfesSionai

AsseciationS
lutor.or'Private Instructor

HOspiiii
:Other
'Not.Reported

Total (unduplicated count)

I

.)

time itudents (credit and non-credit) comprised SS percent of the total

1
post-secondary educati student:body (13,041,000 part-time students vs.

40,654,000 regularly en Iled full-time studenta). .By 1972, this pro-

portion had increased to 57.5 percent part-time
.%

students (15,734,000 vs.

l11,602,000). In-collegiate institutions, which sponsor only a partof

all post-secondary instruction, the number of part-time students increased

35.3 percent.over the three-year span frOm 1969 to 1972. During this

period there was an increase of only 10.1 percent in full-time enrollments.

1969 No. of

Participants
2,274,000 .

1,554,000

40,000
2,512,000

54 000

13,041 000

'1972 No, of'
Participants

Percent
Change

2,413,000 +14.0
1,996,000 +28.4

871,000 MOW

944,000'
64,000 .0

1,481,000 -41.0
98 000 +81.5

15,734,000 +20.7

An important trend supported by the date is that post-secondiry educa-

tion is becoming'increasingly dominated by part7time study. 'Tn 1969,..part-

In 1972, approximately one-half (50.5 percent) of the'student body in

colleges and universities (credit and non-credit) consisted of part-time

students. It was a new high!
41.

This "new-majority" oi part-time students can potentially.have

marked impact upon the role and function of post-secondary education.

Part-time students are different in educationallY important ways from

traditional, college-age students. They are older; 78 percent.of them are

25 years of age and older.s They are employed; three-quarters-of them in

Sib id., p. 24. 126 .



1972 were-employed andypproximately 60 percent of them earned at least

$10 000 annually. Most ve families; 81 percent of them are or have

7
been. married.

Most part-time students.maintain home and employment responsibilities

as they participate in educat,iona1 activities. In light of this,*their

decisions to participate in post-secondary education is likely related to'

their present life situation's% Compared with full-time traditional

students, part-time students usually have more precise,educational goals

and more specific expectations of the educational servicep they seek to

receive. Educationdinstitutions which seek to serve the "new majority"

will need to design programs with content and method of delivery compatible

with the needs and rations of these part-time students. ,

Trends in Florida

The increased enrollments of adults and4art-tine students in Florida

reflect the national trends of participation. A comparison ot full-time

-and part2iime stvdent enrollment in degree credit programs in Florida

public higher education institutions appear in Tabie 3. The data in

that table is based on enrollmlrt reports submitted to the U. S. Deiart-,

ymnt of Health, Education, and Welfare for 1972-75.
1

/

During the 1972-1975 period, total headcount increased 33.5 percent.

The number of full-time students increased 18.7%, whereas the number of

part-time students increased 60.7%.
et

6
National Advisory Council oh Extension and Continuing Education,

Equity of Access: Continuing Education and the Part-Time Student,
9th Annual Report (Washington, D.C.: National Advisory Council on
Extension and Continuing Education, 1975), p. 16.

7Cross, Valley and Associates, Planning Non-Traditional Programs,
p. 16.
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FALL 1972

Comm/Jr Colleges

Univ. Undergrads

UniV. Grad. St.

FALL 1973

Comd/ Jr Colleges

Univ. Undergiads

Univ. Grad. St.

%Annual Change

FALL 1974

Comm/ Jr Collles

Univ. Underi;trids

Univ. Grad. St.

Table 3
Fall Enrollments in Florida Higher Education

StaiFfs enrolled in criATTERIrses toward, degrees.
Sourse: Annual HEGI5 Reports to gEw

Tetal Enrolled
Headcount FIE*

Full-Time Students Part-Time Students
% of

Headcount Total Headcount Total FTE
% of
Total

121,491 83,787 65,644 (54%) 55,847 (46%) 18,143. (22%)

76'796---A--- 70 676 64 052 (83) 12 744 (17) 6 624 (

154,463 129,696 68,591 2_2_4767198 287 (65) (35) (16)

17 292 13,840 9 615 -(56) 7 677 (44) 4,225 (31).

215,579 .168,303 139,311 (651 76,268 (35) 28,992 (17)

_

134,437 A9,810 67,849. (51%), 66,588 (49%) 21,961 (24%)

85,302 7_1_3813, 66,211, (78) . 19,091 1(22) 7,602 (10)

219 379 163-621 134 060 (61) _811628
--5-017

(39) 29,563 (18)

15,046 12,137 10,029 (67) (33) 2 108 (17)

234 785 175,760 144,089 (61)._ 90,696 (39) 31,671 (18)

+8.7% +4.4 +19.

,
147,701 q,274 72,650 (49%) 75,051 (51%) 23,624 (25%)

76;691 65,078 (70) 2_.7395 (30) '11,613 (15) I

137-728 , 11),2_-4-Z,_ 35-137. (20)
_I2L471'
240-,174. fmKg (57)' (43)

16 764. -172-;213 8;535 (51) --8-70 (49) .. 3
t
678 (30)

256,938 185,178_ 146,263 * (57) 110,745 (43). 38,915 (21)1

%Annual Change +9.6%

FALL k975

Comm/Jr Colleges

Univ. Undergrads

Univ. Grad. St.

45. +1.

169,796 111,366 (84,562 ,(50%) 85,234 (50%) 26,804
d...-,

(24%)

10.001114 84L0.50_ 71 808 (72) 28 530 (28) 22,241 (15)

TTGIU rlalk, 156 370 (58) 113 764 (42) -2.1- 9,046 (20)

17 619 712-1169 8,994 (51) 8 625 - (49) . 3 975 1(31)

41/4.

287 753 208,385 165,384 (57) 1224182 (43) 43,021 (20)

%Annual Change +12.0% +12.5 +1 +11.1. +

%Change Since 1972 +33.5% +23.8% +18.7% +60.7% +48.4%
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The greatest proportion of part-time students is enrolled in community/

junior colleges. Since 1974, more than half of the commUnity/junior college
k

student body have been part-time students.

one-fourth of the full-time

by degree credits earned.

equivalent

Those students also generate

student enrollment as deirmined

Th
-

e general trend-over all leve iof higher education n Florida is

thavthe proportion of part-tiMe students is increasing. Currently,

43 percent of all degree credit students are partItime, generating approxi.,

mately one-fifth of the state's full-time equivalet student enrollments.

The changing composition ot post-secondary educational partAcIpants

may have profound effects upon educational institutions and skstems,., Th

National Advisory Council on Extension and Gontinuing Education views

these trends.as a serious movement. In its Ninth Annual Report, the
1

Council stated:
AN,

The change taking place in post-secondary education is spout .

as popular a mass movement as post-secondary education has
ever experienced. Th6 people responsible kir the change--
the consumers of education --share little in common with each
other except the fact that they are adult students who
are continuiltheir education on a pattW basis.

Education for full-time students, regularly enrolled in courses
or progrAs for terminiq degtees at residential institutions,
is cleatly nbt the focus of this popular student movement. The,

adult, part-time students,-/whose needs do give thrust to this
moveeent, "exist,in such large numbers and demand such a variety
of educational Services, that all of the resources of post-
secondaryj.nstitutions together are insufficient to meet thei
demands.

Ns:

\

8National Advisory Council on Extension and Continuing Education,
Equity of Access, p. 13.

A
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Summtry of Research and Other Services Literature

TVe Southern Regional Education Board (SREB) conducted a formal study

in fourteen southern states (including Florin) during 1973 and 1974,

and issued a final report "The Academic Community: A Backup Force to

State Government" in September 1974. This report urgedStrongly that

universities and colleges in the south increasetheir efforts to provide

research and other outreach services to-state agencies.: (The scope:of

the'SREB study was confined to service to state agencies.) In the words

of the inal SREB report: /

"The extent to thich this potential (for improving the
quality of life in s uthern states) can be rea4zed, howver,
depeuds.greatly upOi, the ability of the state governments to
recognize and solve 4the complex sotial, economic, and political
problems that stand,An the may of progress."

But, "The sollitions to the problems_facing state governments
are not easy to formulate. Many are confounded in a tangled
web of interrelated problems which require solutions drastically
different from traditional approaches."

"In most'cases, (universities and collegeslComprise the
states' largest pool of expertise.in many'and diverse areas
of thought and action.'

"On their own initiative, many university professors have
made their gervice available to local committees, civic devel.,;
opment groups and government agencies."

But, "Few schools have ,established organizational structures
designed specifically to encourage the institution to negotiate
directly with state governments for individual or team coqáiiltants.
Those which have become actively involved report unexpect
gains.throogh enrichment of their staff, and genuine expr sions

of appreciation from government officials for the servic rovided."

The in-depth interviews with representatives of Fldrida's state

. "44

agencies r vealed similar feelings and general agreement with the above

statements Interviews with representatives of local government, regiqnal

agencies, business and public service organizations revealed expressions

of similar need and potential for university service outreach to thesd

groups.,
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR IMPROVING ACCESS.
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CHAPTER V

RECCHMENDAfiTONS POR IMPROVING ACCESS

Abstract.

The recaffnendatione for improving aocess are clustered under three
subheadings: A. .Establishing Comulttnent and Direction, B. En-
hancing Institutional Responsiveness, and g. Davetopilg New
ttructures and Systems. .

The firit. section consiste of eight major recomendations aimed
at establishing a state level cosrsitment to educatiznal outreach

and develoPing mechanisms which will have the effect of channeling
efforts and resources-tcward outreach goals. Theite-reociinultulations
call for a togial4tiveZy mandated public policy supportive of
lifelong learning wind for ,the proviiion of appropricde.priority-
settim and resource allocation. The Post Oeoondary Education
Cr:mission is'eugges ed as the prime state level bo4j ,to assuine
such dutiesf as i 'tying and' statutorg and poliqy
barriera to post econdary inst4tutions, iseouring annual outreach
reports, imaluating outreach efforts, .and stwJying organisatibnal
structures. The Department of Education is efiarged witfts côllecting
and disseminating.data deemed impbrtant for purposes of planning
and evaluating outreach .acti.vities:

The.secon,d set of recannendations for expanding access to knowledge ,
are concerned.With' enhancing institutional responsivenass. flere-
recomendations fcfous on a cluster of changes deemed essential
to melting ihe needs of today's society .and of- the individuals
therein. Mange& are suggested with regard to .admisaion requirements,
scheduling of offeringsa and lecaners' Ames* to resources and
financial'aid programs. Other recomendations call for greater
attention to aduZt counseling and gatdance efforts. Institutions
are urged to .develop programs for groups with spacial ,needs, make
resources more available to the doennetity; and to conduct corn-
prehsnsive needs assessments. A plea is made for institutions to
proVide outreabk units with basic: prbgram supporta.% train a cadre
of outreach specialists, and, to provide equitable reward and in-
aentivc programs lor.facu ty who engage'in outreach activities. t

The final section of the iecaringndations chapter bigins bY-suggesting
more extensive and Wiser zI Be of the resource, 0,availabls fran. Private
institutions. Regional outreach *enters are proposed td-coqrdinate
and evaluate lowa post-secondary outreach efforrts. A cogrrehensive
stuciii of the British Open university oonacpt is reacesiended prior
to establishing such a program.in Fldrida. A call is made to, ixplszd

14 7
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the external.degree program so that it services a wider array of
degrees and increased numbers of students.

a

Nutt Secondary Education (1202) Commission is urged to study
feasilaility of providing outreach services via the radio,

, telephone and television anfkto make appropriate action-orianted
recommenhtions to the Legista1-ure. Similarly, the Legislature
is urged to devote greater attention to resources for mission
oriented research; and the fbrmation of a state advisory council
for &search is proposed. TWo additionaZ recommen&tions for
the research advisory counctl concern computor based information

systems. The c ter concludes uith the recomendation oftopical
and multipurpose fnthlio services institutes.

134
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CHAPTER. Y.

'RECOMMENDATIONS POR IMPROVINGJWCESS

A. EstabliShini ComlitMeet: and Direction

Lifelong Learning Policy
0

#1 It is recommended that the Florida Legislature mandate aApublic
policy which enable* the state's adutt learners to have the
educationalmesources and services ofpubtio and Wefte post-
secondary ed4cationat institutions acoessibie to theft throw
their lifetime and th2t such accost be mada available without
regard to race, age, sex, or praae of.residence.

The basic philosophical tenet of this Commission has been that all

adults- must,continue to learn throughout their lives if their furl potentials

as individuals and citizens are to be realized. An individual'd succesies,

satisfactions,and contributions to.our society are itrgely contingent upon

'an ability to deal effectively with ever-cakging personal, environmental,

".

and social circumstances. Learning is the process-by ihich people develop

the knowledges, skills, and attitudes requisite to such 11 capacity to 'cope

with change. Such change is.ever-present, so too must be opportunities for

learning. Existiong pOlicies which guarantee access to twelve years of-Armal
.

, .

4/A°

education require expansion, that acCess,to education is aisured throughout

one's lifetime. *The' natur and pace of change in today's world has made

the need for lifelong learhini-eore salient and urgent with each passing day.

Resources and Piiorities.

It is recommended that the Florida 1404146re provide the resources
and/or the reordering of priorities to enable adult learners and the
state's post-secondary institutions to:rutfilt the abbot lifelong
learning policy.

Fulfillment of a public policy supportive of life-long learning will of
-

necessity require increaied commitment to the instructionel outreach, relearch,
,

l
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and serVice. Traditionally, the outreach function of post-secondary institu--

tions, has been regarded as a subordinate activity to the on-oampus instruction

of full-time students. Commensurate with this Status distinction, outreach

°aCtivities have typically received only meager consideration as priorities

have been established and as resources hkve been arlocated. In fact, when

higher education institutional representatives were asked to specify the

main barriersepo engaging in outreach activities, "money" was the most

frequently noted response.

Other. data/collected ai.a part of this study .also strOngly.suggested-
-....

the need for educational outr6ach to be'considered as a high.priority within

'post-secondary institutions an'd to be allocated resources ocórijgly. Pf

) ;"' 1
the state's adult population of 5.8 million persons, 42 perceni-er .4 million

. . .

reported that they wanted to engage in a contihuing education activity within
1

the next two years. Of these 2.4 million "14ould-be-learners," an estimated

43 percent to 57 percent (one million to 1.4 million persons) wishes td

pursue some sort of post-secondary credit or degree. LikewiAle, interviews

with bu306s,.industry, and governmental leaders also revealed considerable

interest in post-secondary institutions providing increased service to public

and private community-based agencies. In short, there exists in Florida a

verrlarge and diverse group of clients who 4re in need of the serviOes and

-resourcei of post-secondary inttitutions. By providing greater b eadth and

depth of outreach services, these needs can be addressed. ,
.1b

Siatutory and Policy Batriers

#3 It iq reciammended that tha Poat-Secondary Education (,1202) Ccmmission
identiA those statutes, policies, fractices, and traditions which
impair access of the people of Florida to post-seconNary institutions
in thestate and take affirmative steps to bring about such phanges

as may be necessary to assure ready access to those prograftss services,

and facilities whenever a valid need is datermined to axist.
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..

Sines educatiOnal. Outreach typically has not been.considered as.a

high priority IOTpoSt-secondary educational.institutions, the cies,

practises, and structUre associated. with these inititUtions.havebeen

%3
. .

primarily developed to fa litate treditional,pragrams:and purpose ... Ex/O.'

%Jai
,

ing procedures and regulations need to be exaMined in order to dete ne the

. .

extent to which they fac litate or impede educitional outreach activi.ties.

lEvidence exists w h ch suggests that there are substantial procedural
-,

and regulatory barrfers-to the delivery of educational outreachp For

example, of the state's adult population, only ode in three, 1.9 million of

5.8 million, feel they have ever received any personal benefit from-the

state's higher education institutions. FUrthermore, when Floridians' plans

fOcititther education are compared to national figures, another disturbing

statistic is gleened. Nationwidepercent of the adult-population

recently expressed i desire to engage in post-secondary educational activi-

ties, but as revealed by he.Commission's study, only 42.4 percent of adult

Floridians did so. -While this substantially lower proportion for FloriZa

it probably not entirely due to existing statutes and policies associated

with the state's post-secondary education programs, it is possible that

the figure is, a considerible eXtent, a function of such factors.

The exiA nce of statutory and policy barriers to post-secondary

education was further suggested by data obtained f m organizational

leaders throughout the state.. These leaders report they had difficulty

in determiding how/faobtain desired assistance fiai post-seaondary inAtitu-

tions. These,leaders charged that there did not seam to be concise.and

'clear procedures for communitygbased ageniies and groups to follow in order

to secure outreach services. . Similarly, data otttained from urveys of the

.post-secondary institutions themselves revealed that, aside from "money,"
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itie Met frequently-.mentioned bk.riers to the'institutioni delivery of

Ontreach services was apptopriate internal "adminisiratiVe procedils,"

.
.

. . .
.

. ....
.

. ,.0 .

or .ihe lack thereof.'
1

Robe and Scope Studies

#4 It is reccmrended that the Pont-Secondary Education (1202) Commission
review role and scope studies and directives for public community
colleges and univers#ies to.be certain that they take into account
and Are-responsive to the kng6Iledge-based needs of thelconsumer.

The intent of the leview of: rclaAnd scope studies-and.directives is

thAinsize-tiwt institutions apfproprily plan foi the delivery of-outreach

services. The folleswing two recorare,7',%';e5 ..:-Zfered es cc:ollaries to

facilitate eValuation of the.quaiity and quantity of efforts resulting

from such plans.

Annual Reporting

#5 It is recommended that the Pnst-e!econdary Education (1202) Commission .

request annually that all poct-oecondary education institutions

report their activities with respect to the implementation of.
Recommendation #1, evaluate thr performance and activities of these
institutions, and report an.g rec-..rnendations for improvement to the

Commissionervf Education.

Outreach Data.Base

#4 It is recommended that the Conmis._!ioner of Education, 'through the

Department of Education Strategic Planning and Management Information

System Unit,provide4the Post-Secondary Education Commission with the'
appropriate statistical data bane to enaNe it to make recommendations

and evaluate post-secondary educational outreach.

Pre.sently, there as no centralized.reporting system to monitor the

array of outreach activities provided by post-secondary institutions.

Repoiting does occur, but it is uncoordinated in terms of form's, dates,

content, and monitoring agency. As such, there is never quite'a clear,
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comprehensive picture,of just what efforts are being made with respect to

outreach, much less an evaluation of efforts and outcomes in relation to any .I.
set of a priori objectives. The precise experience of the Commission itself

was testimony to this assertion. The most difficult data collection,enter-

priSe encountered was that of identifYing the nature and- siope of outreach-

activities provided by the public and private community colleges, and

universities in the. state. MithaUt such basic data, little reliable and

valid planning can occur and no measure of progress toward statewide

-opjectives for enhancing access to knowledge can be calculated.

Evaluating Outreach

#7 /t is recommended that the Post-Secondary Education (1202) Commission
seek the assistance of the Southern Associaticn of'Colleges and
Schools in the overall evaluation of outreach activities of Florliga
in keeping with applicable standards of4he Association.

In recent years, the Southe Association of Colleges and Schools

(SACS) has devoted greater attention.to the concept of educational outreach.

Notable in this regard has beeh the issuance of "Standard Nine" which relates

to Continuing Education and Community Services. Enlisting the assistance

of SACS will contribute to outreach program evaluation both in an absolute

sense (in relation to SACS accreditation standards) and in a relative sense

(relative to programs offered by other Southern states). As the trend .

toward increased voluntary and mandatoryadult participation in educative

activities continues, the need for each post-secondary educational institu-

tion to offer non-credit instructional programs which award C.E.U.'s will

increase. Appropriate policies and procedures will have to be'

devised which conform with state and regional accreditation standards.
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Periodic review by the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools,

the 1202 Commission and the State B%ird of Independent Colleges and

Universities, of the qualiNy 'of on=going and proposed Outreach services

offered by Flotida_and out-of-state institutions would-greatly assist

in maintaining the high standards and-integrity to which the useri of

these services.are evtitled.

S.

Analysis of Organizational Structxres

4
#8 It is recomm4nded that the Post-Secondary Edidbation (1202) Commission

establish an appropriate comittee to st7.44 the Az:letting organisational
structure of post-secomdary education with respept to delivery*of
educational service and to recommend any apprOOriate reorganization
to _bring about a more Ofective and efficient .delivery tyAtem.

As noted earlier in this report, post-iecondary education in Florida\-__

has expanded greatly in the past fifteen yeats. This expansion has occurred

in./goth the public and private-domain. Now that it appears.that the

expansion, at least in terms of pumbers.of institutions, has stabilized,

a study of the organizational structureswhichdirect and regulate post-
, .

secondary tducation would seem to be in,Ordei,- Data collected as a part of

%

the present report 'suggested that both persons within and those outside of

post-secondaryeducation sometimes'found the existing organizational structure

to be, it best, confusing. Given the implementatir of several of the fde-

, '

going recombendations,,sufficient evaluative feedback and other data should

exist to enable such a study to identify a, host of more cost-beneficial

arrangements for the delivery of services. .
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B. Enhancing Institutional Róiponsiveness

Accesi to the various.programs of educational outreach (instructional

outreach, researCh, and service),in the state's public and private post-

-secondary institutions needs to be expanded. Such expansion should allow

all elements of the state -- individuals, groups, agencies -- to benefit

maximally from the resources potentially available from post-secondary'

-institutions. The restrictions to Increasedaccess to edu tional outreach

are diverse in origin. Some are dispositional in nature and relate to

attitudeS, beliefs, and valtks. Afther barriers are situational and'stem

fram such realities as limited resources. Still other obstacles to access

have their origin in the organilational and legal 'structures of institutions.'

In mostLinstances, a given barrier to access will have dimensions traceable
..--."

back'to each of these-origins. Given that eich access barrier .is itself

multi-dimensional in nature, so too must be the array of strategies and plans

Ala

designea for their alleviation and removah

' The predominant clientele for post-secondary education has shifted

dramatically in recent years. This change in the complexion of the "student
. ck

body" has resulted from increased educational opportunities and options and

from a growing recognition of the4.necessity of continuing education. The

"new" typical post-seCondary student is more iikely to be older, employed,

self-supporting, i spouse, aparent, and a relativOy more responsible

eommunitymember than hWher earlier counterpart.. As suCh, th.0 former is
,

mc6e, likely tó be a:part-time'ai opposed tofull-time stUdent,-anda

cömmunity resident, as opposed tO an "on-campus resident," learner. Finally,

the new post-secondary student is more likely to have less discretionary
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time which can be devoted to the pursuit of education.

The cluster of recommendations which follow in this section are

directed ioward one fundamental,problem: the existing policies, pro-

cedures and services of loost-secondary educational institutions are

still too often tied to the nature of `a traditional constituency and to

a traditional mission, and thus do not progide for equitable recognition

-and treaXment of non-traditional stUdents and their needs. The result

of such inequity is that from some would..be-learnezaccess is prohibi-

tive and for others, participation in post-secondary education subjects

them to unuktaily heavy and unnecessary burdens. Universities,,-colleges,

and community colleges need to develop policies, procedures, and seraces

AP

which are eguitable for adults and_part-time students and which afford

them recognition as equal members of the educational communityw

Admission Requirements

#9 It is recommended that post-secondary educational institutions
employ onZy those student adMission requirelents which are
demonstrably essential to adequate perforMance and which do not-,
constitute artificial or arbitrary barriers to the educational
pursuits of otherwise capable aduZt learners.

One of the methods for safeguarding quality, increasing predicta-

bility for success, and metering.the flow.of students who have access to

post-secondary education has been:the utilization of varfOus entry or

admission requirements. Th0 admission requirements have been

eStabliShed for the traditiOnalscollege clientele--in residence, full-

1%

-

N.

ti e, youthful learners and are now inappropriate for higher education's

10

w

new 'ority--non-resident, part-time, older.learners.

The Commission's data collection efforts revealed that many-business,
\

governmental; and industrial leaders across the state felt certain admission

criteria were unnecessaiy barriers which excluded their employees from
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needed training. Similarly, data from the general population survey iugges ed

that some age-related admission barriers may eiiist. Nearly 12 percent of

the state's would-be-learners or '288,000 adults reported that 'age" was

their main barrier to actualizing their educational plans. Clearly, not 11 ,

persons so responding were excluded because of age-related admission bar iers,

per, se, but it is suspected that at leasesome portion of this rather 1 ge

group of would-be-learners were denied access because of institutionail

imposed restrictions concerning age and admission.

Flexible and DiversifiedrScheduling I

.

'
.1

#10 Itvis recommended that post-secondary'edUcational institutions/develop

'and 'implement instructionaluNtems Which insure access for adult
learners: (a) pat-time.st ta must be giVen equal opportunities

for participation in instructtonal.programs; (b) courses and programa

must be scheduled so as to allow a greater propOrtion of students to

complete all of. nearly all their work at off-campui tocatione.andlor

dUring other than normal working hours.

Scheduling patterns which:are preddmiOated, by day classes and Which

provide only.token evening offerings prohibit acceSsjto the great majority

,,,

of the potential clientele for poSt-secondary education. Obviou y, work'

and other adult responsibilitibs are the major barriers to part cipation in
.

;

day classes In fact, sUrvey'data indicated that nearly 45'per ent'Of.the

state's would-be-learners (nearly. 1.1 millip persons) ci ed s ch reasons

. .,.

as the main obstacles to their participation.in post-sec lida education: .

However, even in those instances when moderate numbers of ev niog classes

7

are offered, still other adults are excluded from participa ion by their. .

sheer lack of energy amailable for class attendance after 1 ng hours of
f

other mijor responsibilities during the day. For this rea on, weekend and

more extensive summer offerings also need to be provided, particularly for

high demand courses and programs.
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The long term psult of insufficient evening, weekend, summer.courses

and programs is that many adult4 fail tO actualize their potential for
4

self-development and educational attainment. For other adults, a more

immediate impact of the absence of such scheduling means -restricted oppor-
r 1

tunities for promotion or possibly the danger of being terminated from their

jobs. This latter problem is...particularly true for occupational groups which

have adopted compulsory continuing educa on as-a condition for te-certifi-
-

catiOnror re-licensuNp. (i:e. teachers).. Fin lly, the phrase "and programs"

needs to be emphasized in the foregoing ecommendron. For high demand

areas, entire degree programs, or at lea t Substantial parts of,them, should

5
, I

be offered on evening and weekend bases.

, Recognizing that a substantial comPonent o on-campus study may be an

inseparable part of some programs, institutions neyertheless should closely
^A.

examinetheir off-campus offerings in light Of the-extent to whiCh they

reiafe to student demands and needs. The pAithary.guideline should be to ,

maintain equitable qUality.of offerings while concurrently placing the ,

convenience of the student ahead of the convenience of the instructor and the

institution. Data in fhis report strongly,supports greater attention beihg .

devoted to off-campus instruction. flearly 64 percent of,fhe statels would-

be-learners, or 1.5 million adulti, chose off-campus si.tes as their first' .

choice location for'pUrsuit of their educational plans. ,The reason given

for this choice' was "convenience." TraVel time no doubt played at important

role in this selection. Of these 1.5 million adults, 41 percent (or 615,000)

re not willing to spend more;han 20 minutes travelling to an educational

ti.vity.' In effect, courses will.have to be held where would-be-learners

reside or. work if participation is to be enhanced. Market studies should 1;.e

conducted throughout the institutional service area to pinpoint.courses and
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programs desire'd and the most appropriate location for such offerings.

No arbitrary limits should be established regulating the number of hours

to be taken off-calpus which can be applied toward a degree.

41Iwa

Part-time Learners and Access to Resources

#11, It is recommended that post-secondary ediwational institutions

make al/ resources and services, such as physical facilities,
counieling and referral, student financial assistance, registration
systems'and libraries available on an eqUitabld basis to part-time

Learners.

Part-time students are unnecessarily inconvenienced by some enroll.-

ment/registration kocedures. Zenerally, piocedures whichrequire a

person's presencbto register penalize part-time students. Another'dis-
).

crimihatory policy is.that of forbiding part-time, non-degree seek*

students from.pre-registrition or only.allowing pre-registration:for lower

level or elective ourses. Some institutions unneCessarily discriminate

against part-time and non-degree seeking students during the rbgular reg-
,

istrition 'period as well. Examples of the latter include (a) having

registration for one day- only; (b) no provisions for registration by mail.;

f :

(c) requiring paTt-trine and-nonjdegree seeking students to register only

. during a specific time(i.e., 6)00 p.m. - 8:307p.M.);' and' (d) 'requiring .

non-degree seeking students to complete all forms required of degree

seeking students. All of these aforementioned policies and procedures are

detrimental to non-traditional students' participation.in post-secondary

education. Those who do Rarticipa.e often have to endure frustrations

and "second-class citizenship", treatment, while others aCtually are.excluded

from participation' altogether.

- i

wor
Part-time students' access to

0
_existing campus resources must be on

par with the acce'Ss enjoyed by full time studqntsl: Non-traditional learners

should have full use of libraries student activities, media centers,

----4(
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edministrative offices (i.e. registration and records), laboratories,

resource centers, health centers, child care services, food service,

counseling services, and transportation. In some cases, proyision of

these resourceS and services for part-time students will necessitate

offices being opened and trained staff available in the evenings and on.

weekends. ,Typically, this array of services and resources are scheduled

-

to be miximally available for the convenience of traditional, full time

students, with little or no regard for the needs of part-time students.

As such, non-traditional students either fail to have.access to these

resources and services or suffer considerable personal inconvenience

and expense in order to utilize them. Survey data revealed that adult'

r

would-be-learners only could devote an average of 5-6 hours per week to
k

their educational pursuitA. Little time evidently exists for "extra" ,

trips to the campus for access to institutionallybased 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

resources.

Financial Aid

#12 It is recomended that post-aecOndaiiy educational institutions
make student financial,afd available to part-time and non-traditional
studints On an equitable basis; provide aid programs Pr credit woFk
and for non-credit educational offerings which meet requirements for
the Continuing Education Unit (C.E.U.); provide new more relevant
financial, aid systems for students of all ages; andprovi4e foriz
variety of tuition payment methode, including broadened use, of
credit cards, commercial bank preferred loans, and-installment
payments.

Part-time students are frequently excluded from scholarship and

assistantship programs, fee waivers, and loans. Such policies,are igpcon-

sistent 14x11 the "r>000st-secondary majority. Whileothese policies now

critically re3trj.ct access, they will only grow more severe as more and more

6.0
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adult learners find it desirable or necessary to engage in post-

secondary edudation- Also moist; if not alli aid programs now revolve

, around a student's pursuit of academic credit-bearing courses or degrees.

As the trend toward greater use.of"the C.E.M. excels, many adult learners

in need of financial aid to pursue non-academic credit aCtivities and
4

programs will be,restricted from participation. Aid programs should be °

geared toward supporting those in .need ofiesources to pursue education.

Whether the education sought is for academic credit, for degrees, or r

or whether such'pursuits are to be part-time or full time are e

irrelevant to the basic question of need.

:Tuition an4 fees have increased substantially in recent years.

These increases, when coupled with other higher costs of living, have

seriously handicapped many students and would-be-studenti in their ability

7

to pay tuition and fees in lump sums. Since most of these individuals will

,... r
probably not have access to financial aid proirana, the only.option avail-

able to relieve.this financial burden is flexibility of p ent. When

i'mfee payment is re 1ated'simply by administrative and au it convenience,

some persons are excluded from participation in post-secondary education.

In other cases, rigid policies of this type place some students in severe

financial conditions "aS they engage in further study.

-Credit for Prior Learning

#13 It is recommended that post-secondaxy educational institution's
explore and develop opportunities to grant academic creditiCr
validatedlearning acquired through lift experiences, fiat'
experidhces, work experiences, and previously acquired continuing

-.eeducation units.
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Through work, travel, hobbies and other daily, living activities,

many adults Lave accumulated a wealth of knowledge, skills, aneabilities,

some of- which are,relevant to given fields of study or professional

16deavors. Zdten these acquired Attributes are identical to, or highly

.complimentary with, the educational outcomes sought by specific, formal

educational,courses and programs. Pint-secondary educational institutions

should grant appropriate Credits and credentials based upon what an

individual has learned, irrespective of Where, when, or low that learning

was achieved. Mechanisms and policies need to be devised which recognize'

and reward such learning acquisitions.

Although the state has made commendable progiless with respect to'

CLEP and other advanced placement meapres, five institutions still fail

to grant credit for stibl.activities as supervised !fork experience. This

*condition is particularly disturbing in light of tie large number of

would-be-learners who chose non-tr ditional methods as the preferred way

of pursuing their' educational goals (i.e., on-the-job trainiing, projectg,

se f ,,sttidy)

-

Lack of recognition Of prior learning forces some individuals
-

repeat leaping experiences which they have already mastered Ijis results

in inefficient use of time and money on the part of individual, the learning

"facilitator, aqd the.idstitution. Adults are likely to view such lack of

vajuing of tfieir pilor leailning as a personal discount to them as individuals.

57s)such,failure of educational institutions.to value:an adult's accomplish-4

ments is likely to be viewed a faillre to value the individaal himself or

herself. Finally, more equitable procedures and concepts of awardin&

credit and credentials will encourage greater educational participaiion arid'

wi4 assist adult citizens inleeting educational demands for entry

148'
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lemployment and o&the-jo

r

advancement.
e

Guidance and Counseling SerVices

#14 is reocmaandad that 1J6st-secondary edioationa iitetitutions
expwa their programa of edUcational information; referral; appraisal,
and counseling tc all adults ik the community.

Data presented earlier indicated that 38% of the state's adult
,

population or approximately 3.8 million persons expressed a desire to
//

dismiss their educational potentials and interests with an-adult education
,

counselor. Similarly, leaders from business, industry, encl government

urged that assistance be provided in assessing employee talents and in.
40.

guiding them into appropriate developmental activities. However, most

would-be-adult learners, whither in communities or in organizations have

few places from which they may secure educational information and guidance
A

services. Without read. vailable services of this variety, many adults

never learn of existing educational opportunities. Without such infor-

mation, these people may never use the-servicis of

Ironically, and unfortunately, those who are most in need of Such services

are also imIst lacking in information about them. Perhaps more importantly,

many adults never have a formal occasion to explore systematically their

4
own Unique talents, ambitions, and desires. In these instances adults

t-secondary education.

y ,-
Nry set lower expectations.for themselves than warranted bY theirNgreap,

abilities. In sum, for tlose adults who lack information about educational,

opportunities and about their own educational potentials and proclivities,

accesS to furthef learni is severely restricted.

Pio ress for S ecial Gro

A15 It is'recommended that post-secondary educational institugons
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.aeveiop and provide partioularand readily acceesible achicationa
programs to meet the unilua tedming nesde and interests of
special targdt populations, agencies, and organisations.

Aside from extending accem o post-secondary mitreachirograms
Nr'

to the state's population in 1, universities colleges, and

community colleges should also strive to identify unique clieut groups

and problems whic) require specially devised and targeted programs

and services.

There are, among the genetal population various individuals and

groups with specific learning needs (e.1., women, blacks, chicanos,

latinos handicapped, -"elderly, migrants, non-pregit community organi-,

, . .

zations,-agencies, military.personnel and dependents, and other occupa-
.

tional groups). Traditional, discipline-slented curricula and programs

are not likely to be responsive to the urgent, Kagmatic, and multi-
w

variate needs of these special.groups. post-secondary educational institu-

%.
tions withoutispecial programs fox such groUps,, in effect, indirectly"
,

limit access for many persons and fail to address a host of pressing k

individUal and community problems. One model which hai proven useful

in this vegat4,11as been theNitle I program 'of the Higher Education Act

of 1965. This federallyopfunded program has providedsources and.leader-.

ship in directirig. continuing education/outreach programs toward sp9Wfically

designated target populations (i

level program, siMilir in nature

women, elderly, etc.). A state

should be ellored as a partial answer

to problems plaguiag Florida residents with Unique educational/needs.

,
Tlie- ComfflissiOn believes that the'state should take a readership role

Ili encouraging collaborativb networks between military,e commahders

and appropriate State and local institutional representatives.
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r Business, industry, armid forces and government also expressed a

definite need for programi to continually upgrade personnel throdgh eduda-
,

tion and'training. Distinct needs were eipressed for programs in the areas

.of business administfation and public-administration. Also much 'interest
,

Was expressed in non-traditional delivery systems - - external degrees,

evening classes, correspondence courses, etc. Where there is documented

need for governmental employees to *rove their job skills, funds for 10a

continuing education aotivities should be provided by the agency. Business,

industry,and government should be encouraged to develop various reward

and' incentive systems to stimulate employee participation in furtker
,

education. As noted earlie4,'post-secondary insitutions should be .prepared

to.offer courses and programs at locations convenient to the clientele

employed by these agencies.

Needs Assessments

#16 It is recommended that the post-secondary educational institutions

assume the responsibility for determining the educa6ional outreach

neede of the people in areas which they serve.

Relatively few comprehensive efforts havekbeen made to determine

the spectrum of educational outreaeh needs which (deist in arious

community college and university service areas. The state's demographic

character in terms of mobility, migration, and cultural pluralism makes

educational planning, at best, difficult. However, such a characfer

4
makes the matter of planning even more imperative. For the most part,

those assesSments which have been made for purposes of planning have only

sought to identify the various degree progs deserved by potenNl

students. Needs for non-ciedit instruction, pplied research, and various

forms of service (e.s., consulting, technica assistance) hmve not

typically been the focal point of-post-se dary institutions' needs..

Greater attention should be paid to these aspects of needs assessment

in light of the fact that nearly 70% of tht state's would-be-learners



(1.7 million persons) expressed educational interests related to areas

other than academic credit instruction. Business, industrypand government
J

leaders were often found I be skeptical of post-secondary institutions'
-

ability and/or desire to respond to community needs. They charged that

the institutions too frequently dealt with "ivory tower," rather than

. "real world," problems. To the extent that such perceptions are indeed

accurate portrayals of reality, their eventual alleviation would seem to

be in part contingent upon greater attention being devoted to comprehensive

needs assessment studies for program planning purposes.

BaSic Program Support

#17 It is recommended that post-secondory edwational institutions
provide general revenue support to assure adequate staffing and
operational Anding far non-credit outreach programs conducted
by public post-secondary institutions.

Adequate funding of post-secondary institutions in the State of

Florida (public and private) is needed to enable these institutions to

, carry out credit and non-credit educational outreach, basic and applied

research, and service activiities designed to serve Florida's citizens.

The extent to which bet er support of non-credit instructional

,.
outreach is meeded is suggetted by a comparison of learners with would-

!!!-learners. Last year (1975) 678,000 persons engaged in non-credit pro- !P

/ -
griles offered-by the public universities (including cooperative extension

programs), colleges, and 'community colleges. However, as earlier noted,

survey-data revealed that the "first choice" educational plans of 70% of

the state's would-be-learners (1.7 million persons) we e involved in the

pursuit of a non-academic, non-credit activity.

Funding formulae should take into consideration the loca ion

of the institution,-the population served, and the resources and



established missions of the respective institution. Adequate funding

for educational outreach, research, and service will require.increased

allocation and the earmarking of funds by the State, the Board of Regents,'

and by the post-econdary institutions.

Typically the departments within post-secondary institutions which

are charged with educational outreach, research, and service have had to

be either totally or substantially self-supporting. Such practices are

contradictory to the significance of these activities to the problems of

communities and to the internal health and renewal of post-secondary

institutions. Also, pressures to be self-supporting often tempt priorities

and decisions pertaining to these functions to be made on the basis of

'profit-gain and expediency rather than empirical need. Adoption of this

recommendation would insure that a core professional and support staff

and an adequate operational budget would be available from year to year

to diagnose, develop, and deliver outreach activities.- Such program

stability would underscore the importance of these activities for other

departments and for faculty. Concurrently, such stabilitk would (

facilitate long range and master planning of outreach activities in lieu

of short range, expedient ones, and (b) fatract04::: highly qualified

professionals into careers in educational outreach, research, and service.

Community Access to Resources

#18 It is recommended that post-secondary educational institutions make
libraries, other informational resources, and appropriate physical
facilities more readilkavailable for use by governmental agencies
business and industry, and the community at large, with due regard
to priorities and costs for use.

Universities, colleges, and community colleges control a number of

1'6 7
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resources which can be directed toward service to the cummunity in an'

enlightened way. In most communities, these institutions houie the most

comprehensive array of informational resources available. Traditionally

these resources have been reserved.almost solely for use by the faculty,

staff, and the "currently enrolled" student body of the institution.

Countless other individuals, groups, and 'agencies wish to and dould .

profit from access to such resources. By eXtending their resources in

this regard; post-secondary institutions would greatly multiply their

service roles. Obviously, such extensions of service should not be

offered in such a manner so as to encroach on other vital uses of these

resources (e.g. the education of students). Equallk apparent is the fact

that the post-secondary institutions would encounter 'additional operational

expenses. Systliens would.have to be evolved which guide (a) the setting of

priorities ior the various user groups'and (b) the extent to which such

user groups would be financially responsible for access to the serVice.
';

The problems and the complexity of private enterprise-and government

continue to expand with the proliferation- of informat on, technology,

populatial, and demands for service and accountability. Data in this

investigation revealed widespread interest in and need for'increased

consulting and technical assistince servicei from the state's post-
..

secondary institutions. Frequently, data suggested that many public and

private organizations in.Florida were unaware of how to tap post-secondary

institutional structures in order to secure needed outreach services.

Smaller businesses and industries ire particularly in need of such services
.1

from universities, colleges, and community colleges.

ikiB

\;. .
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Outreach Specialists

#19 It is ~amended that post-secOndmi-eacational instititions
develop special programa and. curricula for para-profeseional
and professional training of specialists in providttsg outreach
services.

As reflected throughout ihii report there is extensive need for

outreach services from post-secondary institutions. The deliveryiof

.,01ervices is, among other.things, contingent upon persons who are skilled

in dealing with non-traditional clienteles and non-traditionii Con erns

of post-secondary institutions'(i.e.,comunity,40velopment). 'Obvi

not.all faculty will be sufficiently skilled, experienced, or inclined
4

to provide outreach services. Accordingly.in-service staff dei41opment

programs should be sensitive to this need. However, the growing demind

for outreach.services necessitates that attention also be given to the

pre-service training of persons who may choose some aspect of outreach

as a career specialization.

Faculty Sele4ion and Utilization

#20 It is recommended that the-post-secondary odUeational institutions
support ediscational outreach by employirig Pail.* who wish to
engage in it. Faculty who do so should be rewarded equally with
faculty who engage in other Motions.

Ultimately, delivery of eaucational outreach to the people of

Florida rests with the faculty of its post-secondary institutions.

However, faculty frequently are not informed yhen they are initially

recruited and hired that such activities are appropriate and expected

tasks. Thus, faculty involvement in these areas is often left to chance

or"to individual discretion. Faculty members who do engage in educational

outreach all too frequently discover that reward systems in most post-

secondarylinstitutions do not equitably encourage such activities.
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As a result, these outreach function; take on a substantially-lower

priority in relation to on-campus, credit instruction and in relation

to the publication of research and theoretical formulations. While

not all faculty may be sensitive to this reality, interviews conducted

across the state revealed that major business industrial, and governmental

leaders were quite welloinformed on how existing reward and incentive

systems failed to encourage faculty to engage in outreach activities.

These leaderb made a strong plea for post-secondsxy institutions to

give more equitable recognition to outreach activities when considering

faaulty for merit, promotion, and tenure.

4
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C. Developing New Structures and Sy toms

Utilizins Private Resources

#22 It is recommended that the Legislature' 4liooate state financial
support on a cost recovery basis to pri ate post-secondary !

ediwational i;nstitutions which render e1ducational outreach
under state mandate and coordination, provided, however, that
such programsishall be iubject to the.approual, review, and
evaluation processes which are applicable to comparable programs
offeralby public post-secondary institutions.

One of the most cost-effective ways of incrdising access to post-

secondary resources revolvesftround greater use 9f the resources

available ,from priliate colleges, Cbmmunity colleges, and universities.

Presently, the state's publid institutions relate to their private

counterparts in a rather random; unsystematic fashion. Too often,

the result is needless duplication and expensive, unhealthy competition

for both the public.and private institutions.. What is needed is a

spirit of collaboration which still allows for the existence of diversity

and options. The current recommendation is aimed at further development

of public-private arrangeMinis which are Tually advantageous for both

institutions, cost-effective for the state,lind of utility to consumers.
,

-

Regional Educational Outreach Centers

#22 /t is recommended that the Legislature authorize the establishment
ofregional educational outreach centers to coordinate continuing
education programs and to work affirmatively and cooperatively
with business, industry, government, educational institutions,
and various community agencies and groups to plan and implement
specific programs.

At present, there exists a host of public and private institutions

which offer post-secondary educational'programs.in it given community.

Many of these programs are recipients of public funds. Examples of
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such agencielinclIde ublic school programs of community and adult -

education, colleges, ibraries, community collegeso vocational-

technical centers, universities, preparatory schools, and various

governmental,agencies. This great diversity of agency bases involved in

the delivery of postAsecondary education is, at once,. ,the'virtue and

demise of adult education. The virtue lies in the increased number

of options avaiIabre to consumers and the resultipg "healthy" cd6-

petition which inspires prograMs to strive to meet participants' needs.

The demise lies in the fact that such a diversity of programs often

,e

leads to needless duplication of effort and biased programming in faior

of vested institutional interests. Potential consumers of post-seoon-

dary etption face t myriad of adyertising barrages with little or

no opportunities for systematically cross comparing the'variOus programs'

content, fees, or other important characteristics.

It is.anticipated that the fOrmation of regional educational

outreach.centeri' would jointly serive consUmeis of outreach services

and the institutions themselves which deliver such services. Specific
0

center responsibilities would include: (aY serving as a clearinghouse

and/or information bank for continuing education activities and events;'

(b) Providing various types of informational and referral services to

potentiael consumers; (c) maintaining a .directory of resource persons

available for given types of continuing education programs; CO con-
.

ducting-ne9ds assessments; (e) establishing regional priorities for

programming; (f) encouraging interagency cooperation in planning and

delivering educational'Irvices; and (g) developing and employing

evaluation systems for-educstional outreach centers. Ancillary to



'Tt'. the above recommendation, it is fUrther suggested that 'the Post=.
.;

Secondary Education (1202) Commission be charged with continuing

study, an4sis, andevaluation of these regional centers and with

reporting any recomMendations for reviaion to the State Legislarre.

lls Open University and External Degree PrOlgram,

#83 2t is recomended that the Post-Seoondary Education (.1202)
Commission examine the need for an open university and that
the Florida LegisZature expand Oelocternal degree programs
at aZZ levels of post-secondary4id4oation in order to assure
that persons not served by existing programs have redsonable
ammo to state-sumorted progresse of higher eduoation.

In the past few years there has been considerable discussion

of the British "open university" concept and itsj applicability for

post-secondary education in Floridau, . The conce t has Sive been

translated into a legisllive bill in the recent ast. Hoever,

,

it appears that thus far no particular study has been made to determine

the exact unaddreised needs.which can only be met or be better met by

the open university as opposed to existihg outreach structures and.

programs. Therein lies he task preposed for the 1202 Commission.

The second portion of recommendation #23 calls for the expan-

sion of the eXternal degree program. The external degree program is

an alternative to the traditional campus-bound, time Blued, credit-

based degree program. External degree students may earn degrees by

a variety of means, uniquely prescribed for each individual. Some

optional routes includqd c'redit by examination, credit for prior .

experiential learning, iield projects, indepencat study, research,

mit
demonstration projects, etc. External degree programs bein/ more

flexible than traditional programs in terms of means, are effective
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in making post-secondary education'morg accessible and palatable for

many adult learners. The State University System External Degree Program

A

is administered by Flo zda International University and is currently

restricted to only offeri g bachelors degrees. This program has proven

1
to be a viable, high quality educational alternative. Although the

program has been authorized by the Board of Regents to operate state-

wide, it has yet to do so during its early-existence because of unusua/ly

heavy student demands for entrance and because of limited financial

4

4

support. Nast nambers of adult Floridians across the state could profit 1

from access to this type of educational alternative whiCh minimizes
P

the rigidities of traditionl'poSt-secondsry education--time (prescribed

years of study); space (residence on or
1

near campus) and systems of

academic accounting (credits or honor points earned). The need for

ah expanded external degree was 'supported by.several of the data collection

enterprises of the Commission. Exemplary findings in this regard were
ir

that (1) adults are interested in Imrt-time, flexible educational progress,

(2) adults prefer to pursue their educational goals at off-campus, con-
.

venient locations, (5) adults cite "time" constraints as their major

barriers to participation, (4) 45% of the woufd-be-learners or 1.1

million adults chose non-traditional methods (self-study, bn-the-jeb

training projects) as their preferred arrangement for pursuing their

educational goals: Additional support for the expansion of external

degree prograns was offered by buiinelp industry, and government

leaders from across the state. These leaders considered the external

degree concept tO be a viable alternative for coping with the time

and place constraints which were associated with traditional, campus-
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bound degree programs.

It !, sign'ficant to once agiin note that the present external

degree program is qnly operative at the undergraduate level for the

junior and senior year. The program, administered by Florida Inter-

national Univeriity, has operated for three years under,a mandatory

enrollment.cap.' At present, despite heavy demand, only a few hundred

students are able to be admitted.

Use of InstrUctional, Technology

#24 _It is recommended
a.

the Post-Secondary ,lton C1202)
Commission etudç9ze use of instructional tec, 4ogy (radio,
telephone, televIsion) for the purpose information trans-
mission and make recommendations to the ègialature for

.\ operationally adding such programs.

A system of higher education institutions seriously intendjug to

extend instructional services to the population must use broadcast radii)

and television. Such allows for broid population coverage and flexibility

of scheduling--eVen to include early morning hours. -In the very near

future it will be pcAsible for the home viewer to record video/audio

I d.
programs off-the-air at a cost factor much less than devices currently

on the market. This technological advance plus telephone seminars

conducted by faculty might well be considered the last sanctuiry for

\ higher education to-exercise this_nutreach service initiitive.

the wings," so to'speak, are low cost video disc playback units directed

toward homi study utilization. Some of the very best courses and best

instructors,known to man will deveyp, package, and sell discs to in-

Airiduals'for hOme learnimgs ai very low cost. Indeed, we bre on the

threshold of e *eat revolUtion in curriculum and learning; directed
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:toward the. total 'convenience of the learner and his life long desire

io fearn. This development has*the potential to.mave higher education

on all level's and subject areas intatens of thouiands of homes --in
.

lieu of the traditional land based institutional setting.

There are presently three itate owned television/radio broadcest
r,

centers in Florida. These are located at Florida State Uhiversity,

University of.Florida, and the University of South Florida. The combined

Ibrdedcast area of the stations would coyer less than 40 per cent of all

Florida counties. For Florida higher education to extepd broadcast
Iv ,

services to the state would require the development Aind activation of

liz:oadcast centers at the UniversIty,of North Florida, University of

West Florida, Florida Tech., FloridiAtlantic,-and Florida International

University.

. 'State Funded ResearCh Program

#24 . /t recommended that the.Board ofBegents continue to designate
resources specifically ibr mission-oriented research apPlied to

.the solution of pressing state problems through the Service
Through Application ofhesearch (9TAR) Program. ,euch efforts
should be expanded as additional funde become availia41...

.During the past three,AFars the State- UniVers ty System ha% ear-,

!barked a portion of its budget (approximately-1.3 million dollars

annually) specifically for mission-oriented research ai )4 cted at solving

major state problems. These dollars were.earmaiked.largely.in rtgionse
.

-.

to requests by state agencies. In 1974-75 alone, mare thin 300.st

.

ency requests for research prOjects (with a total cost of about nine,

lipn doliars)-were submitted. Of these requests; only' 41 were
. . ...

funded.at a-total cost of $1,013,981. The earmarked dollars which
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remained were allocated to spircial research centers such as the Solar

.
,...I..'"

Energy 4boratory' mid the Mote Marine LOorafory in Sarasota.
.

In effect,.

current requests for mission-oriented research outstrip availible:

resources by a ratio of seven to one...nine million dollirs requested

to 1.3, million dollars earmarked. Furthermore, data in this report

liave previously been presented which documents the anticipited future

demand for mission-oriented resear

4 agencies.

am state ind local gOVernmental

Widespread...support wes fourid in this inveitigation for the general

concept of earmarking' funds formission-qriented researckon social

problems. Such support ranges from-business leaders to state and local
. f

governmental officials. All felt such funding would yield significant'

benefits to the people of Florida. As noted in the preceding.paragraph,

curTent demand for mission,orientee'research dollEirs available through

the 6tate4University SYsteirs budget are already outAtripped

demand. It seems unlikely that the relatively meager research budget

,of ,ate University SysteM can ever meet current needs and demands

much less futuTe.ones. \Funding potentials of-iusiness, industry and

local and state government offer th3 only 1 g-range answer to the

pereasingly ur gent need for financing Of missi -oriented rtsearch. .'
. \

4.
-

State Researah AdvisorMounciii

#26, /t is recom nmeded that the Legislature establish a research

adVisory coUnciA, composed ofinformed.citizens, to identify

stdte research neede and recommend td eaCh session of the

Legislature the 'eons fbr meeting those need's. Post-secondary

institutions and other state agencies engaged in research

activities shouLd provide to the council infbrmatton about

their research oviviiies and needs. .1 .

.411
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Interviews with.businesS, industrial; .and governmentifleaders
.

revealed sevetal concerns with respect to mission-oriented research.

Recoimendation #26 proposes the establishment of a state level Research

AdvisorY council.to deal with such concerns as (1) determining thase

researchlmeeds most urgent to the people of the stateltnd to state
A

agencies, (2).providing equitable allocations of resources for various

research pliorities, fig..deve1oping gu4delines which will insure

greater lead time for'developing proposals, (4).ensuring that inter-
,. ..r

Asciplinary research problems arerin fact approached on An inter-

disciplinary basis(5) evaluating the outcomes.of t state's in-

vestment in mission-oriented tesearch, and (6) provlding guidance

the Legislature in the formulation of effective research polic es

and in the wise allocation of research dollars.

Inventory Of Research

- t

d Faculty EXpertise

#27 It is recommended that the Researgh AdVisory Coundil studY and
recommend to the fgiaZature a means fbr developing a computer.
based management information SyStem which would provide to the
Council infbrmation about recently completed research aottvW
and an ongoing inverttory of faculty researSh interest and
expertise.

.

Theilbnction of this computerbAsed ystem would. be to co. put
.

consumers of research in touch with thatj4esearch which}s completed
a

or in pragrets, (b) put producersaof research in touch with other

producers, (c) put those in need of persons with specific'risearch

-interests and expertise in touch withcsuch_human resources,.

.""

Statistical Data Ape
)h 9

#28 'It is recommended that the Research AdVisory Council stu4 and
necommend to the Legislature a means fbr developing afore

9
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coordinated and integrated eystem for the oollecticn analysis

and dissemination of a statistical data base for Flo *da
order tO aesiist research, planning, and management.

There is need for d better data !lase upon which to base research,

planning, managebent, etc. This need most often mentioned in the survL,
I 0

of prominent Floridians was for an improved end expahded st stical

data base for the state.. All of -those from state agencies an local

government and most businessmen expressed a need for better demographic

economic, and natural resource data. Currently the state's efforts in

this area are fragmented. There needs to be more comprehensive Cbell-

dination and cooperation. Presently toopmuch reliance 'must be placed

upon federally generated data. The rate of growth, migration, and change

Th
in Flor-ida is too high to allow us to rely on the ten-year federal census.

/-

Many of Florida's agencies and local governments.lose significant federal

funds becaufe population estimites are out of date andunderestimate

tra-ligures. Florida needs to systematically collect and compile its

, own statistical data base., Such a base s essential in order that
- .

research and lanning programs can be'carried-outi= Some ofe existing
-

iesources which need be related are: Bureau of Economics and Business
0,

Research at the University of Florida, Department of Administration,.,

Department of Commerce.

Topical Public Service Institutes

#29 It is reconmended that, the Legielature authorize the 'establialvnent
of interagenCy topical pubZic service institutes for the piirpose

of research and consu4tation voncerning significant socfetal
problems and, authorae such institutes to accept financial
support from governmental or non-government sources. *

tio 4

These public service institutes woUld be devoted to researChi'

5-

ft,

4

development, and contuliatiqn aout pervasive nd significaa\societal
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problemi are se. complex and vast that generally no unit

:-governmeatal, private,.or philanthropic-,-4 inClined.tO claim responsi-

bility ger their solution; furtherlors, the'design Of solutions would

require a range of disciplinary and professional talent that is.not likely

to'be found in.anyagency which might claim or has been estigned responsi-

At
bility( The establishment of a new kind of institutevies recommended as

a device g with such.problems: Following legislative authori-

zation initiative for the establishment and coordination of the insti-

"."

tutes would rest with the State System, but continuing sponsor-

ship, financing, and participation would be shared with state agencies;

countY, municipal and federal governments; business and industry; trade

and labor'associations; and philanthropic institutions. Institutes would

..probably be lodged at universities because personnel, library, laboratory,

and computational resources would be close at hand; however, governance

and control would be by'a board of advisors, representing the several
P

i sponsors, respontiblyt; the System. The institutes would perfotm a

greatlyiteeded service,to out society now-handicappedand perhaps to be

..evenivally.strangled dueioLthe-lack of solutic to perVasive ptablems.

'Other more.preCisely defined groups:would also enefit through:enhancinl
-

research, development, and consultative prolpss by pooling of meager

capabilities, anj through, access to solutions which would otherwise not

he available. -4Although direct involvement of faculty in iversities

in the solution of societal problems may threaten universities and

faculty with partisanship and politicalization, safegaurds can be devised

at the.outset to diminish greatly or eliminate that possibility. While

the'conceOlon offered here of.public se4i4 institutes'is crude and

1 0
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preliminary, its strengtbresides in itsat,leaSt.constituting gOtep

toward the resolution of-pressing problaal,that hitheriO havebeen

4
unassigned to, unclaimed by, and axe perhmps too large for institutions

which normally might have been expected to-be responsible for them.

Multi.lurposefillublic'Serviee Institutes

#36 _it is rectsmwowled that post-secondary sawational institutions
establish, individUally and cooperatively, multi-purpose public
service institutes when appropriate to meet the needs for applied

research and service.

Residents and public and private organizations and groups which

requiresolutions to problems frequently do not have access tolippropriate

Applied reparch and other'services. Furthermore, many post-secondary.

-educational institutions presentl/Ido not have the mechanisms or financial

resources readily available to assist in meeting this demand eVen though

highly skilled huiAn'resources exist within the universities and colleges
,

1%."."-N

of a region. Mechanisms at the grass roots level need to be developed

which facilitate the bringing together of available resources with poten-
..

tial consumers of applied research and other services. Such Institutes

could be established and administered in conjunction witkthe regional

educational outreachirenters suggested in reco ndatioA 22:so
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CHAPTER VI

ACCESS TO KNOWLEDGE: RETROSPECT AND PROSPECT

Abstract

Chap* VI presents a brief recfrpitulation of the
nature and scope of Mit COMM1,481.011 on Educational
Outreach and Service and a discussion of a number
of concerns which further clarify the Convnission's
posture with respect to edwationa outreach and
several situations which warrant Arther study and
reflection. In brief, these concerns are as follows:
(1) Recomemdations to expamd outreach should not
be construed to mean that traffitional commmity
college and university prograAs and Mations
should be curtailed or given less emphasis. (2)
New technologiAZ advances are about to be available
which couZd rivolutionise instruational outreach. 600
(3) The stress on cognitive e4ucation should not
be construed as meaning that Moral education is
Zees important. (4porities

for educ ionaZ activities and the44Thri

e state's role in setting

subsequent allocafton of resources should be
4 reflective of people's stated needs. (5) The

trend toward credentialling occurring outside of
educational-institutions warrants careful study.
(6) It is important that non-traditional students
be trAated in an equitable fashion. (7) Flexibil-

e
ity and open-minciedness should characterize the
search for improved educational outreach systems.
(8) The proliferation of out-of-state institutions
nowiiirng degrees in FZorida needs to be examined
to *ne the reasons for such a development.
(9) Both on-campus and off-campus institutional
programs must be predicated on the basis of quality.,
feasibility, and need. (10) Caref4Z study is
needed to develop an intergrated system ofpost-
seconddry education which capitalizes cm the unique
contributions that both public.and private institu..
tions:-.ean mike to the delivery of outreach services.
.(11) Education is centraZ to democracy 'and must bei
accorded a prime priority status by the state.

e

4.
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CHAPTER VI

ACCESS TO KNOWLEDGE; RETROSPECT AND PROSPEC'T

The future is coming. Little can be done about its inevitability,

Neverobefore has human civiligation'been ai equipped to deal with the)4.

uncertaintyloof the future as it ls now. Developments in logic, methddo-

logical toolsband technology lave given human beings the capabilities

to cope with the future. Yet, paradoxically, never has pessimism about%--

the human prospect for entering the future, with major social, economic,

political,-and.envirdnmental problems solved been so high. What accounts

for his extra-ordinary situation in which pessimism_about the future .

seems to increase with.advances in capabilities to deal with it? This

situation may partially be a result of .our too limited vision of what is

,

possible -- of our lack of imagination to_donceptualize alternative,worlds

.by which we can assess our.present condition and light our way through the

darkness of uncertainty. 'In short,.we haveto:luhlea4h our imagination,

not to enter "the'fUture," but to expand dUrrconsciousnesi to embrace a .

whole range of akOrnative futures for human choice.
h.

At best, the work of this COmMission is an eXercise in the human

imaginationnot aft exhaustive summary dr everything which exists about,
)

educational outreach and serVice 'in the State of Florida. Its spirit 'is
.1

a suggestion for the need to imagine alternative educational worlds for,

Florida, not a denunctiOn of our present sysiem of a rigid Statement

of:a singular model for the solution of all educational problems. Its

product, principally through recommendations, aimati5 develop several

184
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.,L
strategies for the realization of these ilternative educationil worlds

in enlightened public policy, rather than offer a single Map from which

no departure is necesiary. Its intention is tO develop a vision which

will attract, if not capture, the imagination of legislative, executive,

and professional leadership in Florida. The COmmission's work, spirit,

4
product, and intention have been based upon two major assumptions: first,

tIlat the amOoth and purposeful functioning of society depends upon the

citizens' ability to have access to knowledge; second, that the cuirent

structures-and means for communicating knowledge to people are, in many

ways, inadequate.

In order to have intight into the izene perceptions of how best

to operationalize these assumptions, the Commission conducted special

surveys. These.surveys had seVeral specific purposes: to determine the

education needs of adult citiz ns and of business, industrial, soci

and p,rofessional organization ; to assess the variety of research needs

for the solving of im ant publik and individual problems; to evaluate

the consequences of the efforts of publft and\pribate colleges and uni- .

versities to meet these educational and research needs; and to gain in-

sight into how other states have attempted to resolve problems and chal-

lenges similar to those confronted'by the Commission. Based upon these

surveys, recommendations were developed to suggest the kinds of public

di
policies which are appropriate for legislative and executive action. But

these recommendations are infadld to point the way, not to pre-determine

it. This openness on the part of the Commission is due.principally to

several factors. First, the magnitude of the problems of ,educational

outreach and service., meaUred by the number of people who may be



3

. -

potentially affected, precludes a definite study. The second factor is

the numter and diversity of types'of institutions. I ,

Recommendations were made by the eommission that if implemented.would

respond somewhat to the most urgent and.immediate needs. However, the

Commission recognized that the problem is of such magnitude,,in terms of

the people who are potentially involved, that its resolution will occur

cC
only through slow evolution during the next decade. AspectaOf-the pro-

blem remain unexplored by the Commission --, e.g.,the responsibility of the

state with respect to each of the variety of claiml for educational ser-

vice thataight be addressed to it -- and will have to be dealt with sub-'

sequently.

During its proceedings the Commission arrived at certain understand-'

ings that merit recounting here because of their value in aiding one to
-

understand the report, the dimensions of the problem,, and the unsuspected

ramifications of almost any soltition which is Uffered. Some of these.

views are presented in the following partgraphs. ,

5

First, we stress that citizens must have acces9 to knowledge and

be aware that post-secondary educational institutions have been primarily

respon4ble for the discovery, development, and del v of knowledge.

The Commission believes that this creates a situat on in which it is

realized that post-secondary educational institutions must continuously
,

review their priorities and resources to more equitably provide for-
..

educational outreach and research services within existing and new

resources and within the hierarchy of responsibilities of each institution

involved.
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Second, the'COMmissionis acutely consciou* of the rapid advance

mente in the,development of educational hardware, which would be used to
6

'great advantage in educational outreach and which undoubtedly would

render current methods obsolete. Responiibility,should be lodged for

keeping abreast of these developments, determining how-they might be

4

used in, and actually trying them out.

Third, altho gh the examOes it used in9preceding Chapters. dealt

mainly with,empir' al knowledge, the Commission recognizes the variety

of methods by which knowfedge can'be acquired and'does not suggest that
1

one kind of knowledge should be the exclusive concern of educational

outreach. Other things being equal, rational knowledge as manifested in

the humanities.and clOssic4 is as much entitled to the stage as empirical

'

knowledge as maniTested in science and technology.

Fourth, the Commission is concerned about a'discrepancy between

the state's priorities for rendering postsecondary educational services and

the professed needs of citizens for auth'servic The state places in the

lowest category educational services for special students; , those who

4
are part-time, donot seek credit,and/or do not seek degrees

. .

-However,

mAy stud,ies show that the special student is in the majority and the survey..

0

a conducted by the Commission reveals that the vast-majority of citizens who

delwire educational services would wish-to beCome special students.

Fifth, the Commission became concerned about credentialling during

its deliberations. It suspects that were the major responsibility for it-

.
rell;oved from colleges and9universities, then a variety of cost-competitive 41

instructional systems would emerge fo

dominations. These competing iyst

176
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preparing persons for dentialling

might substantially reduce\the'
4 0
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demand for educationalgservices which are now placed on public Post
.0kr

secondary educational institutions. The Commission took DO actibi on

this matter bli1ng it should be haipdled nationally so that all !-

states might proceed in unisdn toward asolution.

-Sixth, thetommission is concerned that the Special benefits and

0.
consi tions for assuring equal eueatioiial opportunity, and subse-

( quent social equality, are badly dist ibuted th-e iajority go to

. 6

*full-time residential students and harchy any go to nonresidential

part-time st ent this is unfortunate on several accounts; there are
,

far more s cial st ents; the _proportion of disadvant,ged along them

.1.

is far. greater, and there is a great social. and political risk in
- ,

w

sN ignoring this_large segment of,the population which -11a legitimate

-aclaim for equO treatment.. ..

- Seventh, the Commission foc on identifying needs for educa-
.

tional outreach and emphasizing the.importance of satisfying them, bui

itj avoided coiqnting about which segment of public education Should(
, i

ser e which neea.. Commission wishes to leave the field open sotat

ne institutions c uld emerge whose misiion wouMbe exclusively educe-

ti nal o reach, -r earth ;or service: and; *by v-irtue .Of that, wh4 coull
.,

k

petform,pore effiintly than can multipurpose institutions that.attempt

, `..
, .

I

to offer the servi
.

.%.
.

Efghth, theCommission'noted the lare nbèr of:educational programs.
,

leiding to advanced degrees Whlch are conducted in FlOrida y out-of:state
. .

educational instit4tion. .Their presence is grounds for e arrassment

0

and fotassessmen f hether the state is failing to meet the -au ational

if
needs of citizens.

. 6of
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NJ1nth, the Commission is Aissatisfied with its failure to be

specif about how the privaiee.nd lic educational establishments .

can cooperate in proidding educationnjoutreach, research and servic%.
4

.

e problem is extremely complicated, involving issues of institutional
.

autonomy, Cost differentials, and the private use of public fundd. tt

is 'left to i essor group for long-term study.

t

is1 9

Tent ommiss n finally affirms its commitment to our fo

A 1

of gove ent, recognizes that its effectkve functioning depends on a
---,

highly educated citizenry, and hopes on that account t education will

°L\be given the attention it deserves -es a state function k

eV
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This report was, funded in part by morli,es tadehvei bl he throug.'

of the Hig4er Education Act.

ro.

The fout' volume public document was prodUked at a'cost of 0,254:00
or $2.62 per volume to jrovide citizens-of Florida with information

and recommendations on instruction outreach.and research pfograms"

in Florida. \f:
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